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FOREWORD
As this book goes to press the liberalizing of American divorce laws continues. Arkansas and Idaho have
reduced their residence requirements to three months.
Similar laws are also under consideration in Montana
and in at least three other states. The legislature of
New Yark has before it suggestions designed to increase the number of causes of action for which divorce
may be granted.
The Assembly of the Nevada Legislature has passed
a bill reducing Nevada's divorce-residence requirement to six weeks. By the time this book is out,
Nevada will doubtless be using her new law. Even
more important than the residence requirement is the
fact that under the new law it will not be necessary
for the divorce seeker to make specific charges in a
divorce ·petition. For instance, a simple and unembellished charge of cruelty will be ample unless the defendant demands a bill of particulars. In this way the
present morbid practice of publicizing the intimate details of divorce action will be avoided.
Other changes are underway. Birth Control is meeting approval in high circles. The archaic rule of comparative rectitude is facing defeat. Mercy and justice to
the mismated are creeping into the law. \Vithout doubt
marriage is throwing off the shackles of blind intolerance and groping towards a form in which human
beings may find sanity and contentment.
GEORGE
RENO, NEVADA, 1931.

A.

BARTLETT.
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MEN, WOMEN AND CONFLICT
CHAPTER I
HELL IN FAMILY FORM

A MILLION years or so ago man roamed the earth
much like any other beast. Instinct moved him to seek
food and to defend his life. As with other forms of
animal life he obeyed nature's voiceless command that
he procreate his race.
For about 950,000 years-the exact figure is unimportant to my story-the race went on in much the
same way so far as its perpetuation was concerned.
Man's mind found ample engrossment in pursuit of
food and evasion of danger. And yet his circumstances were slowly changing. Gradually he achieved
an easier pursuit and a more effective evasion. For
the first time-perhaps unfortunately-he had time to
sit down and think.
It was this thinking, and not the fall of Adam, that
started all the trouble.
Through the workings of his mind, which proved
superbly better than the minds of his cousin beasts, man
created dwellings, weapons, vehicles, tools, foods, rude
arts and clumsy games. His life grew apace.
From the thrill of material artisanship his mind
passed slowly but surely into the abstract. FJ:e became
3
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conscious of his emotions; named and analyzed them;
and began to make them serve his purpose just as he
had his tools and weapons only a few thousand years
before.
From this era of man's progress emerged such complexities as religion, primitive laws and customs, communal activities, predatory war and conscious art.
Then, somewhere along the way, he began to tamper
with a buzzsaw: Nature's voiceless command to procreate the race. If he could make a boat that was better than the dead log floating down a swollen river,
why couldn't he improve on arboreal rape?
Without a thought for consequences man jumped into the job. And, manlike, the more messy results became the surer he was he could succeed !
His efforts blossomed like the flowers in the field.
Some of the brighter blooms were concubines, courtezans, wives, lovers, husbands, adultery, disease, marriage and divorce. Religion begat multifarious formul::e. Recognition of laws and necessity for protection
evolved government. Society built up taboos. It was
all very kaleidoscopic and bewildering. But was man
abashed at what he had done? Oh, no! As each age
passed he pointed with pride at what he called his "progress."
Perhaps it was progress. As a race we may not
know for another million years. We may never know.
But here at the beginning of the twentieth century
we have for the first time in history shown wide-spread
doubt that man, for all his brains and laws and religions, can in so or sao years improve on what nature
may have taken so,ooo,ooo or soo,ooo,ooo years to
establish.
This doubt takes the form of a growing indulgence
toward failure of statute and religion and social con-
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cept to achieve something as imponderable as hope and
as subtle as the fleeting light-ray: the perfect mating
of man and woman.
For the first time man is stepping back from the
thing his ingenuity has fashioned and is wondering if it
is the best he can do. For the first time society is
widely questioning the power of religion and law
to mould symmetrically with every pouring. For
the first time, decent and respectable people throughout
the civilized world are beginning to view askance the
irrevocable fixity with which mankind endowed his version of nature's urge.
Divorce,-like medical amesthesia-so lately despised, is beginning to be recognized as the next great
step along the way. The way to where? . . . The
only answer is happiness. For the blind urge to enjoy the earth and the fruits thereof is the only ponderable one on which groping man can yet put his finger.
Divorce may prove a false step. That is yet to be
seen. It has some things to condemn it; it has many
defects and pitfalls in its application. Those who
most strongly support it rarely hesitate to admit its
perils. But from that artificial bondage, marriage, with
which man has endowed society, the human spirit has
finally been compelled to seek escape. Divorce, for
the moment, is the only practical egress from the manmade trap.
It has been both my privilege and my greatest cross
for many years to come into intimate contact with divorce. As a presiding judge in Reno I have heard
thousands of cases of marital conflict argued before me.
Altogether I have had more than sixty years of life
amid the stirring scooes that attended the development
of our great West. I have had much experience in
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the practice of general law; some adventures as a Congressman in Washington; and both with the varying
fortunes of a man who is the father of four fine young
American citizens and who has been very rich as well
as very poor. And all culminated in this curious court
of human appeal where thousands come each year to
pour out their tale~ of marital woe.
Like many another man I have often thought ahead
to peaceful years where, like Clemenceau, I cottld write
my recollections "in the evening of my thought." But
the flood of life carries me swiftly in its current. The
suspicion grows upon me that I shall go over the Great
Dam fully dressed from bonnet to boots, and still
floundering.
So the Big Book will probably never be; doubtless
I shall be happier so. However, a variation of the idea
has been forced upon me. Year by year the ever
widening circle of my friend~, who now extend from
Maine to Texas-and beyond, have clamored more and
more loudly for some informal expression of my views
on married life. They point out, with some justice~
that my perspective on the unavoidable conflict that
marriage engenders must be great. Those whose divorce cases I have he~rd declare that their disasters
came to an issue with only the thinnest sort of advice
and experience. They knew one or two other couples
who had had trouble; they talked things over with a
lawyer or two; and they broke the bonds that a little
while before had been the most sacred in their lives.
Said one: "Judge Bartlett, I know a young pair
who ought to be happy. They have health and money
and children. They are lovers and companions. They
are much alike in tastes. And yet their marriage seems
doomed ; that is, unless some outsider :;teps in and
helps."
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"Haven't they an older friend or a trustworthy doctor or lawyer who could straighten them out?" I asked.
"No. I mean that while they have plenty of the
kind you speak of, none of those who have their confidence possesses enough knowledge of married people's
troubles to give them good advice."
"Could they both come out and see me?"
"Probably not. For that would be an admission on
the part of both that they were nearing the end of
things."
Then came the suggestion that I've listened to so
often that it has finally come to be an almost insupportable irritation :
"If you'd only write a book. Not a big scientific
discussion; nor a philosophical treatise, just one to give
thousands of struggling married couples the benefit of
your experience. Maybe only a tiny fraction will
read it. A still tinier fraction will be benefited. But
when you think that in America alone there must be
more than fifty million married people, any fraction is
bound to stand for a good many men and women."
Time came when I listened. I wasn't convinced;
but the pressure put upon me was too strong to be disregarded. Perhaps there was a chance that I had
something that I ought to pass along. I didn't know.
As I write, I am not sure yet. But I feel that I must
take the chance.
I decided, finally, to write a little something of
what I had seen and heard about marital troubles. I
had no axe to grind, no thesis to impart. My only
message was reminiscent of distress and redolent of
hope. I knew that Reno as an institution was only a
geographical and legal accident. I had long observed
that marriage as a social expedient was in a state of
metamorphosis. I had approved of divorce as a remedy
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in most cases that came before me or I should not have
granted it. These facts were intrinsically unimportant. The only thing of real importance that I
possessed and could pass along was a highly specialized experience. As my friends suggested, it might
be that some couples would be benefited and some
heartsick humans made happier by what I could say.
Were this true then some sort of record, no mattet"
how incomplete, was in order.

CHAPTER II
A GLANCE AT RENO

THE chief thing which brings broken marriages to
Reno is the Nevada law requiring only three tp.onths'
residence before divorce can be applied for. In most
other states the requirement is a year or more. Some
require three years.
This provision in the law was not for altruistic
purposes. In pioneer days, and until after the Civil
War, Nevada had a shifting population. Even today
she has only about 8s,ooo people. Her vast area, which
is larger than that of all New England, is mostly arid
and not attractive to hbmesteaders. Moreover, California gold fields and farms were too close to tempt
the emigrants to tarry long on the way. So in order
to encourage growth of population and to ease the complications of transient residence Nevada made its citizenship requirements a six months' residence. The
same term was also made to apply to the divorce
statute.
The short term for divorce in Nevada was first
widely publicized by a lawyer from New York. He
astutely reasoned that a good divorce practice might
come from the Nevadan statutes. Not only was the
short term of residence attractive, but there were many
grounds for divorce allowed as against only oneinfidelity-in New Y ark.
9
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Mr. Schnitzer, the lawyer, then drew up the following advertisement and had it inserted in theatre programs, newspapers and other places where it would
reach large numbers of the kind of people he thought
might want-and could pay for-speedy divorce:

Divorce Laws of Nevada
Have You Domestic Troubles?
Are You Seeking DIVORCE?
Do You Want Quick and
Reliable Action?
Send for My Booklet
Contains Complete Information
FREE
Shortest Residence
Address W. H. SCHNITZER,
Counselor
Correspondence strictly
Confidential

Besides his advertisement the enterprising gentleman
published a pamphlet describing in detail just how the
suffering husband or wife could find relief in Nevada.
He pointed out that here, at last, was hope of salvation
for those unfortunate souls whose local lawyers had
found no help in the laws of their home states. He further observed that divorce proceedings so far from the
home town might prevent a good deal of uncomfortable
publicity.
Mr. Schnitzer's efforts were successful to the extent
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of turning a stream of divorce seekers in the direction
of Reno. Since that day this stream has grown larger
and larger with each passing year. Despite the objections of many conservatives and of the church in particular, American patronage of Nevada's marital sanctuary has put a stronger and stronger stamp of
approval upon making divorce requirements Less
stringent. Mr. Schnitzer, however, was challenged in
the courts of the very state he was doing so much to
help. He was accused of professional misconduct and
nearly disbarred from further practice.
Reno received more notoriety in 1905 when the rich
Mr. William B. Corey of Pittsburg was sued for divorce
by his wife Laura B. Corey. Mr. Corey had become infatuated with a beautiful young chorus girl and had
begun to neglect his wife. M!."s. Corey, with the sympathy of the public behind her, sought relief in Nevada
where she found justice was prompt and effective. As
it was the kind of case that the press "played up" eloquently, Reno received its share of advertising.
Naturally many who read of what Mrs. Corey did
decided to seek the same avenue to freedom from their
mtsery.
As time passed other widely publicized cases furthered the news of Reno's divorce court. The transients grew in numbers until over 2000 unhappy people
a year came to Reno to have their marriages dissolved.
It wasn't long, however, before the same people who
bitterly insisted that marriage should in every case be
a lifelong bond, no matter what anguish it caused, began to attack Nevada's law. One eminent minister of
the gospel declared in ringing tones :
Divorce indicates just how little the great Christian
ideals are affecting the body politic. The drift away from
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the old institution of the permanent family is becoming
more pronounced all the time. The most horrible condition in America exists right next door to California in
our neighbor state of Nevada. The situation is a challenge. Are the great Christian forces to be able to restore
the institution of the family? The answer will affect not
only the fundamentals of Christianity, but the very laws
of life.
·
"The very laws of life" is a good line. But the eminent gentleman who used it seems to have had a
different viewpoint from that maintained by an everincreasing number of thoughtful persons. The answer
he refers to may affect the fundamentals of Christianity,
which I doubt because of the liberally exercised right
of interpretation; but cannot affect the laws of life.
These latter laws are not made by man; they are
supernal and are made for us by a Power over which
we have no control. It is for us to understand and appreciate these laws and to follow them; but what is done
in Reno or New York or in any other community
cannot alter them.
The paragraph quoted was, by the way, the "straw
that broke the camel's back"-I being the camel. It
was the final pressure that brought me to the writing
of some sort of book on domestic relations based on
my long experience in the divorce court.
Before I go further I think it might clarify matters
in the reader's mind if I sketch briefly how divorce
may be secured in Reno.
The grounds for divorce in Nevada are: adultery,
desertion for one year, extreme cruelty, conviction of
a felony, habitual intoxication, impotency, neglect to
provide the common necessaries of life for one year,
and two years' insanity. Most of these grounds for divorce need no explanation as each term is used in the
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sense that is common everywhere, except-perhaps"neglect to provide." This ground is, as a general thing,
available only to women. Moreover, Nevada courts
have held that, .even though a woman has means of her
own, it is her husband's duty to support her and they
will grant a divorce when he does not.
Insanity was added to the list of causes of divorce
in 1927. (It was also in this year that the period of
residence was reduced from six months to three.)
The courts are very strict in their interpretation of
the. facts constituting insanity as a ground for divorce.
The mental state in question must have existed for at
least two years prior to the commencement of the
action; the insanity must be definitely proved and must
be found by the court to be incurable. Furthermore,
the party applying for divorce must make adequate
provision for the maintenance of the insane person
There is very sound human reasoning in the court's
mind when taking this firm stand on insanity. For one
of the first conclusions a husband or wife reaches about
the mate is that he or she "is insane or he wouldn't behave the way he does!" In a purely emotional sense
any person may be temporarily deranged by anger or
hatred or jealousy. But mental derangement is not
recognized in a Nevada divorce court unless it is pathological and permanent.
Extreme cruelty (which now includes mental cruelty
under interpretation of the courts) is, I think, the most
popular ground for divorce in our Reno court. But it
is not for this reason that mental cruelty should be my
most important topic of discussion. In many ways human progress is outstripping statute law. Automobiles
came before traffic regulations; airplanes before skylaws. In the same way human relations, in their spiritual aspect, are many laps ahead of the laws that mete
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out justice to them. Men and women have become highgeared, sophisticated and self-conscious to a degree unanticipated a hundred years ago. A woman's foible that
would have left a Puritan Father cold might drive a
modern business man to suicide. The modern woman
with property rights and the franchise does not choose
to merge herself completely in the man she marries.
She is now a citizen and not a slave; a mind and not
just a body; a partner and not a chattel. Therefore
even small violations of routine may destroy marital
peace. And since domestic peace bears on the community this fact should come under the law.
Compare the ox-cart with the motor car. There
wasn't any need for the ox-cart driver moving at three
miles per hour to put out his hand when he wanted to
make a turn. The speed of his advance was such that the
cart behind could stop in plenty of time. But there
must be laws to govern the autoist whizzing along at
forty or fifty miles per hour to protect himself, those
with him and the community at large from his swift
movement. Modern life whizzes along every bit as
much faster than it used to, as the auto is faster than
the ox-cart. If there aren't laws for marital traffic
just as there are for traffic on the highways, we are
going to have plenty of collisions-which is just what
we're having.
Curiously enough, even when there are laws aimed
at modern marital conditions the courts do not always
use them. Jacob Lippman in the Columbia Law Review
writes: "The Christian conception of the identity of
husband and wife seems to have received its death-knelt;
but here, too, tradition is so strong that courts refuse to
recognize clearly worded statutes unequivocally destroying the unity of husband and wife."
Next in popularity to mental cruelty comes desertion
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as a cause for divorce in our we~tern court. This in itself is easy to analyze, for it is a secondary or factitious
cause as a rule. In other words, desertion means that
the married couple have in effect consummated their
divorce without benefit of judge. They come into court
only to get legal approval for what they have already
done. This approval permits them to marry again and,
when possible or desirable, enables the woman to ser2ure
alimony.
Neglect to provide is also a fairly common cause.
But, like desertion, it is more often a secondary cause
and the things that brought about the neglect are of
far greater interest. The five other grounds for divorce
in Nevada are not so often used.
Where the cause of action occurs in the county the
divorce may be applied for immediately, even though
neither of the parties has resided there for three
months. For example, if a man and his wife should
come to Reno as tourists and during their first week
there he should commit adultery or be guilty of cruelty,
she may secure a divorce without consideration of residence. Also marriages may be annulled for legal cause
without either the man or wife having been in the
county for three months.
In ordinary cases the residence required is, as I have
said, three months. In order to make this residence complete it is necessary for a person to be actually physically
present for three months in the county in which the
action is to be commenced. It isn't necessary for residerice to be in Reno, but in any county of the State
of Nevada. For instance, Las Vegas, Sparks or Carson
City, or any of the Nevada towns may be used, provided residence has been in the county in which the
town lies. Reno has been mostly used only because of
its accessibility and the entertainment and comforts
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available to the newcomer. I should add that once residence is established, either the man or his wife may sue
for divorce whether he or she has been there for three
months or not. That is to say, a man may have just
finished his three months in Reno and the next day
his wife, who has never been there before, may arrive
and sue him for divorce.
When Mary Pickford got her divorce from Owen
Moore there sprang up a widespread public misconception about the Nevada residence law. At that time the
requirement was lifted at once if the defendant in a
divorce suit as well as the plaintiff could be found within
a Nevada county. The Pickford-Moore case stirred up
so much trouble that this part of the law was changed
to provide for an actual physical residence of one of the
parties for the time required.
The fuss was due to the prominence of the parties
more than to anything else. Miss Pickford was then
nearing the height of well-deserved popularity. On February 15, 1920, she took up her residence in Douglas
County in which lay the town of Minden. She was
accompanied by her mother and her manager and she
made her home with James Campbell, a ranch owner
of Genoa in the same county. Owen Moore, her husband, turned up three weeks later with a party of
photographers for the alleged purpose of taking mining pictures. He was "found within the county," just
as the law then prescribed, and was served with a
summons at the Minden Inn. He appointed an attorney
to appear for him and filed his answer in due form.
The case was regularly tried in open court with all the
officers and attaches in attendance. Judge Frank P.
Langan, presiding judge, heard the case.
The viewpoint was taken by some that the court had
somehow been bribed and that there had been collusion
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was widely used to calumniate the whole Nevada divorce law.
Let me for a moment explain "collusion." Two or
more people get together and manufacture evidence.
This is not unusual in a state like New York, where the
only legal cause for divorce is adultery. A man and his
wife may both want a divorce. So he wilfully stages a
"bedroom scene" with some other woman, his wife
"discovers" him and the court, officially ignorant of
facts, grants a decree.
Collusion was widely in the public mind after the
Pickford-Moore case. The ensuing bitter denunciation
heaped upon Nevada courts only tended more than
ever to advertise Nevada as the refuge of the divorceseeker, although there was absolutely no evidence of
collusion as to cause of action. The truth of the matter
was quite simple-and quite innocent of malfeasance.
As would happen in the court of any other state, the
Nevada court satisfied itself to the best of its ability
of Mary Pickford's good faith. She was asked how
she happened to come to Nevada, to which she replied
that she had had a nervous breakdown at Christmas time
and needed a change of climate; that she had heard of
the region around Lake Tahoe and that her manager
had secured accommodations for her in the family of
James Campbell.
I don't bring up the Pickford-Moore case to air its
disagreeable nature. Indeed, the acute suffering of both
in contrast to their subsequent happiness shows how
strongly justified they were in making a change. The
value in the case lies in showing how the Nevada law
worked; and the prominence of the parties thereto
somehow brings home the convincing nature of their
misery. But most of all it throws light on the fact that
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a Nevada court does not have to descend to collusion
to escape the medi<:eval cruelty of the marriage laws
in most of our states.
Any man or woman can come to our state and sue
for divorce. The procedure is very simple. Mrs. Smith
of New York, for instance, arrives in Reno with the
intention of becoming a resident of some county of
Nevada. She probably brings a letter of introduction
to a Reno lawyer which has been given to her by her
attorney in New York. Doubtless the New York attorney has written the Reno lawyer respecting the facts
of Mrs. Smith's case and has arranged with the Reno
lawyer for the grounds on which Mrs. Smith will base
her suit. Fees are often arranged in advance, especially
if the plaintiff is of limited means.
Nothing by way of declaration of residence, or anything of the sort, is necessary to make Mrs. Smith a
resident; her intention is what legally governs.
Mrs. Smith's Reno lawyer can quite properly meet
her at the train and take her to one of the hotels, where
a reservation has already been made. Within a few
days thereafter the Reno lawyer goes into Mrs. Smith's
case at length and works out in more or less detail the
grounds which will be used in court. Contrary to courts
of many other states, the Nevada courts prefer that as
little as possible of the "dirt" of a case be brought
out. Only enough evidence to comply with the state
laws is desirable. Here again I might point out that
Nevada is in advance of her sister states in conforming
court practice to the benefits of society rather than to
the appetites of publicity-mongers.
Occasionally, by the time Mrs. Smith arrives, her
husband will have appointed a Reno lawyer to represent him when the case comes up. If this has already
been done there is nothing further for Mrs. Smith or
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her lawyer to do until the completion of the period of
residence. However, if Mr. Smith has not appointed a
Reno attorney to look out for his interests, Mrs. Smith's
Reno lawyer writes her husband pointing out the advantages which will accrue to him, as well as to Mrs.
Smith, if both parties are represented in court. For
instance, if only one side is represented the divorce may
not be recognized in all other states,-notably in New
York state--and neither party is completely free.
For Mr. Smith's convenience a form of Power of
Attorney is sent him so that all he has to do is to sign
and send it to whichever local lawyer he may prefer
to represent him. If Mr. Smith executes-i.e. signsthis power and sends it to a Reno lawyer with instructions to represent him, the lawyer has the power to
accept a local service of summons and complaint, file
an answer to the complaint and appear for Mr. Smith
in court.
Once this is done the rest is simple. The complaint
is written up by Mrs. Smith's attorney, sworn to by her
and filed with the clerk of the Nevada court a day or
two after the conwletion of her period of residence.
A copy of this complaint is put in the hands of her
husband's local lawyer who files an answer. This answer serves as the appearance in the action on the part
of the husband and makes it possible for him to escape
a trip all the way to Nevada. After the answer is filed,
the case is "at issue" and ready for trial. If the husband
does not object in any way to the suit it is called an
"uncontested case" and is usually heard by the court on
Mondays and Tuesdays. The balance of the week is
usually devoted to contested cases which may run along
for months when their disputes are bitter.
In an uncontested case it is not necessary for any
of the testimony of the plaintiff to be corroborated ex-
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cept her testimony as to her residence. Some bona fide
resident of the Nevada county in which she is appearing before the court must testify that she has been
present every day for at least three months.
If Mr. Smith ha:; neglected or refused to appoint an
attorney to represent him, the complaint is filed and
the summons issued by the clerk of the court and served
upon Mr. Smith, wherever he may be. In order to
make this service good, the plaintiff-that is, the wife
or party present-must file an affidavit showing the
last known address of the defendant, and stating that
he is not within the State of Nevada. The judge then
issues an order directing that the summons and complaint shall be served upon the defendant personally or
that, in lieu thereof, the summons be published for six
weeks in a designated paper in the county where the
suit is filed. The courts require that if the defendant
can be found, he must be served personally with a copy
of the summons and complaint. Forty days are allowed
the defendant to appear after either personal service
or an equivalent time after last publication.
I go into detail because there is much ignorance on
this particular subject; many husbands or wives believing that they can get a Nevada divorce without
legally referring the matter to their spouse.
The "papers" are served in various ways. Some
law-firms have detective agencies in various towns to
whom they send them for service. As soon as the papers
come the agency locates the person for whom they are
intended-that is, the defendant-and service is effected
by handing him or her a copy of the summons and
complaint. The agent making this service then fills in
an affidavit of service, showing that he is a citizen
and of proper age and that he made the service upon
a certain date and in a specified place. The original
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summons with the affidavit is then filed with the clerk
of the Nevada court. The defendant has forty days
in which to answer the complaint. If he or she does
not answer, the plaintiff who is suing for divorce may
ask the court to enter the defendant's default and that
the case be tried.
The defendant, the hubsand or wife who has been left
at home, may of course file with the Nevada court an
answer to the complaint. If this answer declares that
the case may be heard without his or her presence the
decree that may be granted is valid everywhere.
If Mr. Smith comes to Reno and has his complaint
served on his wife at home he may have to pay all her
expenses in case she chooses to contest his suit. All she
has to do is to say that she is without funds and that
she has a good defense to his action and wishes to come
to Reno to contest the action. The Nevada court then
directs Mr. Smith to come into court and show cause
why he should not pay his wife's costs in the action.
And if it can be shown that Mr. Smith is able to pay
his wife's costs of suit and traveling expenses and
that she is without funds to pay them, the court will
order Mr. Smith to hand over to the court clerk enough
money to permit his wife to appear and have her day
in court.
The seeker after divorce in Nevada should understand clearly that, once both the parties are in the
action, they are there for all purposes of the divorce
suit. Neither one can withdraw if things begin to go
contrary to their wishes. I have known cases where the
husband or wife who is on the defense has found the
judge opposed to their wishes as expressed in agreements relative to custody and maintenance of children.
The moment he or she hears this the impulse is to with~raw. But this cannot be done. Parties frequently
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settle matters in advance pertaining to the custody and
support of children, alimony and property rights. If
their agreement is fair to the best interests of the children involved in the case, the court will adopt it and
approve it. However, the court is guided by an agreement and not governed by it. If, for any reason, the
court feels that an agreement is not fair to either of the
parties or to .the children, it can ignore the agreement
totally or in part and enter such an order as it sees fit.
A popular idea and an erroneous one is that only
persons of wealth and prominence come to Reno for
divorce. Waitresses in restaurants, sales clerks in shops,
taxi drivers, dressmakers and so on are all recruited in
considerable part from the transient residents. Many
of them are sober, earnest, hardworking persons who
found life intolerable at home and who were driven
to take the step at considerable sacrifice. Many persons
who go into business or take jobs, either to earn money
or to make time hang less heavily, find themselves so
satisfied at the end of their stay that they take up a
permanent residence in Reno.
Not a few come to find Reno a source of union
as well as division. They journey here to rid themselves of one alliance only to meet the man or woman
destined to fill the vacated place. A great many of both
the men and women, however, have their second marriages already arranged before they leave home. One
woman recently was married eleven minutes after her
decree of divorce had been granted and in another
quarter of an hour she was on the train, eastbound, with
her new husband.
Some women prepare themselves for future selfsupport by taking courses at the business schools. Others
fill their time with cultural studies at the University
of Nevada. As I said before, one of the advantages as-

.... -A GLANCE AT RENO
sociated with the idea of seeking divorce in Reno is
that it obviates publicity. This fact has been somewhat
misunderstood at times, leading to ludicrous and even
disastrous complications. Some persons have taken it
to mean that one party can quietly get his freedom
without letting the other party know anything about
it!
I have been told about a woman who came for a
divorce and rented an apartment on the ground floor of
an apartment house. She had not heard of her husband
for a number of years, but so fixed was her obsession
that he would hunt her out and interfere with her plans
that she purchased a set of heavy iron bars and fastened
them to her window to keep him out !
Not long after she heard of a second story apartment
in another apartment house and feeling she would be
safer there she moved. As the time for her divorce
action drew near, she learned that she had no alternative but to serve her husband with a summons. Reluctantly she gave the address of his last-known residence
and awaited tremblingly the result.
Imagine the anti-climax then, when the papers were
returned with these words: "Party has been dead three
years."

CHAPTER III
MARRIAGE
MARRIAGE in the eyes of the law is legalized cohabitation. Under the church it is made sacred by publicly
informing God that Jane and John are going to live together and have children-if they can, which means
"if God wills." Public opinion has approved both forms
of marriage; hence either is conventional.
When it turned out that marriage didn't always
work, society made divorce laws to dissolve it. When
such statutes appeared nearly all denominations of the
church began to ~ubscribe to them for the good and
simple reason that unhappy members of the congregation took advantage of the ~tatutes and changed mates.
When both law and the church approved of the tentative nature of marriage, society approved; thus divorce
became conventional. Sometimes society did the approving first. Public opinion often makes or unmakes
laws, both statute and religious. One notable exception
must be recognized. The Catholic Church stands as it
always has stood, four-square against divorce except
in rare instances where annulment may be permitted.
But man has a great deal of childish vanity in his
makeup. He saw that the economic side of marriage
could be controlled to a certain extent by revising his
laws . .The religious side was almost as easily adapted
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to change by altering the state of mind of members
of the church. But the third, or natural, side of marriage wasn't I)O easily dealt with. Omniscient nature,
perhaps I should say omnipotent nature, couldn't be
shuffied about the way statutes and beliefs could be.
Nature was subject to man's needs. So man set about
rationalizing Nature and natural mechanisms to suit
his ideas. In this way he had the benign feeling that he
was in the saddle and not Nature.
Let me be more ~>pecific. When I was a boy, indeed
up to a few years ago, I felt that I had a pretty good
idea how the various forces of nature worked. If some
lad on the next hillside shot a rabbit I would see the
puff of smoke from his rifle before I heard the sound
of discharge. "That," I said to myself, "is a good example of the slow speed with which sound travels
through the air as compared with the speed of the light
which made it possible for me to see the puff of
smoke."
In school I studied about light waves. And when
radio came along I read about the radio waves that
mysteriously brought music into my home. But I didn't
feel any great sense of mystery about these forces of
nature that were being used by man. Like everybody else
I knew that there was an invisible sort of "atmosphere"
called ether that pervaded everything; and that light and
radio and gravity, and a lot of other mysterious forces,
were simply waves in this ether corresponding to the
waves in the air that had once brought me the sound of
my companion's rifle discharge across the Nevada hills.
Such knowledge gave me a secret satisfaction; I felt
that man more than ever was the master of his environment; that simple Nature was, after all, made for
mankind. Man's mechanisms explained Nature so that
the high school boy could understand her. Waves in
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the ocean-waves in a dangling rope-waves in the
air-waves in the ether, were all practically the same
phenomenon. If each danced over a different medium
it made little difference to my comfortable pride of
understanding.
Now, to my horror, in the declining years of my life
I find the ground cut completely out from under me in
regard to my understanding of Nature! I find all of a
sudden that I know as little about natural physical
phenomena as the Red Indian does about finance. My
neat picture of Nature is nothing but a hollow sham.
A professor named Einstein has come along and with
only the letters of the alphabet and the integers one
to ten has proved that there isn't any ether! Dr. Michaelson and a dozen other scientists have performed simple
experiments to prove that Einstein is right. Much of
what I conceitedly labeled as my "knowledge" has to
be scrapped. As regards light and heat and electricity
and a lot of other things which I never well understood, but which I had all patronizingly labeled and
put away as not worth bothering about any more, I
am a~ much in the dark about as I was at the age of
four!
And I don't think that I am exaggerating when I
say that 99% of all people over thirty are at this moment in the same fix about modern physics as I am.
The same thing seems to be happening in regard to
marriage, only we have yet to hear from a "marital
Einstein." That is to say, we are still in the state of
mind in which we have the marital relations between
man and woman all nicely catalogued and explained
so that we don't have to worry about them. Like a wave
in the imponderable ether we have set down love as an
instinctive emotional disturbance that makes two people
of opposite sexes feverishly seek conventional authority
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to live together and do what they can to beget children.
'vVe have it all worked out in a nice mechanical way,
just as a few years ago we pointed to the wind waves
of the ocean and sound waves in the air and said that
sunshine wasn't magical because it was nothing but
light waves in the ether. We point to all mating forms
of animals from bugs in the gardens to stallions in
the stable yard and say: "See how simple it is: one
sex meets the other sex and there are offspring." To
make it even more convincing we picture the busy bee
pollenizing the blossoms. Sex seed mingle and babies
are born.
Or, approaching marriage from the historical angle,
we lean on our archceologists in picturing the past of
human mating. From ancient writers we know pretty
well what went on among various tribes and races up to
about 10,000 years ago. We know that there were
many interesting variations of marriage in the clark
ages of the race; and that some of these variations
survived up to a few years ago, or still do. I refer to
the customs of having harems, of concubines, of a wife
with several husbands, of communal promiscuity, and
so on. In the light of modern Christian convention
such aberrations from the simple husband-wife relation outrage convention. But we view them indulgently
because we feel that we are civilized and educated, and
that the poor pagan wretches who practice marital
perversions simply don't know any better. It resembles
the case of the well-known leader of an Illinois religious sect who lives today and insists that the earth
is flat. He preaches this belief and doesn't hesitate to
tell reporters about it when he is interviewed. Press
dispatches treat him with kindly humor because the
mass of readers smile and think the poor fellow is
mildly insane. It has long been the custom for public
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opinion to view anyone as mildly insane who doesn't
accord with conventional views. In other words, marriage customs of 10,000 years ago wer'e therefore
born of ignorance and anyone who practices them today had better look out or he will be locked up. Likewise, within historical times, the general public knew
that the sun revolved around the earth and anyone,
such as Copernicus, who alleged differently was in
danger of being burned at the stake.
Scarcely two years ago Joseph Collin~ dogmatically
wrote: "Marriage is inevitable. For the normal individual it is nearly as inevitable as death. Marriage exists wherever human beings are found and its position
in primitive or enlightened people may be considered
the most revealing and reliable index of civilization.
It has existed since the beginning of the human race
and it will endure as long as the race lasts."
In any good library there are a score of books dating since 1900 which likewise wrap marriage up in a
nice neat little parcel based on written history covering
Io,ooo years of man's life on earth and on surmised
history dating back about 40,000 years. Like the etherlight-wave conception of my school days the conclusions of all these books are comforting in the way they
give marriage a tidy geometrical form that is made up
of sex-urge, statute, domestic economy, needs of society
and the current dictates of religious conscience. Anyone past the age of puberty can understand such a
picture. Sex-urge is ~omething boys and girls feel when
they pet. Laws put the bigamist in jail. Domestic
economy is made up of pay envelopes and grocery bills.
Religious conscience is what the clergyman tells you
from his pulpit not to do. They are all nice tangible
entities like the ocean waves, the dangling rope, tl!e
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smoke-puff-and-sound. And analogous to the ether of
1920 is the .love of 1930. Or maybe it's the sex-urge;
or the mating instinct; or something else we haven't
even isolated yet. I don't pretend to know what it is.
But I and thousands of my fellow citizens are beginning to have serious doubts about what I might call
marital-ether just as at the beginning of the century a
lot of scientists began to get deeply suspicious about
physical-ether.
No, the Einstein of marriage hasn't come along
yet to knock the props out from under our nice polite
conventions of marriage. But marriage seems to be
rapidly moving toward some such event. And when
it comes, whether of a sudden or gradually, the effect
on society is going to be prodigious.
Let me mention just a few of the signs that point
the way towards a profound change that is going to
come in marriage. Less than twenty months ago Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn, the world's greatest
living paleontologist, announced that man had been on
earth 40,ooo,ooo years instead of 40,000; in other
words by a stroke of his pen he lengthened our perspective on love and marriage about 1,ooo times ! Since
1900 divorced people have become respectableized. Divorce is increasing rapidly in the United States, and is
now about five times as frequent as it is in some European countries. Sex is being taught to many school children. Birth control is being widely and openly urged.
Legalized birth control is practically an accomplished
fact in Scandinavia. Ellen Key of Sweden was the
pioneer in this achievement.
Furthermore, there has been a quiet and semi-secret
revolt among all ages of respectable people in regard
to air-tight limitations of conventional morality. The
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mother or father is living in dense ignorance who does
not know that the average modern child in its 'teens
talks frankly and openly about sex and lives in full
awareness of the sex life that is to come. This does
not mean that there is more immorality among our
youth than there used to be; I am inclined to suspect
that there is not as much, since knowledge makes for
intelligent control as intemperate restriction makes for
secret violation. It means rather, perhaps, that youth
is a generation in advance of the rest of us in ' its attitude towards the institution of marriage.
The change among older people has been naturally
less conspicuous than among young ones; but, if anything, it is a more significant change. I am not prepared to say that adultery has increased, and I doubt
if anyone can get accurate statistics on the subject for
many years to come. But no grown-up who has touched
any large community, or has kept abreast of the stage
or of modern literature, will deny that what are called
"illicit love affairs" are now viewed with a good deal
more of appreciative understanding than they used to
be.
In Russia a mammoth social experiment is in progress. Whether it is right or wrong, and how much,
does not concern my theme. What does interest me,
and also supports my premise, is that Russia is trying
to work out an entirely new system of marriage laws.
Possibly the best thing about this system is the step
it takes towards separating the marriage relation from
the sex relation. I mean that the Russian makes no
great effort to plumb the depths of Nature's mechanics.
Love to him is like any other natural thirst or appetite.
It is there and cannot be eliminated in the normal person. The thing to be attained is an effectual and workable adaptation of sex to the mechanics of the state
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and of society. Hence the Communist government does
not permit sex promiscuity, but tacitly admits the fickleness of sexual taste by permitting easy divorce. The
economic difficulties of capitalistic society are escaped
by both women and men being wage earners. If the
marriage is split up each goes his or her own way.
In Russia the old-fashioned marriage of permanence is
for the moment gone. I say "for the moment" because
I have some doubt as to whether the new system will
last. Children resulting from such a union are supported by one-third of the income of whichever parent
insists on making the break. If one of the parties is
ill the arrangement is the same as if there are children,
only it is not permanent. Naturally there is a drift away
from family life. Possibly the Russian will learn to get
along without family in the same way that he is getting
along without the church. I don't know; they don't
know. But certain obligations of the family cannot be
escaped: housing, for instance; hospitalization; education; and so on. If the parents, or the mates in childless marriages, do not shoulder these jobs the State
must. And that is what the Communist State is doing.
One would naturally suppose that such a system
would lead to an incredible amount of dissipation among
the Russians, especially among the young people. At
first it did, I believe. But here again the Government
had to step in and do the job, The Communist party
does not permit immorality; or tries not to. It doesn't
put it that way, for the new doctrine is that there is no
such thing as morality. Sin is a makeshift term of the
bourgeoisie, and so is scorned. But those things-called
"sin" by· the hostile nations-which militate against
the Communist State are not allowed any more than we
allow garbage to collect in our residential districts.
It is all very interesting, this Russian experiment.
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And it should be followed a great deal more closely than
it is by Christian nations. Representative Fish urged
this when his Congressional committee made its report
on Communist activities in the United States. Just because a thing is different it shouldn't be scorned. Galileo
and Einstein were scorned when they advanced revolutionary theories. The marriage relations of Communism may not be the next step along the way; but,
like the emancipation of women since the World War,
it is surely significant of an uncontrollable social unrest. Certainly it is one more piece of rapidly accumulating evidence that marriage is going to be different
tomorrow from what it is today. Whether "tomorrow"
will be 1935 or 2035 we cannot say; but events suggest
that it is going to be much nearer the former figure
than the latter.
While I am on the subject I want to say something
else about the Communists. (Don't think I am a "parlor-bolshevik" in the way I am speaking; I think only
that uncontrolled -isms in any direction are dangerous,
whether they be Capitalism, Communism, atheism or
any of the hundred others.) One of the persistent complaints that all hostile -isms make against Capitalism
is that the latter owns and therefore controls the press
of the world. As a result millions of readers are fed
propaganda that supports only the views of the capitalists. In the same way it may be said that the dyed-inthe-wool conventionalists of any age always control the
morals of the reading public. Havelock Ellis, Bertrand
Russell, Margaret Sanger, H. G. Wells and a dozen
others have written illuminatingly about the whole
subject of marriage. But their books reach only a tiny
fraction of the population. No daily paper and few
magazines would dare spread before its readers a frank
resume of all we know to date about marital relations.
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Intimate statistics on the subject are taboo in any periodical except a medical journal. The great mass mind
of the public receives only an anc;emic formula for
marriage and married life that has changed but little
in the past two hundred years. This formula is that a
mother must bear children if she can and a father support his family. Promiscuity is bad for the nation at
large; education and health are prime requisites of
good citizens. All true, and doubtless good; but of little
help to the anguished individual burdened with a private problem of surviving the chains of modern married life. Prohibition brought us poison liquor; prudery brings us poisoned propaganda. Bootleg gin distilled from wood alcohol often kills quickly; but bootleg sex knowledge maims and blinds and lets its victims
pass their deformities along to innocent children.
I do not advocate completely lifting the lid any more
than I advocate having saloons back. In the first place
even those of us who have given great thought to the
subject of marriage relations are not quite sure what
the truth is. And secondly, any topic that deals with
human emotions is always a dangerous one to purvey
indiscriminately to the mass mind.
My feeling is rather that we should struggle to keep
from being dogmatic on any part of the subject. If
some zoologist demonstrates that orang-outans live in
families this fact need not convince us that man is
forever destined to live in families any more than
sound waves in air prove that light must be the wiggling of another medium. If legalized birth control
works in Sweden that is no positive sign that it will
answer for the world. If a sort of polite adultery proves
workable in some Bohemian community it may quite
easily wreck a less sophisticated group of married
couples.
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Above all we must recognize the fact that modern
marriage is very definitely in a state of flux. Our
medical men do not understand very much more than
the simple mechanics of gestation. Our bio-chemists
haven't even got through the test-tube stage of solving
the riddle of the life-force. Our Havelock Ellises admit that while their academic discursions are categorical their opinions are highly colored by personal experience. No investigator has ever captured an ampule
of jealousy, hate, passion or love any more than they
have of sunshine. And yet marriage succeeds or fails
very largely on procreation, heredity and emotion.
What is happening is that civilization has brought us
to a point of uneasy doubt on the one hand and science
fails us on the other. To a~sure progress we must
both curb our yearning for improvement and have
patience with our research workers.
The situation reminds me of a youth who, having
had a superficial course at an agricultural college, comes
home to the old farm and finds his father dead, his
mother and sisters in dire need. He feels an immediate
and feverish desire to apply his book learning to the
sterile acres. But if he does so without due regard for
the local soil, weather, climate, season, market, labor
and other factors he will miserably fail. And even if
he shrewdly seizes them all to his advantage, he must
still battle the vagaries of nature which he neither understands nor controls.
Like this youth many men and women find themselves suddenly confronted with loved ones in dire
need and the fallow field of marriage apparently only
awaiting the skilled plowman and the seed to make it
bloom. They have been students of married life in
their contacts with other married couples, in their
secret reading of the latest books on sex, divorce, bi-
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ology and social problems. Crammed with generalizations they attempt to cultivate their own little individual field. And what is the result? Usually failurefollowed by a cynicism ~o bitter that it not only
shadows their own lives but, if there are children,
possibly the lives of a whole generation to follow.
Summing up, I should advise the individual husband
or wife to keep abreast of what is being written about
marriage and related topics. Don't shy prudishly from
sex books or sex discussions. They are of vital import to you and your children. Sincere investigators
and lucid writers have put at our disposal the best
we have to date on the background and progress of
marnage.
Guard your balance lest you be swayed by bigotry
either for or against change in conventional married life.
Remember that silken threads of selfishness run ceaselessly through all edited expressions on the subject.
I mean that the church must lose caste and suffer economically if it permits biology to undermine the teachings of the Old Testament. The author or lecturer
must lose royalties if he does not hold his audience.
The publicist is always a paid performer, whether his
reward be currency of the realm or the sweetmeat of
notoriety.
Above all, refuse to deny that marriage is in a colloidal state. Colloid means jelly-sometimes a change
towards a new form, sometimes a limp state that will
presently crystallize back into the old form. We cannot
say which is true about marriage. But my personal view,
based on thousands of cases that have come before me,
is that our present state of marital unrest and increasing divorce is presently going into something considerably different from marriage as we know it today.
The change will be scourged by far less heartburnings
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if men and women face the present with candor and
not blindly. It was ostrich-like confidence in the present
that not only dethroned the Russian Czarists but
brought years of untold suffering to those who came
after.

CHAPTER IV
DIVORCE
MANY good people think that divorce is a modern
curse, like the automobile, radio, airplanes and bootleggers. But the Bible says in Deuteronomy, chapter
xxi, v. r 5 : "When a man hath taken a wife and married her, and it come to pass tha1t she find no favour
in his eyes, because he hath found some uncleanness
in her: then let him write her a bill of divorcement,
and give it in her hand and send her out of his house,
and when she is departed out of his house she may go
and be another man's wife."
The Greeks and Romans both had divorce laws that
varied from time to time. Under the former a man
could divorce his wife by simply sending her away in
front of witnesses. However, if it were for any cause
other than adultery, he had to return her dowry and
pay interest on any delay in its return. The wife could
free herself if she entered a written complaint in court
and was able to prove it.
Roman law later superseded the old laws and in
A. D. 33r Constantine, then Emperor, ruled that a husband could divorce his wife for any one of three
reasons: adultery, preparing poisons or acting as a
procuress. The wife could also secure a divorce if
her husband committed murder, prepared poisons or
violated a tomb.
37
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In the centuries that followed, indeed down to the
present time, divorce laws have been largely under control and direction of the church. When any body, such
as the Royal Commission appointed by Henry VIII,
sought to adapt law to known social practice, it was
usually checkmated by forces that originated in religious belief and effort. The Episcopal Church is still
strongly opposed to divorce, and yet its followers and
members take wide advantage of divorce laws. The
Catholic Church does not allow divorce for any purpose or cause. Members of this church gain their end
because the Pope has sensibly recognized a large number of grounds on which marriage can be nullified.
World-wide diversity of opinion on the subject of
divorce is shown by the great variety of laws and
practiCes in different countries, and in different parts
of the same country. In England the only ground for
divorce is adultery by the wife or husband. Portugal,
Russia and Roumania grant divorce for desertion and
by mutual consent. Desertion for varying periods of
from one to five years provides legal grounds in Scotland, Germany, France, Bulgaria, Austria, Switzerland
and in most of the United States.
As a matter of fact, causes for the separation of two
persons are more nearly uniform throughout the United
States than is generally supposed. Even New York and
South Carolina have various grounds for annulment,
which in its effect upon the marital relation is the
same as divorce. The difference is that in cases of annulment, matters of property rights do not complicate,
and alimony plays no part. Want of consent of either
party, bigamy, intermarriage with alien races, and intermarriage within certain limits of blood or other marriage kinships annul a marriage in South Carolina.
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Idiocy, lunacy, bigamy, force or fraud, and physical incapacity, are annulment grounds in New Y ark.
In the following discussion of causes, New Y ark and
South Carolina are to be taken for granted as exceptions, except as already provided for. Physical incapacity has general acceptance as a cause. The
qualification is that it must have been present at the
time of the marriage, and continued up to the time of
divorce action. Colorado admits the validity of this
cause also when it has come about through immoral
action after marriage. Porto Rico, curiously enough,
specifies that the condition shall have arisen after marriage. In my opinion, the existence of this condition,
in an incurable form, ought to be grounds for divorce,
without regard to time of origin.
Adultery is a· generally accepted ground. There are
certain limiting conditions, such as: That it shall not
have been "cooked up" for the -purpose. That the married persons shall not have had marital relations after
discovery of guilt of one by the other. That the person
bringing suit shall not have been similarly guilty, and
that the action shall have been started within a certain
limited time (varying in different states) after the
discovery of infidelity.
You know of course, that marital infidelity and adultery are interchangeable terms. You won't make the
mistake of the Reno lawyer, who, bringing suit for a
woman client on this ground, solemnly assured the
Court that she wanted her freedom because her husband was an infidel.
Desertion is also generally accepted. The time ranges
from six months (in Hawaii) to three years. There
are various local limitations-as illustration, Alabama's
specification that the desertion must have continued
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two years, and the per~on bringing suit on the ground
of it must have been a resident of the state for three
years.
Habitual drunkenness has general acceptance. It is
usually specified that the habit must have developed
after marriage. Sometimes there is no limit of duration of the habit; sometimes there is, with a variation
of from one to three years. Some states make ~pecific
provision for addiction also to "other drugs"; where
this is not the case, it could be brought in under the
head of "cruelty."
Insanity is a generally accepted cause, the proviso
being in some states that the condition must have existed at the time of marriage. This is a very unfair
ruling, since union with an insane person is destructive of happiness, no matter what the time of seizure.
Many states put limits upon the duration of insanity.
Thus, Alabama specifies that it must have continued
for 20 years, North Dakota for five years, Utah that
it must be permanent. A continuance for 20 years is
nothing short of preposterous!
Miscellaneous causes, such as conviction of felony;
where the wife is at the time of marriage an expectant
mother, the father of her unborn child being someone
other than her husband; where fraud or force has entered in; where there is neglect to provide; where a
former marriage exists-all these have universal acceptance, either as ground for divorce or for annulment.
Extreme cruelty as a ground for divorce has been
reserved for fullest discussion, because it is perhaps
the most important of all the causes, in that it is the
most elastic, and also the one showing almost the
greatest increase between 1906 and 1916. During that
time divorces for adultery increased 13.3 per cent, for
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neglect to provide 85 per cent, for desertion 45·9 per
cent, for drunkenness 30.6 per cent and for cruelty
75.8 per cent.
"Extreme cruelty" admits of varied interpretation.
Lord Stowell, in 1790, trying the case of Evans vs.
Evans, set the precedent which still obtains in Englishspeaking countries, although it has undergone some
modifications. In r868, Judge Lewis of Nevada, in the
Reed vs. Reed case, effectually formulated the modified
doctrine which has to a considerable extent superseded
the original.
What merely wounds the mental feelings [declared
Lord Stowell] is in few cases to be admitted, when
not accompanied with bodily injury, either actual or
menaced. Mere austerity of temper, petulance of manner, rudeness of language, a want of civil attention and
accommodation, even occasional sallies of passion, if they
do not threaten bodily harm, do not amount to legal
cruelty.
Contrast with this the ruling of Judge Lewis, in the
Reed case. In this case, the woman seeking divorce on
the ground of cruelty accused her husband of tying her
child by a former marriage to a porch post. Upon her
interfering, she said, he treated her violently, though
he did her no serious injury. A few months later, she
testified, he beat and choked her, discoloring and bruising her face. At another time, in the course of a quarrel,
both struggled for possession of a shovel, and she got
a cut in the head that kept her in bed for ten days.
The testimony showed, however, that she had become more than a little provocative in each instance; in
the shovel incident it was she who first seized it, and
threatened her husband with it-his grasp upon it was
in self-defense, and the injury to her accidental. Be-
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cause of her blameworthiness, said Judge Lewis, "extreme cruelty" was not established in this case. He
went on to say, however, that a new definition of the
term was needed.
It will be observed [he said] that physical injury
alone seems to merit consideration, whilst the subtle
torture of mental anguish, unless occasioned by personal
violence done or apprehended, is entirely overlooked.
There may be extreme cruelty, without the slightest violence; the happiness of a life may be destroyed by a
course of conduct which could furnish no ground for
apprehending bodily harm or injury.
If it appear probable that the life of one of the parties
is rendered miserable by any character of misconduct
on the part of the other, the separation should be decreed.
Judge Lewis' declaration that spiritual and mental
cruelty are at least as significant as the physical kind
gains ever-increasing support as the science of psychology gains ground, and a better understanding of
humanity and its needs is evolved.
It is manifest from the nature of things [said Judge
Lewis] that acts which would be extreme cruelty under
some circumstances would not be so under others; and,
so, too, a course of conduct towards one person might
be deemed extreme cruelty which toWiards .another
would not be so considered by anyone.

I knew a man who, by the sheer instrumentality of
refined but merciless satire-without ever raising his
voice, to say nothing of his hands-could reduce his
hypersensitive wife to a state of hysteria; could, and
did it with a relish. The same treatment would have had
no effect on a more healthily balanced spirit. It was
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unmistakable cruelty, none the less, in the case in point.
The usual procedure, when extreme cruelty is the
basis upon which the divorce action is brought, is to
establish the fact that the cruel sp.ouse's behavior,
mental or physical, has injured the nervous or bodily
health of the other.
A great six-foot-three negro was in my court one
day, seeking separation from his wife. He claimed to
have been the victim of cruel treatment.
"What did your wife do to you?" his counsel
questioned.
"She done say she goin' to put poison in mah soup!"
he replied. "She say, too, she goin' cut out mah gizzuhd while I'se asleep!"
"What was the effect of your wife's treatment upon
your health?"
"Well, Jedge," said he, gravely, "ah jes' nachelly
lost mah appetite and I couldn't sleep."
Though the answer threatened the gravity of the
court, it has its serious aspect in demonstrating how
cruelty is to be interpreted largely in the light of the
individual involved. To the simple-souled fellow, no
more grievous calamity could befall than that this
healthy and innocent delight in the joys of the palate
should desert him. It was real suffering that was entailed; and as such it had legitimate claim to consideration.
Probably the most important fact about divorce is
not its legal but its statistical aspect. The preliminary
report of the Department of Commerce on matrimonial
statistics in 1929 shows that 1,232,559 couples were
married in the year. During the same period there were
201.475 divorces. This was an average of 16.6 divorces
to every 1,000 population, an increase of 2.8% over
1928.
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The year 19I6 showed a total number of I 12,036
divorces throughout the country as compared with a
total of 72,062 for I906 and a total of 42,937 in 1896.
Allowances must be made for counties from which
no returns were received.
A good idea of the increase can be gained from a
consideration of the number of divorces per Ioo,ooo
population. The rate was I 12 in 1916; 84 in 1906; 75
in I900; 53 in 1890; 28 in 1870.
The relation of divorce rate to number of grounds
for divorce in various sections of the country is interesting. New Y ark recognizes but one ground, which
is infidelity. Yet New York divorces in 1906 showed
an increase of 62.9 per cent over 1896; in I916, the
decade's increase was 59·9 per cent. New York, in spite
of her single cause, holds her own with the rest of the
country. Twenty-four states had a smaller proportion
of increase than New York; yet all of them recognize
more than one ground. South Carolina, even more
retrogressive, in I878 so changed her laws that divorce is not granted on any ground whatever.
I can see the alarmists shaking approving heads at
this; but I believe they might falter a little in their
approbation if they would make an investigation of its
effect upon illicit living, and the condition of almost
legalized concubinage which has resulted there. The
result has been the necessity to regulate, by statute,
how large a proportion of his property a married man
may give to his "affinity."
In 1916, New York's rate per IOO,ooo was 32-the
lowest in the country, with the exception of North Carolina, whose rate was 3 I. But don't draw erroneous
conclusions from that; remember that great numbers
of New York's mismated persons, shrinking from
the use of the one legal basis in their own State, or
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perhaps having no ground for the use of it, migrate to
other states in search of freedom.
Nevada's rate of 607 per wo,ooo is greatly swelled
by persons desiring to exercise their constitutional right
to "Liberty and the pursuit of happiness," and who
cannot do so at home. In New Y ark 86.7 per cent of
the divorces were granted to natives; in Nevada, 20.7
per cent to natives.
The current statistics on divorce can be analyzed in
many ways. The ratio of divorces for 1929 shows that
there was one divorce to every six marriages. About
nine out of every ten divorces are uncontested. The
average length of time between marriage and divorce
is from five to six years, which may be taken to indicate a failure of personal adjustment. Cruelty, either
alone or in combination with other causes, accounts
for almost one-half of all divorces; but cruelty has
been so broadened by the courts in its meaning that
it has become largely a subterfuge. Four of every ten
divorces report children affected by the decree That is
the unfortunate side of the situation. Children are involved in a considerably larger proportion of the divorces granted to husbands than in those granted to
wives.
The fact remains that divorce in the United States is
definitely on the increase. It is an alarming fact in the
opinion of some persons; it is a simple and natural
fact as viewed by others.
The alarmists in the matter of divorce are the reactionaries, the stand-patters, the anti-progressives. In
their minds life is all blocked out into neat little checkerboard squares, and they' fight tooth and nail against
anything that threatens to disturb their orderly arrangement.
Those who take the divorce increase as a simple,
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natural fact include the flexible, far-visioned individuals who see life as an ever-changing, ever-progressing
force. They realize that the present era is marked by
social and economic readjustment so great as to be
almost tantamount to upheaval. They understand, therefore, that a readjustment of standards concerning the
marriage relation, along with the rest, is not only
natural but inevitable.
There is no cause for alarm in the divorce increase.
It is a sign of the times; in many ways it is a healthy
sign. The institution of marriage must be saved. The
world is not ready for its abolition; the world will not be
ready for several generations, if ever. But the free
dissolution of ties that lack emotional justification
is no menace to the marriage institution. Indeed, the
contrary is true; for the institution of marriage should
not only be saved, but should be ennobled and elevated.
A noble marriage is a union of congenial spirits.
Divorce will not touch it. Other unions are pseudomarriages and their disruption harmonizes with the
best preservation of the marriage institution.
Hands will go up. in horror at this apparent loosing
of the bonds of responsibility; there will be persons
who interpret the figures as signs of a weakening of
moral stamina. I want to call to the special attention of
all such persons this fact: That in order justly to
estimate the significance of the figures as indicators of
the moral worth of a people it is necessary to note very
carefully the varied conditions of the different periods
mentioned.
Factors such as the changed status of women, increased travel facilities and a consequent greater scope
of individual vision and larger educational opportunities, have brought about profound differences between
the past two or three generations; and no compara-
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tive analyses which do not reckon with these things
can have any value. And I want to say right here, to
forestall that inevitable question: "What about the
children?" which I know the reader is about to ask,
that I believe the separation of the parents in some
cases is not only not against the children's best interests but actually necessary to the furtherance of
them.
Take the condition revealed in the suit of a Mrs.
B--, a New Y ark society woman, against her husband, a Frenchman who lived in Paris. The case, by the
way, shows how financial elements frequently play a
part that gives a decidedly sordid tinge to the relation
about to be broken. The couple were married in I 907,
and divorced twelve years later.
At the time of their marriage Mr. B - - was in the
real estate business in Paris, from which he derived the
income of $2,000 per year. Immediately after his wedding, he announced that he would not work any more,
since Mrs. B's income was sufficient to support them
both. She protested against the decision, telling him
that she wanted him to build a career for himself and
that she would aid him financially. It was no use; he
flatly refused to work. She had been allowed an income
by the trustees 'of her father's estate, which was deposited to the joint credit of herself and her husband.
He squandered most of it in extravagant and riotous
living, so her testimony declared. Frequently, when
she tried to pay her personal bills by check, she would
find that her husband had drawn out all the money.
Checks and bills would be returned to her unpaid, which
of course caused her deep humiliation. It was natural
that she should remonstrate with him.
"You are rich," he would reply. "Have your trustees
make you a larger allowance." Frequently his creditors,
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too--cafe owners, tailors, and so on-would come to
her and present their bills, demanding that she pay
them regardless of the fact that she had nothing to do
with contracting them. It often happened that, to avoid
humiliation, she had to borrow money to pay not only
her own bills but her husband's as well.
Her health, as the result of such constant anxiety,
gave way and she was forced to be a frequent visitor
at sanitariums. At length, in 19 14, she left France and
returned to America, since when she has lived apart
from her husband.
The couple have one child. Those who declare that
the separation of the parents is hard upon the children
are especially invited to consider the case just given.
Would any child be better off in the joint presence of
parents whose relation was so lacking in spiritual basis?
Consult those who have devoted their lives to a study
of psychology in general, and of child welfare in particular, to be answered with a vigorous negative.
Depart from abstract theory for a moment, and look
at the hard, concrete facts outlined. One can't question
that separation was a million times more auspicious for
that child's best development than a continuance of the
ugly condition that existed!
The father, in his cross bill, entered a plea for the
custody of the child during June, July and August of
each year. The court ruled, rather ambiguously, that
the mother "may permit" the child to visit the father
during the summer months.
In his recent book on Christian ethics and modern
problems Dean Inge of St. Paul'~ cathedral in London
admits that the subject of divon:e "'.>ristles" with difficulties. He quotes passages from the Bible showing
how hard it is to apply to modern life many of the
oracular statements contained in the Holy Book. He
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points out that in Mark and Luke, Jesus forbids divorce; while in Matthew, Jesus makes an exception in
the case of fornication. "This word." explains the
Dean, "denotes intercourse with a prostitute." If so,
we may understand the wide admission of adultery as
grounds for divorce in Christian countries. Moreover,
says Dean Inge, "we must admit that Christ allowed divorce, with liberty to both parties to remarry, in the
case of adultery."
Dean Inge's conclusions are very courageous, for he
defies the stern .and melancholy views of the majority
of hi? fellow clergymen. He writes :
But we cannot close the inquiry without asking
whether it was not our Lord's method to make statements in an unguarded form, leaving it to the common
sense of His hearers to make the necessary qualifications.
The sermon on the Mount contains several startling
injunctions of this kind. It is a tenable view, that the
case of adultery was not in the speaker's mind at the
time; it is even possible that to a Jew the right of divorce for adultery was too obvious to need reaffirmation. In all our Lord's words about marriage, it is not
the occasional wreckage of a union which is in his mind,
but the institution as God means it to be-the sacrament of love, which must be kept "in sanctification and
honour." .•. My conclusion is that Christ meant to
inculcate a higher view of the sacredness of marriage
than had been held by the Rabbis of either school. I
do not think that He meant to lay down hard and fast
rules. If a very hard case had been brought before
Him, he might possibly have said, as He said about
another commandment, "Marriage was made for man,
not man for marriage."
The fair-minded reader will agree with me that divorce is much like appendicitis. Within my own memory
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the idea of cutting out an inflamed appendix was almost an affront to the Creator. In the first place most
of us older people ~ouldn't admit that an appendix
could become inflamed; secondly, surgery was the last
resource of ghouls; and thirdly, since most people had
got along for centuries without appendicitis we figured
that it was a sort of heresy to cook up a disease that
God hadn't pointed out to the race in the beginning.
Most of us didn't stop to think of the tens of thousands
of screaming wretches that must have died in agony
during the past thirty or forty centuries, their appendices ruptured. We didn't reason that Nature cured
some and that death mercifully relieved others. We
didn't reason that all of man's steps toward health and
comfort and happiness had, according to our medireval
logic, been heretical when first they came.
In the same way do our puritanical fellow citizens
reason with regard to divorce. They say that their forefathers stuck to the same wives and husbands, wherefore it is rank blasphemy for us to pronounce words
that rupture a "God-made union.'' It doesn't occur to
them that, through ignorance and bigotry and fear,
sufferers from mismatement, like sufferers from appendicitis, have endured unbearable misery until death
put an end to their sufferings. It doesn't occur to them
that, as Dean Inge has pointed, out, only specious
reasoning puts the teaching of the Bible in opposition
to either surgery or divorce.
At this moment I am not defending divorce. I believe in it, to be sure; and many of my chapters will
show why I cannot escape thinking it a sort of clean
and justifiable spiritual surgery. But that is not the
point I am taking now. What I want the reader to
grasp is that, whether we like it or not, divorce is here;
it is increasing; and, it is difficult to evade the con-
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elusion that it is by all means here to stay. This being
so, we have no right to dismiss it with a wave of the
hand. Those of us who are content with our married lot
should consider the increase of divorce because it may
be our duty to help less fortunate sisters and brothers
to improve theirs. Those of us who are discontented,
like the patient in pain, should go to a doctor and see
what ails us; possibly we may need this serious operation if we are to survive our ailment. Those of us who
have not yet entered into wedlock should, like the intending mountain climber, be concerned with our limitations before risking the strain of unaccustomed altitudes. Those of us who have married and failed would
do well to reflect upon our marital regime in order to
prevent another attack of pain, another operation.
Divorce is here and no amount of vituperation will
stop it. Divorce is, for the moment, increasing; angry
scorn towards young prisoners in the toils of domestic
conflict will not help them. Divorce is, today, our only
cure for broken and embittered homes. The mind-overmatter formula still has its limitations in human relations as it does in physical pathology.
Divorce is recognized and practiced by every civilized country in the world; to argue it is wrong without
long study of many factors is to invite puling discourse
of maudlinates on one of the two or three most important things of human existence. Divorce is conceivable
like childbirth, one of the most holy and one of the most
dangerous phenomena in society. I know a parent who
said: "My daughter must bear a child if it be the
will of God; contraception is sin." The daughter died
in childbirth. I know a father who declared: "My son
must abide with his wife : whom God hath joined let
no man put asunder." The son stood his wife as long
as he could and then shot himself.
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As I have said of marriage, that we cannot define it
today as simply as we could a decade ago; just so we
cannot dismiss divorce with a contemptuous wave of
the hand. Whether right or wrong, divorce has become
an integral part of our social structure, and so deserves
the strongest interest of our citizenry.

CHAPTER V
ADVICE TO YOUNG BRIDES

IF I were compelled to fly in an untested airplane I
should certainly want to wear a parachute. And, if I
had time, I should inquire of those who had been in
trouble in the air just how it felt to have to "bail out,"
as the flyers call making a parachute jump. I should
be feverishly anxious to know how to tell a fe¥.' moments in advance when the terrible moment was at
hand. Would there be a sudden pitch of the plane?
Would I have to clamber over the side, or would I be
flung free? Would I have the moral courage to pull
the ring of my 'chute as I plunged dizzily earthward?
Would the jerk of its opening wrench my arms out of
their sockets? Surely if I had some inkling of what
had happened to other people in such a crisis, of what
might happen to me, of just how I must behave when
the dreadful moment approached, my chances of coming through unscathed would be enormously enhanced.
Marriage, especially to the young bride, is very much
like a flight in an untested airplane. No matter how
much flying has been done before, no matter how many
successful flights have been made by just this type of
machine, the new and untested one is full of danger.
Only, because human nature is so infinitely more complex than it.s prototype of wings, fuselage and engine,
53
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that the chances of the marital passenger facing danger
in the clouds of romance are a million times as great.
It is with this in mind that I have already touched
briefly on Reno, on Marriage and on Divorce in my
preceding chapters. What I have said may be taken
less as an academic reference to lean upon than as a
guide and incentive toward the acquisition of greater
knowledge about the whole subject. Plenty of better
writers than I shall ever be have gone deeply and decently into the subject of marriage. The accepted ones
should be read with an open mind. The most intimate
ones should be read with an open mind. The most intimate things they say about the marriage bed are far
cleaner than most of the sex plays and sex novels that
are available to young people today. I consider Margaret Sanger one of the dependable crusaders of truth
of this sort. In her latest book she says in part:
Marriage based on a young man's experience without knowledge and a girl's ignorance without experience
is foredoomed to inevitable failure. If love survives,
despite such an initial handicap, it proves its greatness.
As a matter of fact, few marriages do. Divorces, separations, ruined lives, cynical husbands, hysterical wives,
infidelities and all manner of family tragedies attest
to the failure of the traditional approach to marriage.
If they dared to give a frank answer, most men and
women would tell you that love after marriage disappears and happiness is a gamble. For marriages built
upon the shifting sands of fear, shame and ignorance
can never lead to happiness, yet if contracted with a
frank recognition of the central importance of sex in
life, alike in its physiological, psychological and spiritual aspects, happiness becomes a glowing possibility.
I should add that what she says about sex applies to
domestic economy, health, education, home routine and
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all the other factors that newly married persons find
suddenly facing them immediately after marriage.
How often has a woman paused beside my desk in
my chambers and with sad eyes asked: "Could it have
been different, Judge Bartlett? If I had lived otherwise
might I have saved our home? Is there something I
should have known that I don't even know yet?"
Sometimes it is a bride-to-be. "I wish I knew," she
pleads with averted eyes, "what happens to people when
they get married."
"Why-hasn't your mother told you?" I have
blurted out in surprise-in the days before I knew
what young girls meant when they asked me this.
Her eyes swing sharply up to mine. "I've dissected
the fretus of a rabbit in our high school physiology
class! I've known about babies and passion and adultery
for the last five years! I'm still a virgin, too; which is
more than I can say for a good many of my friends!
Accidental, I suppose most of them would say. Anyway
that's not what I am asking you about.
"I am going to be married next month. The man I'm
engaged to is the finest and best looking and most intelligent in our crowd. We are terribly in love."
I interrupt to remind her that she ought to be very
happy.
"That's just the point!" she cries. "Will I be? Will
we be? Father and mother were fairly happy, before
he died. But they could have been a lot happier. And
their married friends weren't very happy. My married
friends aren't very happy-after the first six months
or so. Thousands of people come to you every year
because their marriages aren't happy. You grant them
each a divorce. That solves their present problem, you
say. Yes, it gets them out of the jam they are in. They
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don't have to live any longer with the man or the
woman they can't endure."
Because the child's voice begins to 'choke a little
and her lip is trembling I am likely at this point to get
up from my desk and shut or open the window to give
her a moment to down her emotions. She goes on more
quietly:
"Don't you see, Judge Bartlett, I don't want to
think of divorce before I've even been married! To me
it's as gruesome as getting measured for your coffin
before you're dead. I want to get married with the
idea that it's going to work in my case. I want to give
myself to my husband with the feeling that I shall always be his. And yet I have the horrible feeling that
all these divorced people around me must have felt
the same way when they were married-and the
feeling of it wasn't enough. Which is why I've come
to you. Surely you ought to know why marriage doesn't
work. You ought to be able to tell a girl what to do to
hold a man. With all the thousands of cases you've seen,
you ought to know more than my doctor and father and
mother and friends put together ! Don't you think so?"
It is right at this point that I would like to turn to
the Almighty and say : "You tell her! You know enough
about life to put her straight. I don't. No living man
or woman does. And don't speak in parables either.
Put it in language she will understand. It is a chance
in eternity to help a human being!"
But I can't. Or if I do, nothing happens. "God helps
those who help themselves." Which is only another
way of saying that it's all right up to the human race
to pull themselves out of the mess they've made for
men and women. And the name of this mess is marriage. God made the machinery of reproduction. He
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left it up to us to devise methods of wisely using
that machinery.
"I'll tell you the few things I've told my daughters,"
I say to the young girl. "But don't lean too heavily on
my words."
And, having told her, I want to turn to the world
and say: suppose we left all other kinds of education
to the random advice of an opinionated old man :,where
would we be? We wouldn't be in hell, I admit. But
we'd be in the same old cruel, messed-up world of
ignorance that existed in the days of Pharaoh. There
wouldn't be any skyscrapers, or airplanes, or steamships, or hospitals, or surgery, or plumbing or any of
the other wonderful benefits and blessings of the modern world. There couldn't be, for the good and simple
season that scientific progress has come almost entirely through coordinated education of the human
mind. That's why the civilized world has gone ahead
so incredibly rapidly in engineering matters in the past
hundred years. The physicist is no longer looked on as
an agent of the devil. The poor genius is no longer
denied college education. The scattered communities
of thinking men are no longer barred from pooling
their inventions and discoveries.
Marriage has its engineering aspects in relation to
the community at large just as much as transportation
or housing have. It is somewhat more complex and
leans more heavily on individual temperament than
transportation or housing. But the very factor s that
make it complex also make it more easy to mould
toward a workable shape. These factors are things
like emotions, self-control, character, imagination and
conscious knowledge. The "Marriage Engineer" must
build with them, instead of with stone and steel. But
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where the stone and steel give him no more aid than
resides in their brainless weight and strength, the elements of human reason can help him intelligently in
every structure that he designs.
To put it more literally, I am convinced that it is
possible to increase our number of happy marriages
by leaps and bounds by a well-organized system of
"marriage education" that will compare favorably with
engineering or medical or legal or any other common
form of education.
Imagine letting a surgeon open your abdomen whose
only qualification for the job was casual conversation
with a few other equally unfit surgeons combined with
having read some best-seller novels on the subject of
abdominal operations !
Yet a young girl will risk her life and that of her
unborn children on just such mountainous ignorance!
The modern medical man is exquisitely trained for
his task. In his professional schooling he has learned
<~.natomy, psychology, therapeutics, pathology of all
known diseases, symptomatology, diagnosis, sick-room
technique and a dozen other auxiliary branches of
medical education. He comes into your sickroom with
a pleasing smile, a firm tread and an unhurried manner. By a word he wins your confidence. Without
disturbing you he gets your pulse, temperature, symptoms, state of mind and family history. Unless the
case is unreasonably obscure he makes his diagnosis
and writes a prescription. In twenty minutes he is gone.
Every act, every word, every bit of reasoning and
psychology that went into hi1> decision has been the
result of a careful education for the part he is called
upon to play.
In a surprisingly large number of ways a young girl
who will marry is the prototype of the medical man. As
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a wife she is going to be called upon to deal daily, and
sometimes hourly, with a "case" that in many aspects
is as clinical as that of a doctor's patient. The running
of her house with its manifold duties and fairly fixed
routine is comparable to the doctor's running of his
office. She has her economics; he has his. She has her
problem of dietetics; he has his. Her patient-which
is her husband-presents a continuing psychological
problem; so do the doctor's patients. Emotional crises
will confront her when her patient is tired, ill, worried
or discouraged, almost exactly like the crises that confront the doctor when his patients have their similar
ups and downs.
Make the analogy even more specific. Adelaide is
back from her honeymoon. The little cottage is running well. Jim's job is paying him more money. Friends
come and go with pleasing regularity. All is serene.
The "patient," so to speak, is well; and there is no
professional situation for Adelaide to face.
Three months later Adelaide wakes up to the following profound changes in her little world : She is
pregnant. She is suffering from the acute nausea of
pregnancy. She is irritable and finds it difficult to think
as clearly and dispassionately about life as she did
three months before. Jim's job requires him to make an
unexpected business trip now and then. He is going to
Chicago where lives his old sweetheart who has written
him twice in the past few months. His salary isn't
large enough to cover hospital and doctor bills unless
he saves very carefully. He is not as frank at;1d amiable
as he used to be. He is more affectionate than ever at
some times; and more inconsiderate at others. In addition to all these obvious and tangible factors in the
altered situation, there are many more that Adelaide
imagines.
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What Adelaide does about it all depends on just two
things: first, what kind of girl she is; and second, how
logically she is able to analyze the whole situation. I
am not for the moment interested with the first. It goes
without saying that the strong-minded, sensible, normal
girl will go through this kind of trouble better than
the weak-willed gimlet-headed flapper. And between
the two types there is an infinite number of variations
and degrees.
What does interest me, as well as illuminate the point
I am trying to make, is how will two variations of the
same Adelaide behave: the first variation being totally
uneducated in marriage, and the second being as wellgrounded in being a wife as a trained doctor is in practicing medicine.
The uneducated Adelaide may do something like
this: She may worry herself sicker than ever over the
dangers and pains of childbirth. She may contend with
her nausea as an unnatural ailment with such energy
that she perilously weakens her whole physical condition. She may vent her irritability on Jim to such
an extent that she actually undermines his whole husbandly feeling toward her. She may trust her despondent reasoning to a point at which she begins to
believe things that don't exist and to suspect other
things that couldn't even happen. She broods on Jim's
trip to Chicago until she concludes that it is a deliberate
act of unfaithfulness on his part; and that his old
sweetheart is taking advantage of her pregnancy to
try to break up Jim's home. She scents disaster in the
financial situation. She reads malice in Jim's capricious
behavior toward her. She may even go so far as to
contemplate an abortion or suicide as the only solution
to her wretched circumstances. And the total net result
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of her state of mind upon poor Jim is to make his life
a session of intolerable horror.
Now again take the Adelaide-the same girl-but
consider that she has received a moderately roundedout education in the duties and diversity of wifehood.
An important part of her curriculum has been a detailed,
though properly limited, study of pregnancy. She has
learned something of the profound physiological
changes that go on in any feminine body when bearing
a child. She has learned that nature guards the unborn
child more adroitly than any human ingenuity could.
She has learned that the mother's health and peace
of mind must be conserved or the child will suffer. She
has learned something of the diet, hygiene, regime and
daily schedule that should be followed during pregnancy. She has learned enough to take comfort from
her physician's advice to her when he has observed her
own variation of an average condition.
If she is of reasonably sound mind her "marriage
education'' will help her discount much of her own irritability and depression. She will find it easier to discuss her condition with Jim. (Naturally if he has been
"educated" she will find it easier still.) Her training
in practical psychology will enable her to recognize in
him some symptoms of tpe anxiety that comes to every
young husband at such a time. His very moodiness and
irritability no doubt arise from much the same source
that hers do. Consciousness of the causes in the background will help her self-control, and so greatly add
to her peace of mind.
I don't claim that education can eliminate jealousy
or any wife's fear of consequences when another woman
comes into the picture; but the least it can do for Adelaide is to remind her that this is no time for her to
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worry about such a thing. Her psychology and her
physiology will combine to tell her that Jim will be more
drawn to her if she ignores the other woman just now
than openly pesters him about her.
Where the untrained Adelaide shrank from the
an<l!mic bank balance, our graduate wife will have met
this phase of the situation long belore pregnancy began. She will have put some savings system into
effect. She will be able on a slender purse to employ
a half-day helper. By her training in domestic science
she will be able to get twice as much work out of this
helper than the uneducated Adelaide possibly could.
She will know what the expenses of a maternity hospital ought to be and just what proper facilities for the
delivery consist of.
And the total net result of her quiet resignation,
her calm and competent schedule of living, and her
adroit sympathy toward the other worried member of
the family is very likely to be the arousing of a love
and confidence in Jim toward her that no amount of
passion could ever engender.
One can argue but feebly in the cause of "marriage
education" in the few pages I have at my disposal. A
whole powerful book could be written on the subject.
Suffice it to say that in the last year or two educators
have at last begun to wake up to this very vital need in
society. Only a few weeks ago Professor Ernest R.
Groves of the University of North Carolina said:
The situation in which the family finds itself looks
to the higher institutions of · learning for leadership
in education for marriage and parenthood. It is easier
to carry on the necessary experiments in family instruction at the higher levels of education; indeed one
wonders how it has come about that institutions whose
primary purpose is to advance human culture have been
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so hesitant in training for the most important of all
human relationships.
It is interesting that this point of view is coming
in through the back door, so to speak, in an effort to
adjust college students to their new environment and
work. A review of information available at some of the
best American universities indicates that a very substantial percentage of students suffer mental breakdowns
and emotional maladjustments that result in temporary
or permanent disablement of their lives. Some of these
are due to poor preparation and low intelligence; sex
difficulties; actual neuroses and psychoses; and disciplinary problems of one type or another.
One woman's college found that 185 girls and 6
members of the faculty were given treatment in their
mental hygiene service over a given period. This
amounted to about 10% of the whole student body.
In this number were not included many cases that were
mildly defective and that might have shown more severe
symptoms "under pressure."
The report reads in part :
Forty-four girls were found to be suffe-ring from
severe nervous disturbances; thirteen were quite ill from
real depressions; four had serious sex difficulties; four
had definite ·suicide tendencies; and a few were so ill
that it was necessary to hospitalize them.
Don't forget that girls of this sort can be designated as "picked girls." They are enterprising and
advanced enough to desire a college education. Their
average is far higher than the mental and physical level
of the wife, taking our whole enormous population into
consideration. Hence it may be surmised that the percentage of mild defectives among those women who
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marry is a great deal higher than among those who go
to college. If 10% of a given group of college girls require skilful adjustment to their work and environment, possibly as many as so % , or even more, of all
women who marry require the direction of a psychiatrist if they are going to succeed in marriage.
The same line of reasoning applies to young men,
though possibly to a somewhat different degree. But
suppose that so% of all young men definitely need
some sort of education and adjustment to life in order to
make good their chances of being successful husbands,
then out of IOOo young women and 1000 young men
we have soo of each sex who are not intrinsically
adapted to marriage. I doubt if any sort of mathematics could determine for us what percentage of successful marriages would come out of the 1000 couples
who unite from the total. If the soo second-rate
women married the soo second-rate men we theoretically ought to have soo couples fairly successfully
wedded. But if the soo doubtful women married soo
young men well fitted for married life, and vice versa,
then the chances would be equal for 1000 successful
marriages and I ooo unsuccessful.
However, the problem i;; not so simple and is one
that can never be worked out by arithmetic. Predisposition, good or bad, is always modified by environment
and subsequent events. Thoroughly accidental causes
may make or unmake a home, no matter what the qualifications of the pair who started it. I can repeat what I
have already written: that statistics show divorces to
occur in about I in 6 marriages ; or that there would
be about I67 publicly admitted failures in a 1000 marriages. Against this I must oppose my observation that
if there are 167 tntly successful marriages in the 1000
I should consider it a very good average!
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In a recent survey of eighty-four well-known universities only forty-one admitted that their curriculum
provided in any way for fitting the individual student
for marriage, parenthood and family life. Those that
did make provision for such vital instruction referred
to such courses as biology, home economics, sociology
and hygiene, which are in the right direction but probably amounted to very little in actually increasing the
probable number of happy marriages. Objections to
such courses were named by some universities in declaring that they were technical schools, or "colleges for
engineers," and the like. It might have been retorted
that there is nothing in the life of an engineer to prevent his becoming a father.
A young bride should know something of all these
things. She should understand that marriage combines
nearly all the characteristics of a game, a business and
a profession. It possesses the friendly rivalry of sport,
and one should be sporting in its play. It suffers from
the gruelling routine, the battle of wit~, the ups and
downs of any business; likewise it must be run properly
or it will fail. It requires much of the highly specialized
knowledge of a profession; neither the law, nor medicine, nor engineering have as detailed and vital an education behind them as the young married person should
have who wishes to make her wifehood and motherhood a perfect success.
A bride should think of sex in much the same way
she does of diet. She doesn't live on pork chops and
coffee if she wants a good complexion and a svelte
figure; and she knows pretty well why. She doesn't
abuse her digestion and yet she knows, if she has a
.good one, that she can get a' great deal of pleasure out
of it. The normal healthy girl is going to get much of
the same sort of pleasure, though infinitely more ex-
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quisite, out of her sex-life as she does out of her digestion if she husbands it prudently. Both are natural
functions and both were entrusted to her by the Creator for use to her interests as well as His.
A bride shouldn't choose a companion in marriage
any more blindly than she would choose a girl companion for a trip to Europe. Traveling in the same
stateroom with a garrulous prude who suffers from insomnia, wind colic and parsimony would practically
ruin the voyage. How can she find out about some of
these things? By frank conversation and experiment in
advance. She doesn't have to be hoydenish to discover
whether a young man is good fun at informal games;
neither does she have to be lascivious to sound him out
on his feelings about how many children he would like
her to bear for him, how soon and how often.
A bride should be pretty clear in her own mind that
her young man, no matter what "wild oats" he has or
has not sown, is still about as much in the dark about
marriage as she is. The sex life of marriage, the psychology of domestic life, the domestic economy of running a house are all different from any other experience that a man or woman has had who has not tried
them.
A bride should not choose her young man either
because her parents approve or oppose him. Some of
the worst marriages have been those in which the
parents are sure no other man could possibly be as well
fitted to marry their daughter; some of the best, those
in which elopement was the only means of consummating the wedding. A sane, well-informed and reasonably normal girl can trust her conscience further than
she can trust the judgments of her elders. I urge only
that she guard against letting her sense of romance or
her emotions of passion prevent her from listening
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carefully and weighing all objections pressed upon her
against her marriage. If there is any real doubt--wait.
A bride need not be of any particular age, so long
as she is mature. In the thousands of divorce cases that
have come before me I believe the majority were those
of women who married when they were past twentyfive. This does not constitute a rule by any means; but
it \'vOuld seem to indicate that the girl who marries hefort she is twenty-five more often makes a success of
her married life than those who waited longer.
A bride need not worry too much about some of the
things that were so often stressed a few years ago:
Great discrepancy in ages, for instance; health is more
important than age. Whether she and her young man
have been lovers before marriage-or whether she has
had a lover; the heart and mind, which largely determine character, bear far more on her future happiness
than casual episodes disassociated from the powerful
routine of married life.
The bride should be very sure that she has reflected
on what other people think and feel about her young
man. Other people have nothing at stake : rt they do
not take to him it is because they are not attracted by
his personality or they know things about him that
make it desirable for them to avoid intimate acquaintance with him. After the first flush of marriage happiness the bride is going to judge her man by much the
same standards as others judge him. If he hasn't measured up before to public opinion, the chances are
strongly against his measuring up to her private
opinion in the second year after the great event.
I say these things with some conviction because I
have listened to the sad and tragic tales of thousands
of women who have been brides.

CHAPTER VI
ADVICE TO YOUNG HUSBANDS

IF the average young husband could sit in a divorce
court for a few days the percentage of happy marriages might be doubled. Divorce might be confined to
a relatively few unfit for marriage at all. And women,
as a sex, would probably bloom with a new and beautiful vigor!
I think that if such experience did not enormously
benefit the young man it would not be because the experience was not ideal education, but because the young
man was incapable of absorbing its significance. This
I hold severely against my sex: men on the average
are much more stupid than women in perceiving spiritual values; also they have less imagination in applying
them or adapting themselves to them. The wife of an
artist goes a great deal further toward meeting the demands of temperament than does the husband of an
artist. The husband tends to be tolerant only so long
as his passion keeps an iron grip on his patience. There
are many exceptions to both, but my opinion based on
long observation is all in the favor of the women. In
this lies my wish that every young husband could hear
a few divorce cases tried-and that he had character
enough to pro fit by them.
Let me hypothecate three cases, all of them based on
actual ones which I have adjudged. At 9 A.M. of a Mon68
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day morning they stand outside my chambers : three
pretty young women averaging 26; slender, alert, intelligent, becomingly dressed, poised and all possessing undeniable charm. In a word all three would instantly
impress a man as having the outward qualities of ideal
wtves.
The first one comes in, her attorney shutting the door
behind her. Mrs. A - - is her name, given quietly as is
the rest of her routine testimony. When she comes to
the grounds for divorce she declares that she is the
victim of mental cruelty and specifies a few seemingly
trivial instances. For the sake of the record, which can
be made public and because the case is uncontested by
her husband, she does not go into detail.
The true cause for the divorce is this: "For five
years my husband and I have been trying to live together," Mrs. A - - puts it. "But we have miserably
failed. We have many of the same friends; we have
many interests in common ; we are about the same age
and there is no economic problem.
"Our unhappiness dates back to our wedding night. I
was not an ignorant bride. I had what might be called
an academic knowledge of sexual matters, gained from
what my mother had told me, from what I had read
in so-called sex books and from casual conversations
with other girls. But when my husband and I went to
bed together and I found myself in his embrace I hated
the whole thing. Instead of the ecstasy I had anticipated
I found every nerve in my body crying out against the
intimacy which my husband demanded.
"He had no perversions-so I know now. He was
gentle and considerate, and even was willing to put
off consummation of our marriage if I so desired. But
I wouldn't consent. I thought perhaps I should feel
differently toward him later on.
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"To the horror of both of us I grew worse instead
of better. We had a baby and I went through a normal
pregnancy. When I had recovered my health and
strength we again attempted to lead a normal sex life.
But this time my discomfort was even worse. Involuntarily I felt that I had done my duty in giving my husband a son. What more could he ask? And yet my
common sense told me that most married people had
frequent sexual intercourse and that my husband was
just in asking the same of me.
"As time went on we began to grow quarrelsome.
E ven the sight of me in negligee seemed to ~rouse my
husband's passions; and when I tried to keep him to
di scussion of casual topics in an effort to distract him
from the desire that I saw burning in his eyes, his behavior became perfectly hateful. In his anger he began
·to accuse me of being some sort of monster. At first
he would be contrite next day and beg me to forgive
him for the things he had said. But the time came when
almost my only effect on him was to stir up hatred
toward me.
"In our quieter moments we discussed the situation.
He offered to get a mistress ; but I couldn't stand the
thought. Finally, we mutually agreed that we were
wholly unfitted for one another and decided to be divorced."
'
I won't attempt to analyze the three cases until I
have briefly sketched them all.
Next comes Mrs. B ---. In all her outward attributes
of prettiness and charm she might be a twin of Mrs.
A- - . And she gets her divorce and her story, save for
its orientation, is an almost exact prototype of Mrs.
A--'s.
"I may as well be perfectly frank, Judge Bartlett,"
begins her recital, "my married problem has been the
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old one of sex. I think I am reasonably normal in every
way-my husband doesn't; he says I am disgustingly
oversexed. Perhaps I am, though I doubt it.
"He was twenty-seven and I was twenty-two when
we were married. You have met him so you know what
a big fine chap he is. That he was athletic at college
goes without saying. ln hc.t m~ rec.onl on tbe tootba\\
team of
University did more to help him win
me than his scholastic standing.
"We had quite a brief courtship. Our crowd, as we
called it, said we were a good-looking pair together and
that we were perfectly fitted for one another; so we
found ourselves drifting toward marriage almost before we knew it. But it is strange that on looking back
on that period I can remember no divine moment when
he suddenly declared his love for me. This should
have been my warning. For I was a very romantic
young person and had for years been dreaming of the
fairy prince who would seize me in his arms and hotly
tell me that I was his prisoner for life.
"During our engagement I felt as if I were a little
inebriated all the time. I was dizzy with anticipation.
The very sight of the man whom I was to marry filled
me with such emotion that I felt as if I should burst.
The gowns I chose for our honeymoon trip made me
ache for the time when I could put them on for
just his eyes to admire. The more intimate details in
my wardrobe were even more carefully chosen. I loved
to lock myself in my room and gaze at them until I grew
giddy with thoughts of what they stood for.
"Our wedding was what is called a social event. But,
though I was not unconscious of the sanctity and importance of the ceremony, they scarcely penetrated the
cottony wall of longing in which my soul and body
were wrapped. We drove away in our new high-powered
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car after the reception. In two hours we had reached
our destination, the city where we were to spend two
days before taking a steamer for Europe. Our hotel
reservations were excellent. My husband had thought
of everything-even to having flowers in the room.
Yes, he had thought of everything but me!
"When the moment came that I had so looked forward to, my husband miserably failed me. He dealt
with me as briefly and casually a:; he did with the evening paper he had bought at the news stand on our arrival. I think he took more trouble about cleaning his
teeth than he did about making love to me. H e wasn't
rough or inconsiderate or stupid-he just wasn't there
when I agonizingly ex pected and needed him!
"I was heartbroken; but I comforted myself with the
thought that we had only just begun our married life.
Surely the future would b~ing me what I felt I deserved.
But it didn't. And when I grew nervous and irritable
and lost weight my husband blamed it on every cause
but the right one. I went to a doctor and told him everything, just as I am telling you. He insisted that he have
a talk with my husband. The result was only to make
my husband perfectly furious at the doctor who, he
declared, had insulted my good name!
"We have had two children and we have tried to
adjust our lives to an impossible situation. But we have
failed. Divorce is the only answer and we are parting
amicably, though with a very thin shred of mutual
respect. Frankly, each of us thinks the other is terrible!"
As there had been a property settlement, a complete
and favorable agreement about the children, the lady
easily secured her divorce.
Next came Mrs. C-- who had been waiting to explain in the same casual tones that the others had used,
that she and her husband couldn't get along; that he
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was cruel to her in ways which she rather vaguely de~
fined; and that he was glad to let her go. Here, again,
the case was cut and dried so far as outward circumstances went and there was no legal bar to judging the
suit favorably. But Mrs. C--'s story was a strange
median between the other two.
"We went out of our way to be sure of our grounds
before we were married," explains Mrs. C--. "We
both had our eyes open and felt that we were very modern in our outlook. We contemplated being lovers beforehand or at least making our marriage a sort of trial,
with the understanding that we would ~5eparate if it
didn't work out. But business matters prevented our
delaying and we felt so sure of ourselves that we went
right ahead and were married. We have deliberately
kept our family down to two children, though we both
come from large families.
"Everything went beautifully for nearly two years.
We were perfect lovers and played up to each other in
a way that we sometimes used to speak of and admire.
We felt how fortunate we both were. Other people's
envy of our happiness came to our ears and we were
very proud of ourselves.
"Then, like a slow poison, a change set in. For a
while each of us secretly felt that the other had been
diverted by someone else. We were consumed with
jealousy. But a burst of angry discussion one night
showed us both how foolishly wrong we were. We
thought then that we might possibly be over-doing our
sex life. So for six months we carefully regulated ourselves; went on a diet, so to speak. But the experiment
failed.
"For three whole years our marriage failed at an
imperceptible rate. Frantically we tried to hold our
happiness, but without success. We had enough money;
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enjoyed perfect health; our children were our pride and
joy; our friends, pastimes, occupations and tastes were
admirably suited. But we failed. We were both unhappy. We were both still young and passionate, and
yet, the intimate side of our lives had lost all its joy
and zest. We were no longer lovers. When we could
go on no longer we decided that it would be a mistake
to ruin the rest of our lives by blind devotion to a dead
ideal and agreed to break up."
These three cases are not unusual or extraordinary
in any way. A doctor sees many of them every year of
his practice. A lawyer comes to consider their sort
when any case involving domestic complications is laid
before him. No man of the world has failed to encounter women who come under the head of one or
the other of these examples. Writers on sex and marriage have covered them quite fully, though without
ever satisfactorily explaining the pathology behind them.
I am not sure that man will ever be able to explain the
difference in sex impulses and emotions that lies so
clearly between individuals; possibly not for many
centuries. I make not the slightest pretense to any such
knowledge or understanding, even up to the standard
of the so-called modern intelligentsia. I can only put
.forward my own experience and observation and urge
that the young man, in particular, vicariously partake
of it.
Granting that all other factors in the lives of the
three couples, Mr. and Mrs. A--, B-- and C--,
were absolutely equal and identical, there was still
sufficient difference in the sex factor to break up all
three marriages. Mrs. A-- was obviously either unsexed, or Mr. A-- was incapable of arousing her.
Mrs. B - - wa~ oversexed, at least in comparison with
Mr. B--. In neither case were the couple able to be
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successful lovers in their married lives. That exquisite
solace and spiritual anodyne to which happily married
lovers can turn in time of stress was denied them. Character weaknesses in both were thrown into harsh relief
by the search light of their physiological deficiency.
I hold no brief for the Freudian theory that sex
motivates nearly all we think or do in life. But experience with thousands of cases of divorce has left me
with the ineradicable conviction that of all factors that
contribute to happy marriage the sex factor is by far
the most important. Successful lovers weather storms
that would crush frail l')emi-platonic unions.
I am quite willing to admit that in our artificial conventions of civilization there is always danger of youth
becoming erotic by focusing attention on sex. In a
sense, the same may be said of war ; children near th~
age of puberty between 1914 and 1918 may have
reached maturity with a greater predilection toward
bloodshed and cruelty than those who went before
them. But I doubt this because nothing has convinced
me that passing experience is greater than the ancient
tendencies that lie within us. If a normal child inherits
deceny and is brought up with decent parents he is not
going astray because he learns that every woman is
different from every other woman in their degree of
passion and in their private tastes for the enjoyment
thereof.
The case of Mrs. C - - was a little more complicated because its trouble was obscured by the fact of the
couple having everything in their favor, even their
mutually enjoyed passions. They encountered another
of the mysteries of sex, a mystery far deeper than the
arithmetical plus or minus of A - - and B - - families. Mr. and Mrs. C - - became entangled with what
the ancients called the "rhythm" of sex. For 2000
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years and more it has been known that desire in women
waxes and wanes. Perhaps it does in man, too; this has
never been exactly proved. But when a normal woman
reaches the full maturity of her sex life her pleasure
in intercourse and its preliminaries varies from day
to day, and almost from hour to hour. This variation
has been shown by technical investigators to follow a
fairly regular curve.
If a husband, especially a young one, is not aware
of this phenomenon he can quite easily get "out of step"
with his wife and throw both her and himself out of
balance just as if they were dancing and he absentmindedly missed a beat. Let him lose step three times
in succession during a dreamy waltz and his partner
will surely push him away in disgust. In the infinitely
more important rhythm of sex life her disgust is far
greater. Her disgust humiliates the husband and arouses
his indignation. He thinks his wife doesn't appreciate
him and withdraws his attention. When her heart
reaches another point on the curve of her rhythm and
she begins to show signs of desiring his love, he assents
reluctantly and wonders just how soon she will "turn
against him" as she did only a day or so before.
As I say, many brilliant minds have delved into these
mysteries of sex. What such minds have recorded in
books and pamphlets makes interesting, though sometimes dangerous reading. But risk of such danger
seems to me to be considerably less than risk of the
danger of ignorance. In the cases of the A--, B-and C-- families the couples at least lived with
their eyes open. They all made a brave effort to continue, and all three began divorce proceedings with a
minimum of bitterness and a maximum of enterprise
toward adjusting their lives to ultimate marital success.
Two of the couples, at least, I know to have remarried
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agam in other direction;; and have established homes
that are exquisite with contentment.
Next to the sex side of married life I think I should
want the young husband to reflect most carefully on
the signficance of marriage. Most men possess an ingrained vanity in their masculine strength. This bubble
is about broken today, because the modern girl has
nearly as much, and often more, strength and endurance
than the average man. But his subconscious memory reminds him that once the male was the powerful qptor
and jailer of the female; his instinct is to make it so today. Marriage, he involuntarily feels, gives him a sweet
slave in his wife.
As an illustration of what I mean, I recall the case of
a man and woman who lived together in an illicit relationship for fifteen years. They were a very harmonious couple. At the end of that period, the man began to
have qualms of conscience. He knew his arrangement
wasn't legal; he began to have mi;;givings that maybe
in addition it wasn't moral. He wanted to "do the right
thing" by the woman who in all respects except the
law had been a wife to him. So he married her.
Three months later the man was in the divorce court.
He testified that with the legalizing of their status his
mistress became a changed woman. Before that, they
had been comrades; now she acted as if she owned him.
She criticized his actions, complained if he stayed out
late, insisted that he give an accounting of his every
move. Those three months had introduced him to a
phase of married life that he hadn't realized before. He
learned that a married couple are supposed to be one;
in the free relation, they had not been one, but two,
each with a full respect for the other's individuality.
This failure to recognize that two are two, and never
can be one, is among the gravest menaces to real happi-
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ness in marriage. A person is a person first, and a husband or wife second. Most husbands and wives insist
on reversing the order.
A man thinks that his marrying a woman is some
kind of chemical process that automatically blots out
of her recollection every male friend she ever had. A
woman thinks that the man is a base villain if he doesn't
become oblivious of the fact that there are slim ankles,
trim forms, sparkling eyes and charming manners in
the world, except as she embodies them.
All their lives these two persons had been accustomed
each to go his own way, to think his own thoughts, and
to recognize, quite freely, healthily and humanly, the
charm of the other sex. But a few ceremonial words
and a certificate are supposed to cut off the past, like
the stroke of a keen knife-blade, and to bring all past
habits of thinking to a sudden end.
It can't be done. A person can't stop being himself
because he becomes a spouse. It is this failure of the
one to respect the rights of the other one to be himself
~to have his own interests, thoughts, friends, as well
as their joint ones-that is one of the factors that make
of marriage a thing of bonds and chains. And chains
chafe.
I do not believe in the idea that a man should "sow
his wild oats." Conventionally that has always meant
drinking and gambling and consorting with prostitutes.
But I am frank to say that I believe the young man
who has as a temporary mistress an attractive older
woman-say, a woman of thirty-who is clean, respectable, intelligent, and who is gifted with imagination, such a young man is blessed indeed.
He may already know the simple mechanics of sex
and that a woman menstruates while a man doesn't.
He may have some idea of the more acutely toned ner-
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vous fabric beneath a woman's softer skin. His sisters,
mother and aunts on the one hand, and from his
friends, reading and "smutty" talk on the other. But
now for the first time he learns a lot about woman
that only woman can teach.
He learns that there is an art of love just as much
as there is an art of writing or painting or musical
composition. He learns that the aftermath of love-making requires a technique as definite as the preliminaries;
that many a sweetheart becomes just a wife and no wife
will remain a sweetheart if she is made to feel that he
values his conquest lightly.
He learns that few women are wholly one-man women. That while most of them prefer to remain faithful
to him as a mistress so long as they are confident of his
full loyalty to them, they do enjoy the attentions and
friendships of other men just as he does of other women. He learns that the modern girl who has decently
danced and golfed, motored and flirted, with her man
friends before her marriage feels vaguely insulted if
denied these wholly proper pleasures after marriage.
That if a woman chooses to have another lover besides
himself she is going to have one, even if she has to risk
her life and happiness to do so.
He learns that money to a woman has an altogether
different connotation than it does to a man. He has
worked for it; she has, in a sense, given herself to him
partly for the privilege of sharing what he has. He
learns that a woman prides herself on her economic
freedom even when the source of it is only a small periodical allowance from her struggling young husband;
that a woman secretly compares her own status in domestic economy with that of other women; that a
clear-cut financial arrangement with any normal woman
will usually remove that particular thorn from the
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crown of thorns that nearly every marriage relation
can be if not sanely organized.
He learns that having children affects different
women as differently as did the passion that went into
their procreation. That a woman's mentality can change
during and after pregnancy; that suckling an infant is
an intrinsic part of the sex cycle; that motherlove is
miscible but never emulsible with mate-love; that he
must look into his own heart and mind for a change
to adapt himself to the family group as compared with
the married unity.
He learns that the excitements of occupation, society,
travel, luxury and even trouble have a different effect
upon a woman than they do upon a man. Excitement to
most women is a drug that either stimuates or soothes.
To many women it is necessary. To all healthy women
it is a sought-after part of their existence. He learns
that where a man sublimates much of his nervous
energy in the struggle to make a living, a woman must
have recourse to activities that seem silly to him.
He learns that a woman admires much in a man that
she pretends to dislike. That her inconsistency is often
her greatest consistency. That her mood may change
in the twinkling of an eye, while her speech and bearing belie even the possibility of change. That a w9man's
intelligence and intuition must never be underrated,
and yet never trusted too far because their manifestations differ so much from those of a man.
In short, the lucky young man will learn from his
maturer mistress that it is the man's duty to let the
woman take the initiative so far as possible in many
things; and only assume a definite superiority himself
when he is sure of his ground and when he has won
her confidence sufficiently for her to follow his guidance. In intimate matters he should also take his cue
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from her, gently feeling his way in order that she may
not doubt his genuine desire to be aggressive if she so
desires.
It has been my privilege to talk frankly to some young
men who have had this experience of a premarital relationship with an older woman, a woman who is at the
same time quite as much a lady as the girl whom they
would marry or had married. All agree in two details
of their stories: first, the desire on the part of the mistress to initiate them into the art of love; and second,
in the halcyon aftermath of passion, to teacll tllem many
secrets of tlle fair sex that can be learned in no otller
way than the cruel scllool of first marriage.
To put it another way, and comparing this with my
last chapter, I should advise the young bride to know
about marriage and the young husband to k1ww about
women.
And yet, even as I write the words, I know that no
man can ever know about women. From what I have
seen in the divorce court women don't know very much
about themselves. Possibly I should more likely win
the attention of a man if I said to him: "Look here,
young fellow, women are queer characters. They will
love you to death one minute and want to scratch your
eyes out the next. Don't underestimate either a woman's
loyalty or her passion. They are both usually stronger
than a man's. As your wife she may be your business
partner; but she must also be your mistress. Her nervous fabric is as different from yours as an airplane
motor is from a wheel barrow. The world would be a
dreary place without her quick spontaneous tenderness.
She is streaked with insanity the way bacon is streaked
with fat; but when she is sane she is a great deal saner
than the sanest man ... .'' And so on.
There is no use listing the foibles, peculiarities,
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prejudices or other qualities of woman. Just when one
gets the sex all catalogued, a different sort entirely than
one has ever heard of before crops up and ruins the
whole system.
In his "Cytherea" Joseph Hergesheimer pa:nted a
cold, reserved, metallic matron who viewed the world
with disdain until she met a man who secretly appealed
to her. When he diffidently suggested the remote possibility that he might expect some trivial favor from her
she burst out with the admission: "/ want to be outr:aged!"
When an attorney brought a girl before me some
time ago with the story that she had been deserted by
her husband she amended his facts with details of cruel
abuse that turned my blood cold. So far as we could
gather she had been married to a devil in human form.
How she ever stood him as long as she did was a mystery we could not fathom. "You wish to divorce himbreak with him forever, then," averred her legal adviser.
For a moment she paused in her recital. "Divorcebreak with him-?" she echoed as if in a dream. The
actuality of what she was doing seemed suddenly to
strike her consciousness a blow. She sat up stiffly. Her
eyes blazed. She looked from one to the other of us, as
if it had been we who had been maligning her husband.
A sob shook her shoulders. Tears trickled down her
cheeks; but her voice was shrill and firm when abruptly
she cried: "No-no-What did you say!'' At the mere
mention of losing her husband she had on the spur of
the moment changed her mind. Her attorney asked for
a recess and led her weeping from my chambers. Next
day she returned, calmed and dulled; yes, she wanted
a divorce, but she couldn't bear to discuss the details.
Another time a lovely young wife of twenty-four,
more of a child than a woman, came to me seeking
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divorce with the consent of her husband. They had one
child and were comfortably off, but found that they
could not get along without constant bickering that
made them both unhappy. Moreover, the husband had
frankly fallen in love with another girl who, he felt,
would prove a great help to him in his literary work.
I granted the divorce when I found there was no chance
of saving anything from the wreckage of the marriage.
But afterwards I learned a curious twist of the case that
had not been brought out in the proceedings. The young
man had never for a moment lost his infatuation for
the body of his beautiful wife. There was something in
her petite form and perfection of figure that no other
woman had even approached. So he made her the business-like proposal that he would double her ;;tlimony if
she would consent to remain his mistress. Money meant
a great deal to her and yet she refused the offer.
"I still love him enough to be his wife," was the
paradoxical reason she gave. "But it would drive me
insane to think that I was only his mistress and nothing
more." A woman's logic, and yet there you are!
It may be that my dissertation of mental cruelty, yet
to come in this book, will be more helpful to the young
husband than the little I have written at this point.
Certainly every husband should be aware of how easy
it is to torture a woman condemned to live alone in the
same house with a man. Woman's sensibilities are so
much more delicate than man's that the merest trifles
from the masculine viewpoint loom large as mountains
to the wife.
"I didn't mind supporting him," said a poor struggling creature in my chambers one day. "I took in
washing for two years just so that he would have a
place to sleep and enough to eat. He never kept a job
longer than a week and then would go a month or so
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before he could get another one. What I couldn't stand
was the pipe he smoked."
We men present exchanged guilty glances. What
wife hasn't complained about a pipe being too strong
and smelling up the house. But we were wrong.
"He liked a short pipe," went on the long suffering
wife. "And the ones he smoked were so short that they
made his eyes run and when his eyes ran he sniffled.
Honestly, Judge, he sniffled until I thought I would lose
my mind. And I will unless I can get away from hearing them sniffles !"
I granted her divorce; she deserved it whether her
husband sniffled or not.
A final word to the husband; if you and the girl can't
make the grade try to face facts. Marriage is like war
in many ways, but you don't have to kill to settle the
issue. Live with someone else if you can't live with her;
marry another wife or be a bachelor; but don't wreck
the nerves and body of a woman just because you both
happened to have made a mistake.

CHAPTER VII
EACH CASE A LAW UNTO ITSELF
BEFORE I make a false god of myself by trying to
lay down hard and fast laws and conclusions about
marriage, I want to make one sweeping reservation:
there are not, and never will be, two marriage situations exactly alike.
There are only fifty-two cards in a deck, and yet
they can be arranged in 2,598,960 different five-card
hands. The number of two-card hands is enormously
greater. Dimensions and colors of the human race are
not innumerable. The number of human beings on the
globe is the finite figure of roughly 1,7so,ooo,ooo.
But when we add to these the well-nigh infinite variety
of personalities, ages, temperaments, upbringings, characters and habitats that occur among this horde of
humans we begin to get some idea of why no two
marriages can ev~r be even closely similar.
A myriad integers, enough the size of this type when
laid side by side to reach around the earth a dozen
times, would not begin to express the inconceivable
variety of forms that the married union may take.
This explains why the law, the church, the opinion
of the public and the screeds of all writers on marriages can only roughly approximate an application to
marital difficulties. This explains why I have always
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felt, when sitting as a judge in our Reno court, the
profound difficulty and responsibility that faced me of
meting out justice to those who came before me.
Divorce law reminds me of organic chemistry which
pictures the carbon atom as an infinitesimal speck with
six tiny arms projecting. Through a microscope more
powerful than will ever be made we should see something like a black lump with rods that are hooked on
their ends. This crude device that chemists have envisioned makes it possible for us to understand the
hundreds of thousands of chemical compounds that
are formed in nature from the single element carbon.
But it is no doubt pathetically far from the carbon
atom as God created it.
In the same way civil law pictures marriage as a
material relation between man and woman. But there
is no legal microscope so powerful that it can show to
man's eye or mind the myriad ancillre to love and
passion, property and children, jealousy and hate, and
the infinite degrees of emotion through which the married couple live every day of their lives.
Let us take at random a typical session in the Reno
court. The one selected occurred in September, 1921,
and involved four cases. In three of them it was the
husband who brought suit.
The first of the three was that of a foreigner, who
said his wife declared she loved "nodder fella"-that
she was through with him for good. He said that for
some time she had been spending all her time and much
of his money in social frivolities; that she refused to
do any housework, and that she certainly was not a
wife to him in any sense. The note that occurred over
and over again, however, was that she no longer loved
him, but had given her affections elsewhere.
This naive lack of vanity in divorce court admis-
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sions is common enough, but it is always pathetic. It is
an individual's confession of failure as a personality.
But this failure may be due in one case to physical
reasons, in another to spiritual and in still another to
economic reasons. The under-sexed man married to
a hot-blooded wife will lose ground every time a virile
rival crosses the orbit of his married life. The Babbitt
can never hope to fulfill the delicate yearnings of a
wife whose perceptions of people and things is far
finer than his. The struggling young business man
has a bitter task ahead to hold the butterfly that he has
married. When I hear a man say that his wife loves
another the last thing I think of is marital infidelity.
Infidelity is a result, not a cause; a secondary symptom,
not primary. I look rather for incompatibilities that are
physical, spiritual or economic; and if they are insu~
perable I am inclined toward the granting of a divorce.
The next case in our typical session illustrated this
point even more fully.
This was the case of a country-man who had been
married thirty years. He had ten living children, and
one dead. He recounted how his wife had declared her
predilection for his hired men-plural number. She
said she could not resist their advances, and did not
intend to try. She emphasized at the same time her distaste for him.
He told, with astonishing simplicity unmingled with
any tone of anger or resentment, the names she had
applied to him; and how five years before, declaring
she couldn't bear to look at him any more, she had
driven him out.
Asked whether he had attempted to effect a change
in her attitude, he replied in the affirmative-then
added, still with that amazing unresentful simplicity
which it is hard to reproduce:
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"She said she'd rather die than live with me."
He was then asked whether he would be willing to
live with her again, to which he replied, with his first
shading of emphasis:
"I wouldn't live with her. I couldn't." A slight pause,
then with a resumption of the former simplicity"She don't want me!"
We can theorize on this situation in purely arithmetical fashion . Suppose the wife had had five children instead of ten. She might have then been able to
give more of her time to her husband during the later
years of their married life. Suppose, when their
troubles began they had been married only fifteen years
instead of thirty; both then would have been younger
and still able to adapt themselves to one another's
vagaries. Suppose they had been able to put away
$5,000 a year in savings instead of $soo, their chances
of living a life of ease together in their declining years
would have been increased to the point at which they
might at least have become good friends, and the wife's
nymphomania would have been lessoned by more normal pleasures.
The last case was that of a young fellow of twentysix-a clean-cut decent youth who testified that his
wife was of the same age, and that they had a threeyear-old child. He said he entered the navy when we
went into the war, at which time they had been married
about a year.
After that they had a quarrel about the failure of
his Government allotment to reach her. He had papers
to prove that it was not his fault, but merely the effect
of a slip-up in the executive functioning. She refused
to believe it, but declared that he was trying to pose
as a single man.
Her whole attitude, however, demonstrated that she
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was grasping at straws in the way of excuses, for she
left him shortly after, announcing that she was done
with their marriage. Desertion was the ground upon
which he brought suit.
Asked about the child, he replied :
"Oh, there's no question about the mother's being
a fit person to care for it; she is a good girl-her
morals are beyond reproach."
I have no "inside information" upon which to estimate how far that young fellow's matrimonial trouble
was indirectly traceable to the war. But I want to say
right here, however, that I believe many divorces are
directly or indirectly the outgrowth of it.
The peculiar thing about all three of these cases was
the fact that the plaintiff in each was a man. In the
past it has been popular to reverse the Biblical situation, to put all the blame on Adam and to make Eve
a model of injured innocence. But there are always
two sides to the medal of the divorce situation, as in
all human affairs. Though the man gives, he equally
often gets the worst in the marriage deal. And the man
as plaintiff in the divorce action is becoming more and
more common.
Environment is enormously important to marriage,
both before and after the union. This is especially so
when circumstances tend to speed up and intensify the
emotions. Placid life in a small town with the narrow
horizon of limited resources and only a very moderate
sophistication will often help toward happiness in marriage. Wealth, society, travel, success and many other
things that theoretically should increase human happiness often prove more of a curse than a boon. Their
effect upon the emotions of men and women is to breed
unrest and fickleness, superficiality of interest and a
blase outlook on all of life.
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It was for this reason that the late war speeded up
divorce. For one thing the effect of the war was to
infuse into the community a general carelessness with
regard to human life. Since human lives were to be
thrown, like shovelfuls of coal, into the conflagration,
human happiness was surely not a thing to be bothered
about very much.
Another effect of the war-or rather concomitant
of the war-was the widespread dissemination of hate.
For purposes of expediency, hate was created and carefully nurtured against the enemy. Human beings,
keyed up to hate, found no difficulty in turning that
emotion upon those close at hand.
But that is not the only aspect of the war's influence
upon divorce. In all-round emotional acceleration of
that troubled period, it was to be expected that affections, deprived by absence of their legitimate object,
should fasten themselves upon some other object in
proximity.
The men in Europe, far from home and living
amidst hardships, found solace in the affections of native girls. The wives who remained at home with
superabundant emotions seeking outlet, naturally fastened upon objects not separated by 3,000 miles of
ocean.
Though in a good many cases these emotional en·
tanglements proved ephemeral, in a good many others
they did not. The new affections were found to be
stronger than the old; and release from the weaker
ties were sought, in order to give permanence to the
others.
Then too, there were the many hasty hysterical weddings that took place just before the departure of
soldiers for overseas.
There is another kind of war divorce that seems
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to have frequent exemplification. A young fellow in
Reno, who looked hardly old enough to be out of his
college period, declared that he was "serving time"
because he was the victim of a "frameup." These, it
appears, were fairly common. A girl would come to the
officers of a regiment to make complaint against a
soldier-she was an expectant mother, she would say,
through the accused. The soldier would thereupon be
summoned; and if it could not be denied that the girl
had grounds for her accusation, he would be persuaded
to marry her or at least support her.
"I had only seen my wife two or three times before
our wedding," said the young fellow. "I left her five
minutes later, and have never seen her since. Lots of
soldiers went through the same experience."
The reader would be surprised at the number of
"frame-ups" that have come into my divorce court
and which have nothing to do with war or crime.
Thousands of men and women wa;ke up married and
find that they have been victims of circumstances. I
don't mean that the girl claims, as the soldier's sweetheart did, that he is the father of her expected child;
but that a surprising number of girls manage to rope
men into marrying them for reasons no better than
that . the man gets into deep water before he knows
what he is doing and is too chivalrous to back out. Of
course in some cases the girl is after the man's money
or social position; she may even resort to a sort of
mild form of blackmail if he shows signs of backing
out at the critical moment. In other cases the girl is
swept along on a current of excitement and romance
and is as much a victim of Fate's "frameups" as the
man is. I know of many such couples who have come
from small social "sets" in which "everybody seems
to be getting married so we decided to do the same."
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There is no deep love or even affection in such marriages; they are doomed to failure through the very
frailty of their bonds. Ofttimes when they come before
me I am tempted to fly in the face of convention and
exclaim that it would have been far better for all concerned if the miserable young couple had been lovers
for a little while and so released the head of emotional
steam that was really behind their rash move.
An isolated instance of another sort may be worthy
of comment-though how far it is typical is hard to
say. A man in Reno said that he had been happily
married for eleven years. During the two years of his
stay in Europe his wife died. When he came home,
blue and desolate, he sought consolation in a second
too-hasty marriage. It proved a flat failure.
No doubt this man's friends whispered behind his
back that he was "old enough to know better." But in
the sense of never having experienced great grief before he was as young as the veriest marriage tyro; he
was a "frame-up" victim of Fate just as many others
far less mature in years.
To come back to the matter of "raw deal" sometimes
given the man in marriage relations, I want to tell you
about a case that came up in Reno court a few years
ago. I shall call these people "Randolph" though that
is not their name.
Mrs. Randolph came to Reno to take up her residence, but before leaving her home in New York she
made certain financial arrangements with her husband
which were to hold good after they were divorced.
According to their agreement, Mrs. Randolph was to
have $soo per month for her support and an equal sum
for the support of her thirteen-year-old daughter. Mr.
Randolph also undertook to pay his wife's attorney's
fees, establish a trust fund of $40,000 for her and the
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child, and pay the latter's tuition at school. According
to the testimony of several persons, Mrs. Randolph
said before leaving New York that the financial arrangements were very satisfactory.
After the decree had been granted, Mrs. Randolph's
attitude underwent a radical change. All this came out
when Mr. Randolph stopped making payments, according to his agreement, and he explained to the court
why he had done so.
He said that he had agreed to what he regarded as
excessive alimony because of his wife's agreement to
let him have their child one summer month of each
year; to let him see her weekly; and to place her in a
boarding school chosen by his wife's attorney from
among three which he would designate-his object
being to remove her from constant association with her
mother, and thereby from an atmosphere antagonistic
to himself. He had stopped payments, he said, because
his wife was backing down on her end of the bargain.
Aware then that his wife had declared war, Mr. Randolph carried on war himself, and in court won some
important concessions.
In this case the difficulty that I faced as a Judge was
in weighing the evidence that was laid before me
regarding what had gone on after the marriage had
been broken up. But it is important to the point I am
trying to make because it shows how any marriage
situation becomes tremendously widened in possible
bitterness and failure when other parties begin to side
with the husband and wife. Astute lawyers, jealous
relations and selfish friends will provide endless ammunition for the quarreling pair to hurl at one another.
When this begins to happen no amount of philosophy
or previous education will keep the young husband or
wife from great risk. of losing their heads. And the
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sad part of it is that some of the finest legal brains
in the country have fought to break up a marriage less
to satisfy the plaintiff than to advertise their abilities
as attorneys.
Only the other day a case came into court that involved the same deplorable situation as that of the
Randolphs. The man suing for divorce stated that he
had been married at the age of nineteen to a girl a year
his junior. It was a boy-and-girl affair, and after the
novelty wore off, they found themselves completely out
of harmony. After several years that were very unhappy for both, his wife left him, taking their
daughter with her.
About two years ago, at the State Fair in South
Dakota, he learned that his family had been seen
there, being in that vicinity on a visit to his wife's
mother. He hired an automobile and drove out to see
them. But his reception was worse than cold. His wife
and her mother both told him to go away and stay
away. He was told that his presence was obnoxious,
that they didn't want him cropping up in their lives.
He attempted to give his daughter, then about seventeen, some money; but she drew back, saying her
mother would not allow her to take it. He then tried
to arrange with his wife to supply money for their
daughter's education; but he was told icily that neither
he nor his money was wanted-that the one thing they
asked of him was that he keep himself out of their
little world.
In a case of this sort the Court can only try to work
for the interest of the children involved. With the
passage of time human beings often change greatly.
The couple that were once united in "holy matrimony"
are not the same who encounter one another after years
of separation.
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The husband is as frequently the victim of his wife's
jealousy as the reverse. The case of a prominent New
Yorker, whom I shall call Henry Smith, against his
wife, tried in the Reno court in the summer of 1921,
was an illustration of that.
Two anonymous letters, one written in 1919 to Mr.
Smith and the other a year or two before to a woman
of whom Mrs. Smith was alleged to be jealous, made
the case a spectacular one. Handwriting experts testified that these letters were written by Mrs. Smith.
The letter to Mr. Smith, commencing "You vile
reptile," goes on to accuse him of disloyalty and neglect. It warns him that there is a day of reckoning
coming, and it adds, "Yau will deserve all that is coming to you." Also: "You have broken the heart of a
good woman and then ruined her life," the writer declared. "But believe me it is all coming back to you.
I am a much older man than you are, and I know what
I am talking about." But even this avowal of sex did
not divert the experts from their conclusions concerning the identity of the writer.
Mr. Smith testified that his wife was hopelessly
jealous-of his father, his brothers, his sister, his
friends, even his children. All in all, it appeared, she
made life intolerable for him; so, after twenty-three
years of married life, he came to Reno for freedom,
and-though the case was hotly contested-he got it.
This case shows one more "factor of variety" in the
impossibility of any two marriage situations ever being
alike. For I am convinced that Mrs. Smith was a
normal girl to start with; and that with a normal life
she may have been married and lived happily ever
afterward. But influences crept in that aroused the
potential evil-doer that resides in all of us. It is like
taking a decent child and bringing him or her up in
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a den of thieves. The result is a criminal. Mrs. Smith's
potential criminality finally emerged and she was guilty
of acts that would never in the world have been ascribed to the character she was in the earlier days of her
marriage. This is the reason so many who come before
me declare vehemently: "My husband became a different
man after we had been married a few years." Or, "My
wife was a sweet young girl when I married her, but
she is a perfect fiend today." In both cases the personalities have been altered through external pressure upon
the emotions until it is literally true that both have
changed. And if the change is profound enough, and
is such that the incompatibility would have warranted
their being unwilling to marry in the beginning, it
might even be dangerous to let them continue an effort
at married life. Let me give an historical example:
After Christianity reached Britain there came a considerable revision of marriage and divorce. At first a
husband's power of repudiation was unlimited; he
could return his wife at will to her parents. Gradually,
however, this performance came to be looked upon as
a serious affront to the lady's family, and frequently
led to feuds and bloodshed.
Thereupon the clergy stepped in and placed limitations upon the practice, requiring that sufficient cause
for repudiation be presented. The causes advanced
were usually insufficient; and the bishops went a step
further by declaring that "if a man repudiated his wife,
he was not to marry another in her lifetime, if he
wished to be a very good Christian." They also punished the second wife with excommunication. These
rulings checked the divorce habit a little. The clergy
introduced another important modification, which was
that wives could "repudiate" as well as husbands. It
was only a brief century ago that a husband in England
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was not prohibited by law from administering bodily
punishment to his wife.
As though the same code did not apply to them,
public opinion has not actively resented it when people
of the stage have treated the marriage tie as breakable.
Actors were among the first to disregard the old time
prejudices and frankly and mutually seek freedom on
the logical ground of incompatibility. We may regard
them as pioneers, blazing a trail.
Take the proceedings, for example, by which a famous actress procured her freedom from an equally
famous actor, and gave him his. This case, by the way,
is admirably illustrative of a complete absence of both
greed and venom-two ugly qualities that are very
often likely to show themselves. He told her that he
wanted to be free to devote the rest of his life to
his work, and not be subjected to any criticism; he
wanted to feel free to do as he pleased.
It was said in Reno, during the eight months of the
wife's residence here, prior to the filing of her suit,
that she was heartbroken. It is a matter of common
knowledge that the husband married another actress
shortly thereafter, and there is all likelihood this wife
knew this was to be the case. Yet not a syllable of
vituperation passed her lips-nothing to mar her own
dignity nor that of her erstwhile marital relation.
I have personally found that cases of this sort in
which the emotional side is put in the background are
far more interesting than those in which the issue is beclouded by anger, jealousy, hatred, spite and other
forms of human lightning. The calm dispassionate
case gives one a chance to study the true merits and
demerits of marriage as civilization has prescribed it.
But, even without the emotional factors, the infinite
variety of marriage stands its ground.
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Prominent among the spectacular cases in American
divorce annals, is that of another famous actress I shall
call her Mrs. Ebbett. Her divorce suit was tried before
the Supreme Court of Illinois in 1891 and offered full
gratification to the gossip-loving appetites of the public
a generation ago. It was a double suit. Mr. Ebbett
charged his wife with "numerous acts of 'infidelity' ";
her complaint was "extreme and repeated cruelty."
There was trial by jury; Mrs. Ebbett was adjudged
guilty, and her husband innocent.
But it was the accusations brought by Mr. Ebbett
that were characterized by that piquancy that crowds a
courtroom. A well-known actor now dead, figured
largely in the proceedings. Mrs. Ebbett had met him on
a steamship coming from Liverpool; and though at
first upon arriving in New York she registered at a
different hotel, a few days later the actor engaged
a room for her at his own.
Mrs. Ebbett visited him in his sitting room every
day, for the purpose, she declared in the trial, of receiving dramatic instruction from him. She frequently
dined with him in public restaurants, sat in theatre
boxes he procured for her, and in general was often
seen in his society. Her husband was told nothing of
all this.
Mrs. Ebbett also said that he denied her financial
aid while in Europe. His reply was that this was not
true-that he believed her to be living quietly there,
and that she had enough money with her for the
purpose.
"Living quietly," according to the testimony, "was
a ludicrous characterization of Mrs. Ebbett's European experience." In the autumn of 1888, testified Mr.
Ebbett he learned that she had purchased carriages,
rented a house at Basle, Switzerland, and indulged in
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such conduct as to make her the center of a great
scandal. She had spent great sums, he said, and had
got herself, through her relations with men, a thoroughly bad reputation. These were the facts that were
accepted by the jury.
This case of the Ebbetts is a fine example of the
different yardsticks that may be applied to the same
set of circumstances in different cases. I am personally
familiar with successful marriages in which either or
both parties are intimate with others of opposite sexes.
A wife may have a lifelong and close relationship with
a man friend and yet in no way lower or damage her
husband's respect for her. I know husbands who are
even more intimate with other women than it was
proved that the actor-rival ever was with Mrs. Ebbett
and yet not make their wives feel that they are undermining their married life. Discretion, taste, propriety,
intelligence and social custom all have their part in
determining just how far outside friendships should
go without sowing the seed of marital discord.
A name which figured in the divorce courts until it
became a by-word and a subject for jest was that of
a great stage figure of recent fame who died a few
years ago. He had five wives; the first died, the next
three came into the divorce courts, and the fifth separated from him not long before his death. The third of
his wives was the reason for his sojourn of eighteen
months in Reno, about fifteen years ago.
One amusing story which was told of him was that
when it came to filing his suit to divorce the third wife
he could think of no other name than her stage one.
He walked up and down the room for a minute or
two, eyeing his attorney helplessly, and rubbing his
hands through his hair. Then he blurted out:
"I can't think of that damned woman's name!"
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This man's first wife came to this country from
London with Lydia Thompson's famous troupe of
British blondes. He was a mere youth when they married in 1877, and she was ten years his senior. Their
ten years of married life, he always said, had never a
discordant note.
After her death he met a lady from Buffalo. They
struck up a friendship and when he went to Buffalo
he met her family, including her husband. Later he
was served with a summons to appear in a suit for
alienation of her affections. This was a serious matter,
for he knew it meant scandal. To complicate matters,
he was rather strongly interested in still another lady,
a prominent prima donna of the time. But to the Buffalo woman, who had gone to New York, the situation
appeared perfectly simple.
"Go to Buffalo, settle the suit, come back to New
York and marry me," she said. "I know I can make
you completely happy."
What could a man do under such circumstances?
The actor put the question at the time of these events
to his friend, the prima donn~. She tearfully agreed
with him that there was only one thing to be done.
So the marriage of the actor and the Buffalo lady took
place.
Just about that time the hero of these affairs was
planning to go to Australia, partly because he had
fallen in love with a beautiful Southern blonde; but
because of objections on the part of her family he was
breaking the engagement and betaking himself to
foreign parts. His divorce from the Buffalo lady incidentally, had already begun !
So the whole company went to Australia. Suddenly
the San Francisco papers came out with flaring headlines announcing that the actor's divorce decree had
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been given him and still another actress had won her
suit for separation from her former husband. The
papers called it a conspiracy, and all sorts of whispers
went round.
Eighteen months at Reno-six to satisfy the requirements and the rest because he liked it-followed;
and once again the actor was a free man. But before
that happened, he had already met one more alluring
actress, who was destined to become Wife Number
Four. His final wife, Number Five, as I have said, left
him not long before his death.
This actor's case is another good example of how a
person may reveal unsuspected traits of character after
marriage, thereby greatly complicating the whole
realm of discussion of this vital human relation. Many
a woman has become a nymphomaniac and many a
man a varietist who never dreamed of wanting a
change on the first entry into wedlock. Even the greatest medical men alive today know very little of the
effect of protracted sex life upon the human being.
Little wonder is that there are as few husbands and
wives as do, succumb to the intricate and invisible
changes that occur within them after the consummation of marriage.
I have said that at least one of the above cases was
free from vindictiveness. I hope I did not give the
impression that the airing of domestic troubles in court
is a sign of venomous intent. There are times, and
very frequent times, too, when no other alternative is
possible.
Of course not all desire for divorce grows from
flagrant causes. There are many and varied stages by
which interest in another person, so absorbing at the
start as to amount almost to obsession, may gradually
lose its potency, turning into indifference or active dis-
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taste. To trace them would fill a volume in itself. Certain it is that often in marriage (as in everything else
human) between anticipation and fulfillment are wide
gaps. ·Sometimes these are bridgeable, and sometimes
they are not.
It isn't the road that leads to di sillusion, but the fact
that the goal has been reached, that is pertinent in an
ultimate sense. But let us consider a few of the roads.
Here is one:
The woman has started with a glowing expectation
of future happiness, based to a considerable extent
upon the tissue of lies that has been woven for her
by best-selling fiction. After a time, when the mists
of romance have evaporated, she finds herself linked
with one who is in spirit a complete stranger.
A coldness grows up between them. He does not
notice it, being absorbed in other interests. But she,
with more time and temperament for the romantic
side of life, is aware of it; she chills and contracts
under its influence. Like a plant, she seeks to withdraw
from the chilling shade and turn toward the light. No
more than the plant, probably, does she analyze all this.
But if "light," at the crucial moment appears in the
form of a sympathetic male, there's a fairly strong likelihood that she will make her way to the Divorce Court.
It may be that her husband is a gay Lothario. She
discovers that the same charms which won her are
exercised upon other women; and though jealousy
sometimes feeds the flame of love, it is likely when
sufficiently protracted to turn into hate.
Sometimes the marital unhappiness demonstrates
the truth of the dictum that when proverty knocks at
the door, love flies out of the window. It is only in
story books that romance flourishes amid the hard
grind of constant penury. There are cases also where
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actual poverty is not involved, but where money limitations deprive the wife-the spoiled child-wife in many
of these instances-of luxuries to which she had been
accustomed, or had hoped to attain through marriage.
Discontent and bickering are the result.
These are but a few of the devious ways by which
the woman learns that marriage as it is, and as she
dreamed it, are not identical. They are but a few of
the paths by which she travels to the divorce court.
And almost invariably this journey is after considerable
deliberation; she shrinks from the publicity, the expense,
and the general ner·vous strain, and usually takes the
step only as a last resort. However, in a very large
!number of cases she gets impetus and moral support
through the presence of another man somewhere in
the offing.
Not every woman headed for the divorce court gets
there. Attempts at reconciliation occur, with varying
success. Many a woman in Reno, not long before her
case comes to trial, receives a letter or a telegram
from her husband, or a visit from an intermediary.
Usually attempts at reconciliation are made before
suit is actually commenced; but there are times when
proceedings are stopped midway on the strength of it.
It occasionally happens, when efforts are successful,
that, after a brief tryout, they separate again; but in
the main (judging by observation, since no statistics
are to be had,) there is some subtle change in the basis
upon which they start again, and the renewed relation
has better chance ·of weathering the storm than did the
original one. Perhaps it is because each has learned to
expect less !
Reconciliation is more likely to occur when there
are children than when there are none. Occasionally
the wife agrees to make it up for flatly cold-blooded
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utilitarian reasons. There are times when the overtures leave her greatly agitated ; she has an impulse to
agree, and yet"I have tried this before," she ponders. "Is it wise?
Will it work?"
I could go on indefinitely describing the thousands
of divorce cases I have heard. I admit that I might
roughly catalog them into groups such as those in
which mental cruelty, financial troubles, sex problems,
mothers-in-law and so on are the strongest governing
factors. But if I ever tried to do so I would only tend
to lead struggling husbands and wives astray. Broad
lessons can be learned from study of divorce cases.
Most married couples can get an inkling of the basic
things to be avoided or cured if they are going to continue their married life. But in each case I should say
that its own private and peculiar aspects, the individualities and characters and circumstances surrounding
it, are easily three times as important as all the precedents that might apply. This is the reason why family
and friends of warring couples so seldom help. While
husband and wife may listen attentively to advice,
both know in their hearts that the remedy lies between
them and the causes are largely hidden from those
outside their bed-room.
What knowledge of other cases does is to lend
perspective in viewing one's own problem. If one marriage has split up on the rock of whether the husband
should give his wife an allowance or not, then other
couples who find irritation in the money question would
do well to consider the experience of those who have
failed. But no writer nor judge, no priest nor physician, can help as much as the mates can help themselves.
It is as if Henry Ford turned out every one of his millions of cars a little different mechanically. When one
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know the general principles of pistons and cylinders
in gas engines; but he would have to puzzle out his job
on the particular car that was before him.
"You have heard so many suits tried," my friends
have said, "that you ought to be able to repair many
marriages that are mis-firing." My answer is from
the heart: "I'd like to, God knows. But the best I can
do is to give others a glimpse of what I have seen and
heard, and let them apply my experience-if they can
-to their own private variety of troubles."

CHAPTER VIII
NIGHTMARES

IN debating any broad question, or discussing any
widely ramified thesis, it is very unfair to emphasize
bizarre exceptions to the common run of facts. Yet this
is so often done when people try to exchange views on
love, marriage, sex and divorce. The wildest sort of situations are brought up to prove this or that contention,
and the dispute gets nowhere. Such talk is about as
logical as claiming that a mine is rich because one nugget is found in its workings; or that Chicago population
ought all to be jailed because we hear so much of the
city's gangmen; or that all food is dangerous because
some people die of gastric ulcers.
While I was at work on this book, Ripley published
in his "Believe it or Not" newspaper feature the case
of a woman who was sued for divorce on the following
charges : sullen, mean, irritable, morbid, disagreeable,
nasty, gruesome, cold, bitter, loathsome, jealous, heckling, picayunish, insulting, brazen, miserly, gluttonish,
temperamental, selfish, contemptuous, inattentive, uncivil, and inconsiderate . ... Such a case might be used
to indicate that when the average woman gets on the
rampage she is the Devil's own daughter. But, despite
my admiration for the average member of the feline
sex, I don't give her credit for that much imagination!
106
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Nearly one in ten of the cases that have come before
me in divorce proceedings are what might be termed
"nightmare'' cases. Their character is so unusual, cruel
or bitter, harsh or crude, that they leave a shadow of
haunting horror over those who have been compelled
to listen to them.
Of such a nature was the case of "The Phantom
Husband" as the newspapers called it at the time. Besides its curious nature, it demonstrated the lengths
to which people will sometimes go to justify their abnormal lives and secure legal and social sanction for
their irregularities.
Dr. William Blank (the name is fictitious), an entomologist in the Government employ, wrote to Reno that
year, making inquiries about divorce probabilities. The
reply apparently was satisfactory; shortly after the doctor, a woman called "Mrs. Jones," and the latter's three
children came to Reno. Mrs. Jones and Dr. Blank each
took immediate steps toward getting divorces.
Concerning the existence of a Mrs. Blank there was
no question, but, as the Jones case progressed, the lawyers came to the astounding conclusion that there was no
Mr. Jones! This was the story:
Dr. Blank, summering in Virginia, in 1900, with his
wife and children, met a kindergarten teacher. When
all returned to Washington she applied to Dr. Blank
for some work out of school hours, and got it. She became friendly with the family; and gradually all of Dr.
Blank's real estate holdings were discovered to be in
her name. His wife vehemently protested. A coolness
grew between her and her husband, while his friendship
with the other woman increased.
In September, 1906, the kindergarten teacher's marriage to "Mr. Jones" took place. She claimed to have
met him that summer in the course of her travels. She
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said she had consulted her friend, Dr. Blank, as to the
advisability of marrying him-that Dr. Blank had
urged her to do so and raise a family, offering to
finance her if she needed it.
Nobody ever saw "Mr. Jones." His "wife'' said he
was a railroad conductor with headquarters in Pittsburg, but that upon marrying he gave up his job and
took another, as secretary to a railroad man in Philadelphia. She didn't know the latter's address and her husband's, it appeared, was merely "general delivery."
Not long after the announcement of the supposed
marriage, she was ensconsed in a Washington flat.
Three babies were born in rapid succession; yet, with
Philadelphia only a few hours' ride away, no friends
ever saw "Mr. Jones," but were merely told he had
been over. Skeptical murmurs began to grow a bit disconcerting. Dr. Blank and "Mrs. Jones" proceeded to
manufacture evidence of "Mr. Jones'," authenticity.
They made him a bank depositor. They invented an
explanation of his absence that would have done credit
to a scenario writer. He had "done something," they
said, that made it unwise for him to appear in Washington.
In that city, the implied "Jones" was supposed to
have been drowned, but had miraculously escaped, concealing the fact of his escape even from his brokenhearted parents! That is why the former teacher said
he visited her secretly. "Mr. Jones" was much grieved
at the suspicions surrounding his dear wife. To allay
them he "wrote letters" to her brother-and to Mrs.
Blank-sanctioning the "friendship" of his wife and
the doctor.
Dr. Blank was taken sick in 1914, he said and his
physician-strange procedure !-ordered him taken, not
to a hospital, but to the home of Mrs. Jones, though
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she had three children to occupy her time, and was not
a nurse I
Later he went to Florida, taking Mrs. Jones along
to take care of him. She wrote a letter to her oldest
boy, its main purport being to impress upon his childish mind the existence of "Papa Jones." In the course
of it, however, she said "Papa Jones" had called him a
trilobite, because he had a funny little habit of rolling
himself up in a ball like one !
The trilobite was a creature that became extinct in the
palc.eozoic age; would a scientist or an ex-railroad conductor, with a grade school education, be likely to use
the term? The trilobite settled the matter; the mythical
"Mr. Jones" was none other than the entomologist,
Dr. Blank.
Why the fradulent "husband"? There were two
reasons: First, to legitimatize the children, and second,
to allay suspicions as to improper conduct. Dr. Blank
was suing for divorce with the intention of marrying
her. In order to go through with that marriage, it then
became necessary to get rid of the husband she had
created for herself. The court refused her a decree. It
treated Dr. Blank's appeal in a similar manner. What
subsequently happened to them passes beyond the
knowledge of the Reno authorities.
One of the arguments most easily supported by unusual divorce cases is that one never really knows another person until one is married to him or her. In other
words, "the first year of masried life is the hardest."
True enough, and I doubt if any husband or wife in the
world would not subscribe to this thought-to a degree.
But the extraordinary ignorance of character and personality that women have of the men they are to marry
often astounds me. And while not denying that most of
us change a lot when we marry, I insist that any boy or
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girl with average intelligence can find out a great
deal about the intended mate if they only take the
trouble to forget romance long enough for a little quiet
reflection and observation.
Two human beings imperfectly acquainted (though
they may have known each other for years) suddenly
through marriage find themselves in an intimate association that reveals all sorts of unsuspected quirks and
peculiarities, and calls for a strenuous process of mutual
adjustment.
Sometimes the revelations are trivial and superficial,
and the two slip into a groove of daily intimacy with
great readiness. Sometimes, on the other hand, they are
not only completely unexpected, but of a nature to offer
horrible violence to the sensibilities of the other person.
The case of Mrs. Mary Lane (the name is fictitious)
against her husband, a minister in a little Eastern town,
is an excellent illustration of the latter. Twelve years
ago the Lanes were married. They have two children of
8 and 10, for whose sake Mrs. Lane deferred as long as
she could the proceedings that gave her back her freedom.
The man she married was very handsome and, notwithstanding his calling, something of a dandy, having
numerous suits of clothes and appearing in frequent
changes. Her family did not approve of the match, but
made the best of it; her father, a man of considerable
wealth, supplied the money for the wedding trip, generously enabling the young couple to travel in excellent
style.
In each hotel, therefore, they took a fine room with
a bath. Here came the first shock of the unexpected. In
the two weeks of their travels this man of many suits
of clothes and the apparent personal fastidiousness
never once used the bath!
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Mrs. Lanes' testimony showed that during their entire married life he continued not to bathe oftener than
once every two or three months; he never thought of
changing underwear or stockings, ~aid she, until she
took the worn ones away and put out fresh ones!
"He would go days at a time without washing his
hands," she testified. "Even when he shaved he would
frequently just wipe them off."
During their entire courtship Lane had been the soul
of consideration and solicitude for his fiancee's comfort; but the very first morning after their marriage
these impulses seem to have died a sudden death. He
ordered breakfast for both without consulting her tastes
and he read the paper as he ate.
"All during our wedding trip,'' testified Mrs. Lane,
"he insisted upon our going to the ball game and sitting on bleachers in the burning sun instead of consulting my wishes in any way whatsoever, even though my
father was contributing the means so I could have a
happy time."
The veneer of gentlene~s which was the badge of
his profession wore away rapidly under pressure of
close association. He had a violent and uncontrollable
temper, which expressed itself frequently in his choking
and abusing her. Sometimes his temper rages vented
themselves, averred his wife, upon the children, whose
little bodies would be black and blue from the attacks.
He sang and played beautifully, yet he would never
do these things for his children, though they begged him
to. In the pulpit he urged upon his parishioners the
value of family prayers; in his own home he refused
to bother with them, except when company was present.
When she was an expectant mother-the only time
::tt which tobacco smoke was distasteful to her-he
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would take cigarettes to bed with him, so that ~he would
have to get up and go out!
I granted Mary Lane her divorce because I felt that
the life she had to lead was undermining her health
and threatening the futures of her children. She should
certainly have become a nervous wreck; she might
easily have gone insane. Turmoil of their home life
would have made the children nervous and neurotic.
Such an environment can even affect the nervous fabric of children to the point of their becoming criminals.
Instinctively they turn to violence in emergency, and
their social outlook is so warped that they slowly but
surely lose their respect for laws and moral customs.
The limits to which temper will take husband or wife
reach as far as the most heinous crimes of which the
human being is capable. Few young persons contemplating marriage have a chance to see one another in anger
because the period of courtship is one of self-control.
The suitor puts his best foot forward in order to reassure his sweetheart that he is, if anything, above the
average in sweetness of disposition. The lady pursued
saves her captious moments for her parents or maid
and does her best to be amiable and melting in the
presence of the man whose name and station she covets.
Lovers' quarrels are rarely quarrels in the true sense.
They are little more than the technical evasions pertaining to the chase.
Not long ago a lady had the fortune as well as the
misfortune to discover just what kind of temper her
admirer had locked in his manly breast. As with so
many modern love affairs the telephone played its part
in this one.
"Can you go out tonight, honey?" asked the admirer
late one afternoon.
There was a reason why the lady preferred to stay
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home, an intimate reason which she just didn't like to
reveal to a man to whom she was not yet married.
"I'd rather not," she replied. "Let's make it tomorrow."
"But you said you'd make it tonight!"
"I know, but-"
"How can I depend on you?"
"If you don't like it-"
And so on, until the lady was irritated at her admirer's lack of understanding and trust; and he was
thoroughly angry at what he mistakenly imagined might
be some shift of events counter to his hopes. He banged
up the receiver. She tried to get him again and explain
more fully that she had a slight cold and wasn't feeling
very well. But she got no answer; the admirer was already on his way to her apartment "to have it out with
her," as he afterwards admitted.
Depressed by the incident the lady ran a warm bath
and stepped into the tub. She had scarcely settled herself when there came a banging at the door.
"Who is it?"
"You know who it is," in the voice of her admirer,
a voice now charged with fury.
"But I'm taking a bath," she expostulated in growing alarm. Her nervousness made her fear even
stronger.
For answer she heard the porch door burst open
and the stamp of heavy footsteps in the hall. The next
instant the bathroom door was thrown open and the
admirer with purpling face demanded to know what
in the devil was the matter with her anyway. But with
womanly modesty the lady refused to debate the former
question when a far more pressing irritant was at hand.
"Get out of my bathroom!" she screamed. "You
can't talk to me when I am in the bathtub !"
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"All right," snapped the erstwhile admirer and, leaning over the tub, hoisted his dripping naked sweetheart
to his shoulders and carried her into the bedroom !
There he resumed his scorching reproaches of a woman
who could not be relied upon to keep a date once she has
made it. But the more he vilified her character the more
shrilly she screamed her objections to his effrontery in
intruding on her privacy in this outrageous fashion.
Finally,-and at this point the lady learned her lesson
once and for all-he turned her bare body over his knee
and spanked her exactly as he would have spanked the
children they might have had if their marriage had unfortunately come off! When he found her spirit still
defiant he moved the scene of the punishment to the
front porch! There, in front of the dumbfounded
neighbors, he continued to belabor the still-wet, stilldamp, pink-and-white nakedness of the lady whom he
had been trying for some time to convince of his desirability as a husband!
When the neighbors came out of their trance and
rescued the unfortunate lady the admirer managed to
escape to his car. But he did not get away. Scarcely
had he reached his home when the telephone rang. It
was the lady. In her sweetest tones she said: "Please
forgive m~, darling. It was all my fault."
The admirer could not believe his ears; but his fury
had undermined his judgment so much that he fell for
the ruse and returned to the scene of his insane behavior. He found the lady waiting, all right; but with
her were two burly policemen who locked him up until
he could cool off and explain. Needless to say the divorce courts were saved at least one case by the lady's
discovery of her admirer's lack of self-control.
It is amusing how the bath tub keeps cropping up in
marriage tangles. I think it stands between the bed and
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dinner table in importance as an intimate factor in the
married life of two people. It is the witness to what in
the beginning is doubtless the most alluring picture of
maidenly beauty; and, perhaps with the loss of this very
magic through satiety and companionship, it sometimes
becomes a peg on which to hang the sharpest sort of
malice. I recall that in one of my latest divorce cases
the husband, a southern gentleman, was plaintiff and
charged various forms of mental cruelty to his wife's
dislike of him. Important among his complaints was
that he was from time to time forbidden to use the
family tub. As he was a clean man by nature, living
in a very warm climate, and could not conveniently use
his club, he sometimes had to go for days without taking a bath. The court and all male witnesses of respectability sympathized with his plea and he was granted
a divorce without contest from his wife.
In these unusual cases that come before every divorce
court the striking thing is how trivial are some of the
excuses that are used. That is, they are trivial to the
rest of us who are not involved. We can say as we
would of a drop of water, "Ah, that would never wear
away a stone." But the drop of water repeated indefinitely for a long long time cuts its way through the
hardest granite.
"He steps on my feet," complained a New York lady.
"I haven't been able to kiss my husband for thirty
years," declared a lady from Texas. "He wears the
most horrible ties!" exclaimed a weeping wife from
Michigan.
I always half ex pect to hear what I call "nightmare
cases" when the two people involved are from entirely
different strata of society. There was a case of a rich
widow who married a prize fighter. Her first husband
had been a conservative, dignified citizen with a fine
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standing in the business world. Perhaps his conservatism had got on the nerves of his well-behaved wife.
The well-known inhibitions of respectability had made
her secretly yearn for more romance and excitement
than her sheltered life had been able to give her.
She met the prize-fighter by accident. His breezy
manner, massive build and rather fiercely candid compliments fired her with those desires which most normal
women feel, but which must be guarded as one would
guard life itself if the possessor thereof is to keep out
of trouble.
The courtship was dangerously brief and culminated
in a semi-secret marriage which in itself was tacit admission by the lady that she wasn't sure of her ground.
Up to the last moment of her freedom she was beset by
the warnings of her friends: "He isn't your kind. He
couldn't possibly associate with us. He will make you
lose all the friends you've ever had. Suppose he gets
angry at you and mistreats you? His friends are sure
to be terrible!" And so on. All of which seemed to
excite the widow's desires even more. Indeed, one would
say she was almost sadistic in her determination to
affront the dignity of her past.
Nearly all the prophecies of her friends came true;
and a lot of horrors were added that never occurred
to their imaginations. The prize fighter made himself
as much at home with her as he ever had in his training
quarters; he was rough, ribald, tough, vulgar, obstreperous and arrogant. If the widow had been some street
hussy whom he had picked up for a few days he could
not have treated her worse.
In the anguish of her disillusionment the lady sued
for divorce. But before she was freed the prize fighter
learned that one of his wife's gentlemen friends had
criticized him. The name of his friend happened, un-
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fortunately, to be a common one; such as Jones, let us
say. Whereupon the fighter made a good job of his
vengeance by beating up no less than three society
gentlemen, all of whom were named Jones, nearly
killing one of them. As a final artistic touch to his fury
he took a shotgun and shot up the widow's brand new
limousine!
In another type of "nightmare" case that has been
often tried before me the trouble has originated in that
most hazardous of all marriages, infatuation before
meeting. Don't think I refer alone to couples who have
met through so-called "Marriage Bureaus" ; or to
chance correspondents of whom we read in the yellow
journals. Sometimes in the most refined and intellectual
society either a man or a woman, or both, may develop
a keen predisposition for one another when neither has
ever set eyes on the other's countenance.
I recall the pathetic case of a young girl under twenty
who lived with her parents in a small village many
miles from any large city. She was of a somewhat
sentimental and romantic type, but by no means abnormally so. Any girl in her 'teens has a natural right
to indulge in dreams ; her fancies feed the very course
that Mother Nature most wants her to take. Mary, let
me call her, wrote poems from her earliest memory.
As her work improved she began to send it to magazines and finally had some of it published.
A rising young publisher in his early thirties saw
some of Mary's work and wrote to her. John, let us
call him, may first have had some idea of developing
the talents of the secluded young authoress; but it soon
developed that he was thinking of other things than
business when he corresponded with her.
Exchange of pictures showed John and Mary that
their superficial looks were acceptable. When John
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wrote proposing marriage Mary was thrilled and ·lost
no time in going to meet the man who had befriended
her by mail. Because she was a highly respectable and
to her mind, a very cautious girl, she took along her
rather elderly parents. The meeting of the four people
must have been quietly dramatic. One can imagine the
swift searching looks Mary and her parents exchanged
with the enterprising John. But the test passed successfully and two hours later John and Mary were married!
For some months the pair lived very happily together,
buoyed up by the combination of the luckily successful
passion for one another and by the countrywide traveling they did together in the interests of John's firm.
The first shock came when, in a city far from poor
Mary's sylvan home, John was arrested as a common
forger. He was ~ent to jail while the heartbroken young
wife went to work in order that he might have all
the little luxuries she could afford while he was imprisoned.
Even this chilling experience did not stay Mary's
deep love for the man to whom she had given her
youth and her hopes. When John was freed they went
to a city far from the scene of his crime and started
to live all over again. All went well until Mary's fresh
young beauty attracted the attention of another man
younger than her husband. The triangle went on for a
good many months, the threat of trouble growing more
insistent all the time. John's jealousy seemed to double
when Mary's baby was born dead, probably as a result
of the strain she was under. Finally, John and the young
admirer clashed outside the door of their apartment.
Mary's . heart missed a beat when she heard revolver
shots. She rushed out and found John dying in a widening pool of his own blood. The admirer went to the
penitentiary for manslaughter and Mary, looking twice
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her age, slipped back to her old home which she had left
so joyously only a short while before.
The French have a proverb, "Chacun a son gout,"
which means, "Each man to his own taste." Of course
each woman has hers, too. Certainly the wide diversity
of human predilections for those of the opposite sex is
enough to account for many of the marriage battles
that reach the divorce court.
One of the strangest cases ever reported in the press
was that of a wife who sued her husband for divorce
on the ground that he neglected her in order to pay
suit to a pair of "Siamese twins"! In other words it
was not a triangle but a quadrangle! The wife charged
that her husband was in love with first one of the girls
and then the other; and that he had gone so far as to
arouse the intense jealousy of one twin for the other
twin.
One has to pause to consider how bizarre the situation must have been in order for these charges to be
grounded in truth. The twins were young girls, of attractive face and figure, despite their strange deformity.
They were complete in every way, and neither inferior
to the other. Their union was through a bridge of bone
and flesh that ran from just below their shoulder-blades
to the small of their backs. Because of a connection of
the spinal cords they could not be separated.
Thus, like many married couples, the twins were
both one and two at the ~arne time. They were one in
the sense that neither could sit down, stand up, go to
bed, bathe or ·be present without the other. They were
two in that one could read, talk, eat, sleep, think, worry
or work while the other at her side could quietly engage
in none of these things. To some extent the emotions of
one were transmitted to the other. So when the husband
in question paid court to one twin the other shared
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her sister's affection. In time, it was alleged by the suing
wife, each twin became very jealous of the other and
the pair would go for weeks without speaking to one
another ! And yet whenever the defendant paid court to
one he could not avoid the close presence of the other.
It was a tough situation for any man; tougher for
the twins; and, to my way of thinking, toughest for the
Judge who had to listen to the divorce proceedings.
Cut and dried divorce cases are hard enough to serve
justly. "Nightmare" cases prevent the Judge that hears
them from having nightmares for the very good reason
that they often keep him sleepless for days while he is
trying to puzzle some sort of justice out of their tangles.
Most important, however, to the man or woman who
hears of such cases is to remember that they are exceptions ; and to apply their lessons to an average marriage
situation is to court trouble sure as sunrise.'

CHAPTER IX
BIRTH CONTROL

A LADY in Knoxville, Tennessee, in suing for divorce
complained that her baby's first words were, "Damn
it to hell." She alleged that this unusual form of baby
talk was due to the fact that her husband habitually
and incessantly used profanity.
Doubtless the couple had what might be termed
"pleasure in. bed" or they would not have had a baby.
But by the time the unfortunate baby arrived the husband's temper was such that he flooded his speech
with objurgations which the wife's patience could no
longer endure. Divorce seemed the only way out. The
baby was the victim.
This is the case for birth control reduced to its
simplest terms.
The divorce court is generally not interested in the
technique of contraception, but only in the results.
Results are babies or not babies; technique is private
regime, the detailed discussion of which in public print
is forbidden by the Comstock law.
Occasionally, of course, there is brought before the
divorce court a case in which husband or wife have
been divided on the question of whether there should
be children or not. The husband may wish children for
the pleasure of them; so that he can have an heir; to
121
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prove (if he is elderly) his virility; and to provide him
companionship which he doubts he will have from his
wife in later years. He may be opposed to children
because he cannot afford them; because he thinks that
he will have less pleasure from his wife's body after
childbirth; because he will lose some of his wife's companionship; because he fears the effect of childbirth on
her health ; and because children will anchor him and
his wife to the home.
When birth control is a factor in a wife's suit it
may take most of the forms above, though her complaint is usually more specific-especially if she makes
it in due privacy. Without immodesty she avers that
pregnancy and childbirth would spoil her figure ; keep
her from her sports or her office; compel her to renounce social pleasures; and possibly advance the
period when she shall first show signs of age. She may
have the delusion that it would make her less attractive to her husband and so entail the ris:k that she
lose him either for some months or for the balance of
their married life. In contrast to the man, the woman
rarely brings up the subject of money in a dispute
based on birth control; and I have known of but few
cases where she sued for divorce because she wished
children and the husband didn't.
Sometimes I think it a bad sign that there are not
more suits for divorce based on one or more of these
reasons; not that I favor more quarreling over childbirth, but because the community would be better off
if the quarreling went on before the babies arrived.
I am inclined to believe that pregnancy usually occurs
either through accident or loving design. If from the
former it is too late safely to do anything about it; if
from the latter the chances of the couple getting into
the divorce court are greatly reduced. Hence my claim
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that a brief based on birth control as a source of
marital ebullition is a favorable social symptom.
Most rarely of all does the mention of contraceptive
measures get into divorce courts. The subject is one
of painful intimacy with most married couples; and
they are willing to adduce secondary causes, such as
mental cruelty, before they would mention it. However
it crops up just often enough for the average divorce
lawyer or judge-doctors, too, I presume-to suspect
that it is a more vital cause for marital breakdown than
the moralists would have us believe.
Without going into semi-scientific details I think
I can fairly say that where contraceptive technique
has been back of a suit for divorce the case usually
came under one of two headings : either diminution
of sexual pleasure or injury to health.
Largely as a result of elderly hypocritical religionists public knowledge about contraception or birth
control is in a state of great confusion. Whispered
methods ebb and flow in popularity like waves upon
the beach. And, also like the waves, they slowly corrode the shifting sands of morality and health. As the
control or prevention itself is of such paramount importance, the matter of personal taste or comfort is
given little attention. As a result a method that suits
a person of one temperament or physique is totally
condemned by another person. If the favor and disfavor exists in the same married pair we soon find
either the husband or wife shunning the sex life which
both desire. This applies more to the men than the
women because, so it seems, many methods recommended are at the expense of the man's pleasure.
Health injury, especially to women, resulting from
misuse of contraceptive measures and from deliberate
abortions is behind a very substantial percentage of
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divorce suits. Young wives who shrink from early
childbirth seek escape by means which neither their
parents nor their physicians have seen fit to advise
them about. Drugs, shady surgeons and bodily abuse
that smacks of the Spanish Inquisition are but a few
of the tortures that girls endure rather than be mothers
right after marriage.
One "pillar of the Church" exclaimed to me: "It
serves them right for trying to thwart the will of
God!" Apparently he voiced the spirit of the American
majority, for the Federal Government was at the same
time putting poison in liquor with the view that he
who drank deserved the consequences. This, of course,
puts our smug churchmen right back on the plane of
I van the Terrible, Czar of Russia who found that one
of his Bishops disagreed with his ideas of what was
right and wrong. He had the Bishop sewn up in a
bearskin and had him thrown to a pack of starving
dogs. Ivan is reported to have observed, while watching the holy flesh being stripped from his bones: "It
serves him right!"
I have made no study of birth control methods and
base my knowledge mostly on casual readings of
writers on the subject like Margaret Sanger, Dean
Inge, Bertrand Russell, an occasional copy of the Birth
Control Review and other such publications. But I
have had impressed upon me by many heartbroken
couples seeking divorce one great and irrefutable fact;
contraception is not nearly so simple as putting some
sort of anti-freeze solution in your car. Different people can stand different methods; and the danger of
contraception or abortion wrongly used far outweighs
any moral considerations. This is the reason that every
divorce judge or lawyer I know strongly favors the
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well-organized scientific promulgation of birth-control
information.
As this book goes to press there is a bitter birthcontrol fight going on among the members and clergy
of nearly all churches. Conservatives have suddenly
awakened to the fact that birth control has come, and
is probably here to stay.
The great Lambeth Conference, composed of 320
Bishops from all over the world, recently discussed
with fierce partizanship the pros and cons of birth
control. Finally, by a majority of three to one, the
representatives of churches in communion with the
Church of England refused for the first time to condemn absolutely the practice of birth control.
Referring to this decision of the Conference, Dean
Inge wrote: "Now it is admitted for the first time that
the morality of an act depends on the motive, and men
and women must judge for themselves whether the
motive for wishing to limit their families is of purely
Christian standards or not. This decison will bring
comfort to many troubled consciences. The Bishops
unquestionably are right in deploring the increase in
irregular connections which has followed the knowledge of methods of prevention. In any case, birth
control has come to stay. The only course open to th e
Church is that which the Bishops have now taken-to
bring the practice before the tribunal of sensitive and
enlightened conscience."
I suspect that some of the dyed-in-the-wool religionists almost foamed at the mouth when they realized
how far the worthy Dean had gone in playing into the
hands of the "enemy."
The bitter opposition to birth control is based largely
on the ground that it interferes with the workings of
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Nature. This is a strange commentary on our muchvaunted modern civilization; for it was the same argument that permitted witches to be burned at the stake
and forbade engineers to study the control of natural
cataclysms. "Divine Power hath ordained it," said the
Monk of the Middle Ages, when a village was flooded
every third spring, drowning cattle and children. Yet
President Hoover leads our forces against Mississippi
floods and survives Divine Wrath. "It is the will of
the Evil Epirit," declares the Eskimo reverently when
gangrene sets in upon a cut finger. The hunter writhes
in the agony of a general septicaemia when a medical
senior or a hospital intern could have performed a
simple amputation and saved a life.
The fundamentalist and the Catholic lean heavily on
the Bible's command '.'to be fruitful and multiply."
But pro-control clergy justly point out that this was
written and urged when the population of the earth
consisted of only Adam and Eve.
Another argument on the part of the Catholics is
that the Protestant who condemns adultery promotes
an even worse sin by supporting contraception. Or,
putting it another way, promiscuity is a far lesser evil
than tampering with the birth rate.
The case against birth control is put as follows by
the Reverend John M. Cooper, professor of Anthropology at the Catholic University:
Birth control as understood in the contraceptive sense
is always and without exception morally wrong. The
Church looks upon this ethical precept, not as one
merely of ecclesiastical law, but instead as one of divine
law.... The Church has no more power to dispense or
to make exceptions in birth control than she has in divorce, adultery, or theft. She conceives it her duty to
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uphold and preach this divine command, come what
may.
He eloquently continues :
Sex activities are fraught with the most far-reaching
possibilities for good or for evil. The sex relation carried
out within the marital bond benefits the race by leading
to the begetting and proper rearing of children. Through
the marital bond three basic human needs are met:
children are ordinarily born into the world with provision for maximum care by both parents ; the mother
receives the care, protection and support of the father;
and responsibility for child rearing is pinned down definitely upon the mother, and particularly upon the true
father.
Furthermore, family life and the whole domestic relationship promote and safeguard, as free love could
never do, most of the noblest things in life: marital love,
paternal and maternal love, filial love, fraternal love,
kinship love, and, in large measures, wider neighborly
love itself. Delete these things from human life, and
there is not much left that is worth while.
Birth control tends of its nature to eliminate from
the whole domestic relationship love and parenthood,
the two, and only two, elements that nurture unselfishness therein. It tends consequently to reinforce the selfcentered and selfish ones of passion and possession. It
may not do this in every single case. No one for a moment contends that it does. But this is its broad drift,
and this is its inevitable consequence for large numbers
and, in the long run, perhaps for all.
Those who think as Dr. Cooper does argue against
over-population as a result of unchecked procreation by
pointing to areas in northern and western Europe
where an average hundred mothers are giving birth to
only ninety-three future mothers. At least in such
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parts, they declare, the population must inevitably die
out unless this downward trend is checked. And yet,
against this, may be put the case of Holland where
there is unchecked birth control going hand in hand
with rapid increase of population.
The probable answer to all such arguments, and the
answer which my purely lay knowledge of the subject
gives me, is that the question of birth control and
eugenics, or birth control and population, is so complex
that one can not safely argue any point with only the
ammunition of a few statistics. Certainly this is true
of the relation of birth control to divorce. It keeps
cropping up in divorce suits, and is mentioned in the
majority of private conversations with married people
contemplating divorce, and yet one might go far astray
in arguing from statistics of contraception and of
divorce.
Dean Inge says :
So long as restriction is practiced mainly by the educated classes, the results are dangerously dysgenic. In
my country the learned professions have the lowest
birth rate; the slum dwellers, and especially the feebleminded, have the highest. The only physically fit class
who have large families are the coal miners. The same
is true in America, where the old America)l families
are not only not increasing, but are dwindling rapidly.
Remembering that these families are mainly of British
descent, I once said, "We did not lose America in the
eighteenth century, but we are losing it now." The British element in the United States may even come to be a
decaying aristocracy.
This ruinous process is world-wide, and may herald
the progressive decline of the white races, or at any
rate of the Nordics. It has, however, been stayed in
Sweden, where the birth rate of the educated is no
longer lower than that of the handworkers. But this
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result seems to be caused by undue restriction in the
working class, for the birth rate of Sweden is the lowest
in Europe-an unfortunate fact, since there is no finer
race in the world than the Swedes.
The more one studies it the more one is impressed
with the similarity between birth-rate and the stock
market. Seen close up a price movement may look like
a broad bear market. But in long perspective the drop
is only a momentary check in a long upward curve.
Moreover, these temporary checks, or "technical adjustments" as they are called often prove the healthiest
symptoms possible at the moment. Li;kewise the shifting birth rates for any nation or continent can well
be wholly misleading when viewed from the proximity
of only a generation or so.
From the divorce judge's bench one cannot escape
a mildly prurient curiosity in the anti-contraceptive
churchman's effort to rationalize passion with continence. Shrewd ones frankly admit that the latter calls
for a high degree of self-mastery by men, and not
infrequently by women. One of the greatest living
churchmen was candid enough to admit that unmarried women might possibly be harmed by too much
continence, though he insisted it didn't hurt a man.
(He was elderly and, to the best of my knowledge, a
complete celibate when he wrote this.)
But, they naively add, other situations in daily married life also require self-mastery. For instance, the
over-weight man must not treat himself to an extra
helping of pudding; nor the underweight fellow enjoy
too many cigarettes. But, since passion is not a corollary of avoirdupois, I should like either individual to
confess the relative degree of spiritual struggle between his passion and his palate !
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Then there is a lot of sonorous generalization.
Young married people who have come before me often
refer to what their parents taught them about heroic
self-sacrifice, Christ-like self-control, unselfish ideals
and the teachings of the Bible. The devilish part of
such abstractions is that life is too real to youth for
them to penetrate. The child standing on the snow-clad
peak whimpers with the cold; the scientist, equally
cold, exults in the geological serrations of the skyline.
To youth the straight line, appetite-food or emotionaction, is always the shortest distance between two
points. Cooler middle-age, having little to repress, can
dally with spirituality.
In a fine rhetorical shout Dr. Cooper concludes his
brief for leaving birth to Mother Nature's accidents:
"And, incidentally, she (the Church) is standing in
far-visioned defense of the whole vast realm of human
chastity !"
He is right this far: it is true that a lot of young
people scarify their souls with continence because they
are afraid to take a chance. But I should like to know
how many men, women and children lead lives of torture and die in ghastly agony because bigotry has
denied them the refuge of proper contraceptive information. Lawyers and doctors and divorce judges have
a pretty good idea of the answer; but the politics of
business make them keep their bitter knowledge to
themselves.
Fortunately there are esteemed members of the
church on the other side of the argument. Dr. Harry
Emerson Fosdick, pastor of the Riverside Baptist
Church in New York declares that most peoples
are employing the ostrich policy with reference to birth
control. They sometimes speak as though it were posi-
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tively shocking to have physicians legally trusted to tell
their patients the truth.
As an excuse for this obscurantist attitude one fact
can be pleaded: contraceptive information is dangerous.
Of course it is. All power is dangerous, because it can
be misused, and misused power causes endless misery .
. . . The idea that the mere removal of the dread of conception is going to let lose a flood of iniquity is, I suspect, a misapprehension of the facts.
Children of this new generation who have been trained
in a code of honor involving the existence and the right
use of birth control will be less likely even than their
mid-Victorian parents to treat the matter lightly or to
be beguiled by fools.
Meanwhile, the conservatively shocked and troubled
souls, who find relief in attacking birth control, may
as well make up their minds that contraceptive information is here, that it is being used, and will increasingly
be used ; that its misuse can wreck our morals, devastate
our homes, and despoil our nations, that a right employment of it can be of profound benefit, and that so
senous a problem as this can not be solved by suppression.
I think Dr. Fosdick hit the nail on the head when
he spoke of the children of the new generation. That
is the trouble with so much talking and writing about
subjects which affect posterity more than they do us
of the present: our present state of mind has crystallized from circumstances which will bear less and less
on what happens fifty years from now. Consider the
matter of disarmament. We who have just lived through
the World War discuss the subject with the r(!servation that a nation should always be ready. to defend
itself against an unbalanced aggressor. Five hundred
years from now, when living men's only knowledge of
warfare may come from historical descriptions of the
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twentieth century and before, the thesis of disarmament may be argued in an entirely different light.
Or take the more personal matter of short skirts.
I remember when they came how immodest they seemed. By the time bare knees were on the wane none of
us elders was shocked by a bare leg. I am convinced
that the maidens who enjoyed leg freedom while it
lasted got their pleasure out of physical ease rather
than erotic longings.
Doubtless, as Dr. Fosdick implies, birth control will
work with the majority more as an avenue to physical
health and comfort than an alley down which lies
illicit love.
One of the leading Bishops of the Episcopal Church
sides with Dr. Fosdick. He is Bishop Jones and he
wrote:
For the great mass of people, our present civilization offers three choices : marriage and a large family
with poverty, undernourishment, demoralization, discord and despair ; temporary unions broken by desertion
and divorces, and the children denied their right to . life
in a family; or voluntary parenthood, where the children are the result of choice determined by health and
strength of the mother and the economic condition of
the family.
To my mind there is no question but that the last
is the only basis for a family life that will give the
best results for the parents, the children, and society
at large.
One reason why our campaigns for the protection of
the life, health, and welfare of individuals make such
slow progress is that so many people conscientiously insist on being utterly irresponsible in regard to the creation of life.
We can not have both individual anarchy and social
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control, and I am whole-heartedly for intelligent, responsible birth control as a sound and necessary prelude
to the solution of many of our problems of group
living.
That sounds more like the conclusions of a divorce
lawyer than of a bishop; for it is human to reason from
what is uppermost in mind rather than from facts.
In the divorce court facts come out.
I remember one woman who came to Reno with a
despair that was tragic to see. She was not one of the
moneyed minority which the public is so prone to
associate with Reno; but one of the great majority of
limited resources. Before her three months were up
she asked if she could have a talk with me in my
chambers.
"It's because I am at my wits' end what to do!" she
sadly explained when I had seated her by my desk. She
was a woman of about twenty-eight, though she looked
ten years older. She was poorly but not shabbily dressed
and her voice and intonation were those of a lady.
"My money is almost gone and I have barely enough
to get back to Chicago," she went on. "I am asking
my husband for one hundred dollars a month alimony
which is all that he can possibly afford to pay-provided
he keeps his job. But he has just written me that the
factory is being shut down for the winter and that he
may not find another position until spring."
Having friends in Chicago I suggested the possibility that I might help her get work. She looked tired, but
not weak or ill.
"But you don't understand, Judge Bartlett. We have
four children. The oldest is eight and the two youngest
are under four. I am paying a woman to take care of all
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but the baby now. My parents and my husband's parents are all dead, and we have no one to fall back on
if I do not look after the children."
She must have seen something in my expression that
revealed my thoughts. "I know you wonder why we
didn't use birth control and keep down the size of our
family until we were better settled in our married life.
If we had it to do over again we would.
"The trouble was that my father was a country
preacher and the father of a large family. We were
all brought up to believe that sex was a terrible thing
and that we should never speak or think of it until we
were married. I can't be positive that this was the whole
cause; but I do know that of the five of us who were
married, two are divorced, I am getting a divorce and
the other two are very unhappy. Moreover, I had two
babies before I waked up to the fact that most nice
people took steps to prevent having them too often.
"My husband and I were temperamentally unsuited to
one another from the very beginning. We had married
in a hurry after a brief acquaintanceship and I was
pregnant the first month after our wedding. From
that time on we drifted further and further apart. He
was high-strung and wanted the house full of people
all the time. I was more quiet and, partly because I
had to do my own house-work, preferred to limit our
social activities. Even at this,. since we were young and
had emotional moments when our fust passion came
back, I became pregnant twice more. The contraception I tried was based on what another young wife told
me and it failed.
"Now we are in (;ln awful mess-all six of us, for we
both feel the children may suffer more than we have.
My husband and I frankly hate each other. Our quarrels make it impossible for him to sleep or me to eat.
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As a re:;;ult his work and my housekeeping suffer. Indirectly the health and characters of the children are
being injured. Our home life is a perfect nightmare.
For the first time in my life I have begun to lose control of myself at times and have hysterics. Twice my
husband has struck me. Meals have become irregular.
The baby nearly died from pneumonia when we fought
about the furnace on the night of a blizzard. Our
friends have gradually abandoned us, unable to stand
our savage dislike of one another."
She paused. Her breath was coming quickly, but her
eyes were dry and hard. Through my mind flashed
some of the headlines I had seen in yellow metropolitan
newspapers reporting suicides and murders which the
smug upper classes think "respectable" people would
never stoop to. Yet here was a respectable American
woman married to a healthy young American man,
neither of whom drank or were unfaithful or courted
trouble in any form, trapped as irrevocably as if they
were a pair of marauding wolves in the steel jaws of a
cruel snare. They were fallow ground for criminal
outbreak.
"If we only didn't have children-" she was saying,
her body shaken with dry sobs. "Then the money or
the home or our separation would make no difference!"
She sprang to her feet and a terrible look came into
her face: "I can't bear to say it, Judge Bartlett," she
whispered, "but it's so. My good Christian father is
responsible for it all more than any other one thing in
my life. He burned into me the fact that God intended
us women to have children whenever we had the chance;
nothing mattered if we women only bore our children.
Well, he was wrong. It does matter-and it matters
more to the children than it does to us women. Moreover, I think that if there is a God, and he is a merciful
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God, he doesn't want children to be born regardless of
circumstances. That's all right for animals; and if
we're going back and be animals it would be all right
for us. But we're not going back; at least, my understanding of the whole of civilization is that it is an
effort toward higher things." She paused for a moment
and looked down. ((What's more,'' she concluded, ((I'm
going to teach my daughter before it's too late!"
To make the incident complete I must add that she
wanted me to tell her if there was any other way out.
Should she go back to her husband and try it all over
again? Probably not, I thought, for she admitted they
had "tried it over" at least a dozen times in four years.
Should she go to work and put her children in some
charitable institution? It seemed the only way out. But
what a heartbreaking solution! It turned out, though,
that after the mother got her divorce she received her
alimony because her husband was able to keep his job.
This enabled her to employ a nurse so that she could
go to work. Also the husband, who really loves the
children, lives within reach and helps when he can.
The press report of the New York East Methodist
Conference Social Service Committee's work lays the
foundation for avoiding the many divorce cases that
have backgrounds similar to that of the above. The report reads in part :
It is the clear duty of the churches to offer to their
young people an opportunity to consult some qualified
adviser-the minister, perhaps, or a physician, the director of religious education or other specialist-who, besides having a clear grasp of the fundamental principles
of sex morality, would have also an appreciation of
modern tendencies, and would be in a position to offer
rational advice.
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In the interest of morality and sound scientific knowledge, we favor such changes of the law in the States of
New York and Connecticut as will remove the existing
restrictions upon the communication by physicians to
their patients of important medical information on birth
control.
We recommend that the State of New York enact
legislation requiring that licenses to marry shall be
issued only after public notice and the lapse of a reasonable period of time to be fixed by the law.
I recall that at the time this came out the New York
Herald Tribune observed that a few years ago any such
action by a church conference would have been absolutely impossible; adding that we may soon expect to
see similar action in other church bodies. I clipped the
Tribune's remarks and add them here as embodying
my own views more clearly than I could word them:
The Protestant churches of America are awakening
to the fact that birth control is here, that the only
question which the community as a whole can judge,
and its legislators determine, is whether it shall continue clandestine and sporadic, practised most by those
who need it least, and denied to those on the poverty
fringe, to whom each new baby is a calamity.
What is needed, as the Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdick,
who is a whole church in himself, says, "is not suppression of the information, but wise instruction as to its
meaning for the race. . . . .The more one knows the
more obvious becomes the futility of suppressive
measures. Suppression is only befuddling the situation,
driving it underground, preventing healthy and normal
ethical teaching about it, and the longer suppression
continues the worse the situation is going to be." Dr.
Fosdick and the Methodists are right. More and more
religious-minded people are coming to agree with them.
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In time, perhaps, even those religious groups which
have hitherto, perhaps rather on sentimental than on
canonical grounds, opposed legislative action whic\1
would bring the law into harmony with common sense
and common practises may yield to the irresistible
current of the age.
Of course in the divorce court we see little of the
effect of the birth control dispute as related to the pure
question of population. But this aspect of it has certainly been suggested to me over and over again when
cases of poor families come before me with no proper
regard for the future of the children. I remember a
poverty-stricken shoemaker who could scarcely keep
body and soul together on what he made, securing a
divorce from an unfaithful wife who was abnormal
enough to neglect her five daughters and one son. How
-::an man ever hope to.control his racial destiny when he
ignores the continual repetition of such situations?
The distress of the man and wife who cannot agree is
unimportant as compared with the potential criminals
they may send into posterity through neglected offspring.
Divorce as a national evil is likewise unimportant
compared with the forces of human pity and of national
health which lie so largely in the actuality of unwanted
babies. It has been suggested by Julian Huxley, grandson of the famous Thomas Huxley, that America will
come to a nineteenth amendment to its constitution that
will prohibit contraception just as we have prohibited
liquor. While I doubt the possibility of any such catastrophe, I do not put the desire for it beyond the legislative morons who endanger our very natural existence
by listening to our noisy bigots.
Dr. G. V. Hamilton, a New York psychiatrist re-
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viewed one hundred cases of respectable married couples
from whom he could get accurate information about
their married lives. He reported: "Not a single man or
woman in the total group had refrained from the use of
birth control methods at some time except those who
had found it unnecessary because of infertility." Dr.
Katherine Bement Davis, he adds, investigated 983
women and received admissions from 74% that they
used contraceptives. And yet in spite of this widespread use of birth control methods the percentage of
abortions, I am told on good authority, is steadily increasing in many large communities. If this be so it can
only mean that the State is doing its best to undermine
marriage at large by ignoring the most vital part of
married life.
Birth control is dangerous; but so is vaccination.
Probably vaccination is the greater hazard, all things
considered. But both have a similar bearing on the
future of the family and the community. Let smallpox break out among a number of married couples and
public opinion would rise in a body and demand universal vaccination overnight. But the deaths and marital
unhappiness that comes from abortions leave the public
unmoved because church and statute law prevents the
public from knowing much about them.
A little daily experience in the divorce court would
convince any but the blindest bigot that unwanted children, whether in or out of marriage, are misfortunes
to themselves and to their parents. More marriages are
wrecked by the complications that arise from unwanted
pregnancy than by any other single cause.
A little experience in the divorce court would greatly
reduce the blind fear that wide knowledge of contraceptive methods is going to bring promiscuity. There is
said to have been an enormous decline in prostitution
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since the war which is put down to competition by the
amateur mistress. If this be so it is all out of proportion to the increase in birth control propaganda, and
can therefore be laid only to changing fashion in private morals. The answer to condemnation of birth
control on the ground of increased promiscuity must
always be that character and knowledge are in the last
analysis the only answers to human vice.
Birth control may not alter divorce statistics but it
surely has a profound bearing on happiness in a marriage, health of a community and the ultimate security
of a nation. Christ was a thinker as well as a teacher.
His mind applied to birth control might lead to some
revolutionary statements in its favor if He had witnessed the thousands of divorce cases which I have witnessed.

CHAPTER X
IS ADULTERY A SIN?

I THINK the astute reader would be justified in
promptly asking me': ((What is a sin?"
The question is welcome because it reveals the key
to this whole chapter. Sin to the average person means
an offense against the command and will of God. If he
is a disbeliever, God takes the microcosmic form of
Personal Conscience.
Sin is, therefore, not necessarily an offense against
the Civil Law, though it may coincide with such an
offense. Stealing, for instance, is forbidden by statute
as well as by God and by Conscience. Perjury is forbidden by statute and by God, but not always by conscience. Drinking is forbidden by Statute and often
by Conscience, but not by God.
Sometimes both a husband and wife come to Reno
when divorce is sought; come in a spirit of practical
friendliness in order to assure success of their effort.
One such couple visited me privately in turn. The
woman was about twenty-five, a fine buxom creature
with an almost over-developed figure and the fresh
color of perfect health glimmering through the creamy
texture of her skin. She was the viva~ious type that
must have always been the center of a group of men
at a social gathering. And to her personal charm were
added those physical items which add so much: full
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red lips; white regular teeth; luxuriant hair that was
a natural golden; slender eager fingers; and trim
ankles. To set forth the delights of her femininity she
was smartly gowned in a clinging fabric that left little
to the imagination.
Mrs. Maxwell, as I must call her, told me a trite tale
of agreement-to-disagree: "Professor Maxwell and I
are two entirely different sorts of people," she confessed. "The reason we are unhappy is that his work
keeps him in a small college town from which he can
get away only three weeks out of the year. His salary
is entirely sufficient; but, if it weren't, I have some
money of my.. own.
"The trouble lies in the different kinds of lives that
we wish to live. He is quite content with the limitation
of a few friends among the faculty and the small college dances that we have periodically throughout the
winter; I am not. With my income, which is substantial though not large, I feel that we should have a home
in some city where our circle of acquaintances could
be several times what it is now. Then I could keep up
with the theatres, current music and other events of
the day. My children could grow up in an atmosphere
of culture that would make them men and women of
the world."
"How many children have you?" I interrupted.
"We have none-yet. Frankly, Judge Bartlett, I do
not choose to have children until I know where I stand.
Three years ago I married Professor Maxwell because
he ha:s one of the most brilliant minds I have ever
known and because I understood that he was going to
New York as technical adviser to a big steel corporation. When he proved unmanageable the President of
the Corporation declared that brains without docility
was a combination he always evaded if he could. So we
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went back to the college town and have been there
ever smce.
For some time she continued her highly detailed exposition of why her present life did not suit. I saw
that, with the Professor's approval, there was good
cause for the pair to separate.
Later on that same day Professor Maxwell called
on me. I was not surprised to find him a small, dry,
nervous, bespectacled gentleman who looked closer to
fifty than to thirty-eight, which he gave as his age. He
was ill at ease, though very discerning and apt in his
replies to my few questions. He told virtually the same
story as his wife, and confirmed her allegation that
there was no overt ill-feeling in their suit for divorce.
"But it's foolish for us to go on as we are," he concluded. "Mrs. Maxwell is discontented and I am disturbed in my work by the annoyances of our incompatibility."
He left me with the feeling that here of all cases
the divorce law served its purpose in the readjustment of human life.
But my imagination did not leave me the same peace
that my reason had achieved. The difference between
the physical natures of the two Maxwells was too
striking for me to ignore. So when Mrs. Maxwell
brought up the subject herself at a later date I could
IIlot resist asking her a personal question or two.
"I shall probably marry as soon as possible," she
said candidly, "because I prefer being a wife to being
a free woman."
I made some casual remark to the effect that her
present marriage might leave much to be desired in
the way of true married happiness.
"I should have brought that up before," she laughed
easily. "With your experience in the divorce court
0
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you would naturally suspect that my husband and I
were breaking up because we are obvio&'sly mismated
in a sexual way. But we're not. I faced that before I
married Professor Maxwell. In fact, we talked it over
superficially then, and he admitted that he was not a
passionate man. But he proudly showed me credentials
from his physician showing there was no reason why
he shouldn't become the father of my child. And he
lived up to his claim.
"But, as I had anticipated, his idea of living up to
life was far from mine. Probably he never had much
virility; and what he had, was largely sublimated by
the strain of his highly scientific research. I found myself almost disgusted by his fatuous inefficiency as a
lover; but my honest affection for him and my determination to make our marriage a success, if I could,
sustained me at such moments.
"What saved me was the fact that I had had the
good fortune to have a skillful lover before I was married; a real gentleman of decency, imagination and
experience. I think I might say that we enjoyed one
another with studied thoroughness.
"I go into details, Judge Bartlett, because I don't
want you to think that that side of my life has any
important bearing on my desire for divorce. I am not
going to marry my lover; and if I marry a man of
similar talents I shall not particularly want or need
an outside lover. He knows this and has said that
practically the same thing will apply if he marries."
"But how about the morals of it?" I asked, much
interested, not by the unusualness of her infidelities,
but by her willingness to speak so sanely on the subject.
"Morals are a matter of taste, first; of effect on
innocent bystanders, second; and on physical and
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spiritual health, third. Having a decent lover does not
offend my fastidiousness in any way. It does not hurt
my husband or my family so long as I am perfectly
discreet about it; I'd stop it at once if it did. And I
have found by actual experiment that both my physical
and spiritual health suffer badly if I am denied a regular and sufficient diet of sexual intercourse."
"But suppose you had children?"
"The same would apply, with two possible modifications. Discretion would become of greater importance because I should not want to do anything that
would hurt the future standing of my children in the
community. Possibly, also, I should not require the
same sexual diet once nature's instinct for offspring
had been gratified. I might add that I believe parenthood is a force that often acts toward monogamy.
Once a mother many women prefer their husbands as
lovers."
I asked her if she thought that everyone ought to
be permitted moral freedom such as she chose to take.
"Absolutely not," was her surprising reply. "The
minute you make laws governing strictly intimate behavior you get into trouble. That is why I am always
in hot water among the members of our church. Civil
laws should be based on things that the great mass of
public opinion favors. Church effort should be towards
molding public opinion. When the church takes a short
cut, as it did in putting through the eighteenth amendment, then the public as a whole divide against both
the church and the law, and all three lose. I think that
it is because the psychological side of temperance had
not been developed far enough in the first place that
so many great minds have pronounced our prohibition
law the greatest mistake of government in modern
times.
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"Sexual morals are still far from being ready for
legal regulation. Too many people believe in too many
different ways. I don't know, and I don't believe you
know, whether men and women are essentially monogamow~ or not. Now do you?"
I told her that I didn't have the slightest idea,
though I doubted if men were any more polygamous
than women.
"There you are. Some of us are one way and some
another. And all of us are different in degree. That is
why I claim that my having a lover was of no great
importance to my married problem so long as it did
not undermine the other parts of my married life."
It was an interesting coincidence that on the very
same day I had my talk with Mrs. Maxwell I sat on a
divorce case in which adultery was the one and only
important ground brought forward in the complaint.
The plaintiff came to Reno because she did not wish
to risk greater scandal by securing legal evidence of
her husband's misdemeanors.
Mr. and Mrs. Whistler, I will call them, were respectable citizens in a city of about 300,000. He was
vice president of the leading bank and she a .conscientious mother of two girls and two boys. Both were in
their late thirties and enjoyed good health. She was a
rather plump motherly sort of woman, with a sense
of humor and an admirable fund of human tolerance.
Far from being the kind who would tyrannize a husband, her claim that she had let Mr. Whistler go his
own way for a long time rang true in my ears.
I did not have the pleasure of meeting the husband,
but I gathered that he was a man about town who had
a way with women. His reputation as the Don Juan
of the community was one of long standing. Priding
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himself on his good looks, he took care not to dissipate.
"While the babies were young I did not mind so
much the way he behaved," said Mrs. Whistler. "He
was interested in his business and was rising rapidly.
He neglected me a little; but I cannot say that he was
unkind or inconsiderate towards me. Indeed, we were
better friends and more contented than most of our
married acquaintances.
"But, as time went on, his philandering began to
make a difference. Instead of outgrowing the habit as
I thought he would, he continued to rush one girl after ·
another; and while he may not have been unfaithful
to me with any of them, he gave people every reason
for thinking that he was. Once when in anger I taxed
him with having sexual relations with other women
he admitted that he did. He even went so far as to say
that he could never be content with one woman, though
I needn't feel badly about it because I was the most
satisfying one he had ever consorted with.
"I was deeply hurt and the shock of his disclosure
forever took the edge off the deep affection in which
I had held him since our engagement. But our home
was a happy one and we both loved the children; so I
elected to go on as before.
"Last year my oldest daughter came out. This year
she is engaged to be married to a Washington man.
The other daughter is just graduating from a girls'
school near Washington. Both the boys are in college.
Luckily they have been accustomed to spend most of
their vacations in Washington where my mother lives.
I say luckily, because things have come to such a pass
that I see no other solution to my married life than
divorce. Two months ago an affair he had been having

l
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with a married woman culminated in the woman's husband shooting himself, and her brother being arrested
when he tried to shoot my husband. The Directors of
my husband's bank have asked him to resign and public feeling is running high against him. All the
dammed-up resentment at his promiscuity is coming
out in a burning hostility against him. As a result, not
only am I put into a humiliating position, but the children say that they are unable to hold many of the
friends they have grown up with."
She paused and for a moment looked steadily into
my eyes, as if searching my mind for further light on
her unhappiness.
"I have tried to put the picture to you in a fair way,"
she said after a moment. " If my husband was what
the psychoanalysts call a 'varietist' and needed a dozen
women instead of one I was willing to condone his
sexual deformity for the sake of the children. Sometimes I believe I am so foolishly fond of him that I
should prefer to have him on fractional terms than
any other man I've ever met on terms of one hundred
per cent fidelity. But now he has put me in a dilemma
from which the only escape is divorce."
I agreed with her to the extent of approving her
effort to protect the future of her children. But I was
not altogether satisfied with her dispassionate view of
her husband's promiscuity.
"Suppose the case were reversed," I asked, "would
you permit yourself to have a series of lovers while
you were still married to Mr. Whistler ?"
For the first time she showed some sign of emotion.
Her fingers nervously entwined and color flooded to
her cheeks. Clearly my question had loosed a torrent
of inner anguish that the tremble in her voice only
helped to emphasize.
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"I'm sorry, Judge Bartlett, but I find myself quite incapable of debating the subject. I can array the facts
as they are; and I have been able to do what seemed
best for the children. But when it comes to analyzing
Mr. Whistler's behavior I am so filled with abhorrence and anger that my mind simply refuses to work."
"In other words you can't conceive of yourself ever
being unfaithful to your married vows?"
Her voice was cold and hard when she said simply,
"No, I cannot."
"No matter what the circumstances?"
"No matter what the circumstances."
"And yet you say that you are willing to let your
husband have mistresses provided he didn't let the
world know about them."
"I was."
"But if you can never imagine yourself in your husband's state of mind, how can people of your sort and
people of his sort ever hope to get together on the subject of morals?"
"They shouldn't try," she snapped. "They just
ought to let each other alone."
"Suppose people divided that way about murder,
thieving, drinking and all the other kinds of questionable human behavior?"
"Sex is different. Women who think the way I do
don't want to have anything to do with women who
think otherwise. Men who are like Mr. Whistler should
never marry."
"Suppose some scientist told you that most men
would like to have sexual relations with a dozen different women a year."
"I wouldn't believe him."
Like Mrs. Maxwell, Mrs. Whistler was quite willing
to answer my question. But her fixity of attitude on
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the subject was comparable to the Iron Mountain on
which is being carved Calvin Coolidge's soo-word history of the United States.
With these two conversations fresh in mind, and
because I wished to make a few notes in what I called
my "book-diary" from a man's point of view, I took
occasion on my next visit east to question briefly a
man whose wife had divorced him on grounds of
adultery. Mr. Smith, as I shall call him, was a quiet,
intelligent, highly-respectable business executive who
had married again after divorce from his first and
childless wife and now was the father of two sturdy
boys. Naturally he was reticent about the past; but
when I explained that I only wanted a few philosophic facts for the book I was writing he acquiesced.
"Please be careful what you say, Judge Bartlett,"
he admonished me, ((because a gentleman feels that
affairs of the heart are affairs of honor. Discretion
looms every bit as large to the lover as honesty does
to the banker."
The italics are ·mine, and I use them because
Mr. Smith's prologue made such an interesting commentary on Mr. Whistler's behavior.
"I think you know the circumstances leading up to
my divorce from the first Mrs. Smith," he went on.
"I permitted her to get the divorce in Reno, though
she could fairly easily have gotten grounds in New
York. Briefly, she and I had no pleasure from our se~
life and I finally took a semi-professional mistress. I
use the term 'semi-professional' because the girl was a
clean, self-respecting secretary to a well-known business man. She gave me what my wife never dreamed
even existed. Almost from the moment I began living
with her at regular intervals my health improved; I
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effect of my peace of mind on my growing business.
"But Mrs. Smith was penetrating enough both to
observe the change in me and to guess its cause. And
though I denied her accusations, she went into a
paroxysm of jealous rage. By use of a detective she soon
confirmed her suspicions that I was living with a mistress. More bitter scenes followed. When she found
that I refused to lose my temper and then heard my
carefully thought-out analysis of our marriage failure
she at once went to her lawyer and began divorce proceedings. I could have fought her on the ground that
she wasn't a wife to me; but as she was asking no alimony, and since the sooner out of the mess the better
I should probably be, I let her go on and get the decree."
"But you didn't marry the secretary," I reminded
him.
"Of course not. We were not in love with one another. We were only catering to physiological need in
both of us."
"And your present marriage--?" I ventured.
"Perfectly happy. My wife and I are lovers in the
most exquisite sense of the word and I do not need to
go afield for what I so painfully missed in my first
marriage."
"But suppose you had practically nothing of the
lover in your makeup and your present wife is as normal as you declare her to be. Would you expect her to
have a lover?"
The shadow of a frown furrowed the smooth brow
of Mr. Smith's handsome face. He bit his lip for a
moment and glanced out of the window.
"Honestly, Judge Bartlett," came his surprising re-
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ply, "I've tried to think of that once or twice because
some day my boys are going to grow up and ask me
about such things; but I'm hanged if I can think very
clearly on the subject. The truth of the matter probably is that we are all made different in this sex business. Some of us are passionate and some of us aren't.
Some of us like variety and some of us don't. The
decent men I know at my club give me the impression
that every one of them would shoot the fellow that
tried to get fresh with his wife. And yet their occasional lapses into vulgar conversation give me an
equally strong impression that the most happily married of them would jump at the .chance to spend a
couple of nights on a desert island with a beautiful and
passionate young virgin!"
"Have you ever asked any of them that question
point-blank?"
"About a desert island and a virgin? No; but I
know pretty well what most of them would say. They'd
tell me I had a dirty mind and kid me for days about
the kind of erotic thoughts I was thinking. In other
words it's the kind of thing men dodge among men
and most women dodge among women."
"How about men and women?"
He laughed. "No use asking me that, Judge. You're
still young enough to know that the average man and
woman who hit it off in friendly fashion sooner or
later get around to that sort of topic. When they do,
it's only evidence of the instinctive pursuit and evasion
that attraction of the sexes always brings about."
"But suppose it becomes serious? I mean, suppose
both the man and the woman begin to realize that they
are mutually attracted enough to be lovers?"
Mr. Smith's reply this time was to clap me heartily
on the back, wink slyly and say in a way that was as
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near arch as a man could be : "Well, Judge, that's avery-private-matter between the two of them. Now
isn't it?"
The devil of it was that I was inclined to agree with
Mr. Smith on the impulse of the moment. And yet my
intellect whispered the next moment in my ear that
amorous inclination between men and women who are
not married can never be an altogether private matter
between them. Mrs. Maxwell, Mrs. Whistler and
Mr. Smith all made out fairly water-tight cases for
themselves. Their course of action with regard to the
sexual problem in their marital lives was in each case
logically arrived at and coolly carried out. And yet the
circumstances leading up to these courses of action
were pregnant with community hazard even if they
weren't pregnant with illegitimate children.
Violent difference of opinion and action in vital
matters inevitably leads to civil trouble. Drinking isn't
within a thousand miles as vital as sex; yet it has led
to murder, suicide, racketeering and civil warfare.
Mrs. Maxwell's assignations with her lover could
easily have taken a turn that would have been a matter
of life and death to innocent parties. Mr. Whistler's
moral aberrations actually did have a whole .community by its ears. Mrs. Smiths espionage of her husband's affaire was such as often leads to bloodshed.
Moreover, the very solidity of belief on both sides
of the question of sexual promiscuity or simple adultery is bound to sway others less capable of thinking
for themselves. Like communism, the danger is not so
much in the people who espouse or oppose the cause as
in the emotional and destructive nature of their activities. The communist would subvert all government.
The free-love enthusiast would suborn all passion. The
prig would destroy those who do not recant.
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Social adjustment to sex must therefore come. It
will come, though probably not in our time; perhaps
not for a thousand years. My guess is on the order of
five or ten thousand years, when I look back and see
how long it has taken us to escape even a little from
the ancient view that a woman is a chattel.
Adjustment is underway now. Two divorce cases
out of three that I hear convince me this is so. Emancipation of women after the war, and by the war, is
a popular way of expressing the change. But l suspect that the war had relatively little to do with it.
James Truslow Adams wrote:
We are now floundering in a morass. Considerable
numbers of both clergy and scientists are beginning to
show signs of panic, while the super-business men
vaguely sense that something must be done to make
society "safe." They themselves are powerless to lead in
person. To make matters worse, a large part of the
Protestant clergy, as we have said, have sought to reinstate a specific and partly outworn moral code by giving
it the impossible sanction of the civil law, thus still
further undermining any understanding-of and respectfor the moral law. On the other hand, many scientists
and modernists have, with equal lack of understanding
of human nature, sought to bolster up newly devised
codes of conduct with the sanction of scientific reason.
Both experiments are bound, in my opinion, to be futile,
if not to end in disaster.
My opinion coincides with Mr. Adams'; and I have
seen already thousands of individual disasters in my
divorce court.
It is this very. reason that moved me to choose the
cases of Maxwell, Whistler and Smith from the many
examples of infidelity and adultery that have come
before me. I might have chosen others; but most of
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them would have involved factors of chance and emotion.
Sporadic adultery, like the smoke from a fire, is
significant but not important. Only the steady flames,
such as the three cases quoted, illuminate the hot combustion that is continually going on beneath the surface of society. I might have taken cases of young
girls on necking parties who have over-valued their
self-control. Or the cause of a man away on business
who becomes involved in a drinking party with what
are called "loose women" present. There are many
forms of mild perversion, such as nymphomaniacs and
varietists, which a scientific treatise on sex relations
cannot afford to ignore.
But such material is not of great importance to the
divorce judge or lawyer; or to the average husband
or wife trying to work out the salvation of a specific
case. Perversions and social accidents, and purely
emotional adulteries of a temporary sort, are too easily
pigeon-holed, and almost as easily dealt with. It is the
slow deep current of monogamy or polygamy, of psychological and physiological predilection, that is important to the divorce question as a whole. It is this
that society as a whole, too, must ultimately settle.
One great way of settlement that has been tried and
has miserably failed is that of the Church's saying that
sexual intercourse out of wedlock is a sin. Now and
then these cases might have been explained by attributing them to some form of dementia or perversion.
But the majority is so large that one can only imagine
that the guilty churchmen rationalize their behavior
both before and after their deeds. Many Christians
today, while no longer widely immoral, still contend
vehemently for and against the enjoyment of sex.
My friend, Fitzhugh Green, spent four years with
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the Smith Sound Eskimos of North Greenland. Some
of his animadversions on the northern native's curious
morals confirm my view that taste and tradition play
a prodigious part in human ethics.
He says:
Young and immature Eskimos carry spooning one
step further than most of our own young people do.
They make a practice of sexual intimacy from the time
they are ten or twelve years of age. They are no more
public about their frolics than our youngsters are who
choose to park on a dark lane before beginning to kiss.
But the mental attitude toward the fun is less guilty, if
anything, than is ours.
The same simplicity and freedom attends the morals
of the adults. There is nothing wrong, the native believes, in a married man having intercourse with another
man's wife. Should the traveling hunter stop at an igloo
and find the wife alone he is more than likely to have
a meal and spend a few happy hours with the lady on
her bed platform. She is pleased at the compliment and
enjoys the change of sexual diet. When her husband returns she proudly relates how Metok stopped by and
paid her chivalrous attention. In some detail she
describes Metok's connubial artistry and criticizes his
shortcomings. Her husband listens attentively, content
in the knowledge that his mate is a tasty morsel and
therefore, doubtless, the envy of other men. However,
if Metok comes by and the lady's husband is present,
no suggestion of extra-marital intimacy is made. It is
simply a matter of bad taste to commit adultery with
the third party present !
In contrast to this low standard of sexual morals
there is a code of ethical procedure that is adhered to
a great deal more stringently than the white race follow
their ideas of morals. The pregnant woman, always
stripped to the waist indoors, does not permit anyone
to mention the forthcoming childbirth. She considers
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it a sin to eat of the flesh of the rabbit within a moon
of her motherhood. By another taboo, if there is a death
in the family the name of the dead person is never
mentioned.
This bears out De Pomerai's description of a more
warm-blooded tribe :
Among the natives of Eddystone Island the utmost
sexual freedom is permitted before marriage. Girls are
more or less ceremoniously deflowered shortly after attaining puberty. Deflowering is performed by a manwho may invite others to join him-who pays the girl's
father a fee of one arm-ring and nine other rings of
lesser value, in return for which he is entitled to cohabit
with the girl for twenty successive nights. Thereafter,
under the varivosa custom, the girl is entitled to cohabit
with any lover she fancies, provided only that the man
pays her father a fee of another kind of arm-ring for
each two nights he spends "in the bush" with her. Unmarried men and girls, however, frequently cohabit with
each other without any payment being made to the girl's
parents. This is caiied vagalia, but if the couple are
caught, the man must subsequently pay the normal fee
to the girl's father. A strict taboo prohibits either the
man or girl from ever mentioning the name of a lover
enjoyed under these customs. The normal purchase price
for a wife is generaily ten arm-rings, and this probably
accounts for the comparatively late age of marriage.
What I'm getting at is that, just as Mrs. Maxwell
and Mr. Smith declared to me, morals are a matter of
taste and inclination. If an individual or a tribe, or a
nation, believe sexual freedom is right and proper,
then it is pretty hard to prove that adultery is a sin.
Moreover, as case after case of divorce convinces me,
what is a sin in one instance is not a sin in others, no
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matter what the beliefs involved, because sin must always be at least indirectly coupled with injury. Pleasure without a vestige of injury to persons or important
things, pleasure that contributes to health and peace
of mind, is hard to drag into the category of crime
against God.
Here we encounter another complicating factor to
the question of sex. Mrs. Whistler steadfastly believed
that her husband was in some way abnormal. But was
he? And how much? Granting that extensive promiscuity is outside the pale of instinct, is the mere tendency toward polygamy equally evil?
Observations tell me that most men are polygamous
and the world tacitly admits it. Likewise most women
are not monogamous; though the weaker sex are insulted if told so. I say this because the marriages
I have observed usually involve three very strong reagents: money, affection and sex. The economic
problem is present in most marriages and determines
nearly as much of the success or failure of them as
sex does. Affection, as distinct from sex can save a
couple sexually mismated from divorce. I knew a man
who had a long-continued passion for a negro mistress;
but he never could have married or lived with her
because he could never have had a true affection for a
woman of her race and caste. Sex alone varies infinitely; and yet it is difficult ever to evaluate it even when
divorce is brought on sexual grounds because the factors of money and affection so greatly complicate it.
Polygamy for men is centuries old. Economic circumstances brought monogamy and largely hold it today.
Affection was often undermined polygamy, even when
there was no civil or moral law against it. I have read
where some of the old Turks and Persians ruined the
pleasure of the rest of their harems by preferring one
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wife to all the rest, not because she was a better mistress but simply because they were fonder of her.
But the important trend we see in the modern
divorce court, and even out of it, is the revelation that
women are little, if any, more monogamous than men.
It is a matter of common knowledge that in countries
where polygamy is practised today the women concerned are just as anxious to continue it as the men.
In South Africa the six wives of a stalwart ebonyhued warrior able to keep, control and defend such a
menage are far better off than the single wife of a
sniveling weakling who hasn't enterprise or strength
enough to have more than one woman. From Thibet
where polyandry is practised there has never trickled
a single whisper of complaint from the fortunate
ladies who are thus so well attended.
In our Christian civilization pregnancy has been a
powerful force holding women to monogamy. With
polite society still frowning on bastards, no woman of
community standing wants to risk scandal by bearing
the child of a man to whom she is not married.
Birth cont•ol has altered much of this situation;
and, judging from what I have seen of divorce, it has
lifted much of the inhibition of expediency from
woman's continence. Slowly but surely she is conquering the taboo of the double moral standard and is
asserting her right to get the same joy out of life that
the men have for many centuries. She has no convenient masculine prostitutes to turn to; but man's quicker
passions and inborn lack of conscience on the subject
usually provide her with the lover that she desires. The
enormous decline of American prostitution in the past
twenty years is sufficient to show how well she is
succeeding.
In small communities, or where past the flower of
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her maidenhood, the woman with tendencies toward
physical freedom may have some little difficulty in
securing the service that she desires. But if she is
adroit and has learned the technique of the allurement
and pleasing of a paramour, she need not suffer.
Certainly the divorce court is full of evidence that
all women are in revolt against past standards of their
dependence as a sex. No longer are they content with
man's domination of the economic and moral factors
of life. She resents the servility to her husband that
most marriages imply a servility which in many
American homes is no better than it was a thousand
years ago in Asiatic harems. If the man does not free
her she goes out and frees herself, first by divorce and
then by profitable occupation.
Society's wide acceptance of divorce is the banner
of woman's triumph over marital slavery. If she is
well-informed, emotionally controlled and determined
upon ultimate marital happiness, she will try more than
one man if the first husband does not work out. She
will not burden herself with children. And she will
not let her failure in one union dampen her clean and
self-respecting ardor for a second. Many women thus
achieve a progressive monogamy that is only one step
short of pure polygamy.
A modern woman may even test out her fiance's
ability as a lover before she goes through with a
wedding. It is a well-known and admitted fact that
intercourse between engaged couples is definitely on
the increase. Surely this is better than sacrificing two
to ten years of one's life on the altar of hopeless effort
to work out an unworkable marriage. And many a
married man and woman have confessed to me that
one experience would have been sufficient to show them
that they had made a mistake.
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Both the divorce court and the bachelor girl tend
to show that woman is not intrinsically monogamous.
That she has been in. the past was no doubt due to
fetters from which she has only recently escaped. Indeed, Ludovici declares that modern man has not the
virility to satisfy any one average normal modern
woman. Dr. K. B. Davis found only 287 out of 1000
unmarried women had been without sexual experience.
Dr. G. V. Hamilton in his study of a hundred married
couples found that 41 of the wives had outside love
affairs, while only 29 of the husbands confessed to
such ventures.
The average writer might use the phrase "guilty
of adultery" in recording this fact. But are they·guilty?
I mean, what sin have they committed unless it be
proved that infidelity is a sin? In the first place,
adultery is not by any means always unfaithfulness;
and secondly, as in the case of the eskimos, of Mrs.
Maxwell and Mr. Smith, it is a matter of personal taste,
conscience and tradition.
The reader must not think that I am making out a
case for adultery, because I am not. Like the newspaper, the purpose of this book is to report what, to
me, is news : news of my experiences and observations.
For me to sell the idea of promiscuity to the reader
would be lunacy when I have talked to thousands of
women like Mrs. Whistler who thin their lips and say,
as she did: ((Sex is different. Women who think the
way I do don't want to have anything to do with1
women who think otherwise!, There has been too
much indiscriminate salesmanship of half-baked moral
codes in the past few years.
Moreover, there are men of scientific attainments
who have gone deeply into the psychological and physiological aspects of the question and whose words
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should be carefully weighed before we lay down any
general laws of conduct. I remember last year Professor H. S. Jennings of Johns Hopkins University
in his book, "The Biological Basis of Human Nature"
said there was nothing in the idea that marriage was
a late invention which has no support in human nature.
He denounced the modern effort to discard conventional marriage for some better method of satisfying
the mating desire and at the same time propagating
the human race.
He goes on to show that we cannot dispose of marriage because his research has taught him that it is
the fulfillment of biological laws. Biology, as well as
parts of the Bible, support the religious idea that marriage is a permanent bond, not to be broken without
peril.
He writes:
Thus it is emphatically not true, as is so often asserted
with assumed finality, that the only function of marriage
is the production of children. On the contrary, marriage
and the family are a complex resultant from the interaction of many functional needs. The satisfaction of
the powerful mating impulse, one of the chief factors
in organic evolution, reinforced as it is by many structural and functional complexes that have arisen in connection with it, is one of the major elements concerned.
The trouble is that if an invisible angel could read
such a paragraph to a pair of lovers, both married
respectably though unhappily, but not to each other,
while the two listeners were clasped in each other's
arms breathing moist kisses across one another's lips,
I doubt if its full significance would get across. And
if the unfriendly reader thinks I have taken an unfair
advantage in choosing the audience at so unpropitious
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a moment for listening to advice, let me add only that
until the senses are stirred most of us are very unwilling to admit that there is any moral problem in our
own case.
As I said in the beginning, what is sin? And what,
indeed, are morals? I know of some cases in which
adultery has been profoundly wrong. But for every
one of these I have seen a hundred cases in which
adultery was the least of all possible crimes of a woman
against her husband, or a man against his wife and
children.
Surely we are moving toward a healthy natural
beautiful relationship between men and women that
are mutually attracted; a relationship that will permit
friendships that rise above the relatively unimportant
sex question. I think that this will lead, if anything,
to far less promiscuity. The horrors of denial to women
and prostitution to young men will cease. Instead of
men and women being at the mercy of nature's irresistible passion they will use it temperately with the
healthful satisfaction that they now use their muscular strength for play.
It has been my pleasure as a Judge to come into
contact with case after case substantiating my belief.
So I am not theorizing from an hypothetical eroticism, but from actual first-hand contact with men and
women who have solved or who have tried to solve
their problems of this sort. One of the most beautiful
things on earth is the happiness of the married man
or woman who, having known the bitter misery of
loveless marriage, find a lover to their taste. I have
married many such lovers. And the deep strength of
their union was beyond that of marriages which had
no such background.

CHAPTER XI
BETTER HATE THAN SEVER
"BETTER hate than sever," is some wag's formula
for the religious attitude on the subject of divorce.
It is the attitude that condemns married people to stay
together, no matter how miserable they may be; despite
the fact that unhappy people are usually inefficient
people, half-hearted in their work, troubled and discouraged. It is the attitude that is blind to the daily
torture of constant nagging, neurotic emotion, jealousy,
hate, spite, selfishness and fear. It is the attitude that
condemns a nervous girl to the perpetual bullying of a
thick-hided husband; a nervous man to the roistering
ribaldry of a woman who would make a better barmaid
than wife. It is the attitude that permits mothers-inlaw to torture a man into suicide and a woman into
incipient dementia. It is the attitude that condemns the
kiss and unctuously approves butchering the uterus to
bolster up a bank account. It is the attitude that lauds
a man for earning his wage and then permits him to
humiliate his wife by miserliness. It is the attitude that
scorns the man who does not slave for his family but
vilifies him if he tries to escape stomach ulcers by asking for a home-cooked meal once in a while. It is the
attitude that seeks to cure wreh:hed reality by prayer
when a little body-coddling is the medicine that's needed.
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It is the attitude that condones a sobbing despair, but
crucifies the suppliant for divorce; that approves horsewhipping for the wife-beater but cheers the little adultress on her way; that elects a man to high political office
when he can't even administer his home. It is the attitude that fills the church with a lot of inhibited old
women (of both sex) while healthy youth on whom
the nation must lean are condemned for the "sin" of
being themselves. It is the attitude of bigotry, blind
prejudice and sneering superiority that makes moral
bolsheviks out of strong characters and dirty-minded
prigs out of weak ones. It is the attitude that pictures
the married bed as a hog-wallow and helps the cause by
teaching a prurient purity to children. In short, it is
the attitude that has brought more people into the divorce courts than any other single cause. For mental
cruelty, no matter what may have been its beginning
in any particular marriage, i:; far and away the most
frequent complaint as well as the soundest reason why
most marriages are broken up.
The happiness of the individual means his or her
buoyancy and vigor, and the flourishing of his or her
best capabilities. So when society insists that a couple
stay in an atmosphere that makes them miserable, society is subverting her own purposes by crushing all
that is best in human nature. Nothing is gained by
society in exchange save the defiant maintenance of an
empty code.
"This indeed is the truth of passionate love," writes
H. G. Wells, in "Marriage," "that it works out its
purpose and comes to an end. A day arrives in every
marriage when the lovers must face each other, disillusioned, stripped of the last shred of excitementundisguisedly themselves."
Now when that days arrives, the parties sometimes
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find themselves on a firm foundation of friendship and
mutual understanding. But very often they don't. And
then one, or the other, or both, are subjected to the
corroding influence, day after day, of an alien temperament, than which nothing can be more deadly nor destructive to progress.
In the great majori.ty of these cases, the persons
simply give in. There is probably the complicating
presence of children; and also, there is the strong
mutual human tendency to follow the line of least
resistance. If this were not so, the divorce courts would
be far more crowded than they are. The great Thomas
Hardy, in his powerful novel, Jude the Obscure) speaks
of "the antipathetic, recriminatory mood of the
average husband and wife of .Christendom." He is not
exaggerating when he says "average."
This giving in, this accepting the situation and making the best of it, is regarded as a virtue. Whether it is
justly so regarded is open to question. The fundamental
right of an individual is the right to grow; it is not only
his right, but his duty to the race. Whether he is, in
the larger sense, practicing virtue when he continues to
subject himself to an influence that checks and paralyzes
his growth, is by no means an established truth.
The wise Oriental long ago perceived the effectiveness of mental cruelty. No punishment was so savage
as the agony produced by torturing the nerves and
mind of the victim. The scarcely percep~ible splash of
a single drop of water falling on a chained man's
head became a horrible boring machine that could
pierce both scalp and skull when indefinitely repeated.
Prisoners, so punished screamed their agony and went
into raving convulsions at the end of a few days.
In exactly the same way husband and wife can
cause the most exquisite pain by look, word, gesture,
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letter, tone, silence, laugh, doubt, suspicion, grimace
or other quick and easy tool. The act is scarcely perceptible; its first appearance could probably not even
be remembered. But reiteration wears the victim down
with slow cruelty that can end only in death or
dementia unless divorce or separation brings relief.
Silence is said to be golden; doubtless it often is.
But I remember the case of one wretched woman who
came into my court a complete nervous wreck from
her husband's silences; and she admitted that his silence
was by no means habitual.
"He began to dislike me early in our married life,"
she said.
(Note this, because it revealed the fact that her
marriage should never have been permitted to run its
course until mental cruelty became a deciding factor.
Sex, money, business, health, jealousy or a hundred
other things may have started the ball rolling.)
"And the minute he began to dislike me he began
to be disagreeable to me in many little ways. One day
we had had a small quarrel over some trivial household
matter. In the middle of it my sister dropped in to see
us. Frank, my husband, sulked while she was there. It
was silly of me, I suppose, but I felt terribly embarrassed by Frank's silence and tried to pass it off by keeping up a running conversation of affected gaiety which
I was far from feeling. When my sister left I burst
into tears, partly from the hurt to my pride and partly
as a reaction from the strain I had been under for
nearly an hour.
"Frank, finally kissed me and we made up; but
woman-like, I instinctively knew that he had learned a
truth that could be fatal to our married happiness. I
was right. The next time he wanted to take his spite
out on me he waited until my uncle and aunt came to
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dinner one evening. Throughout the meal he didn't put
forward a single remark of his own. When either one
of my relatives asked him a pointblank question he replied as briefly as he possibly could. When they or I
simply spoke to him he offered only a supercilious
smirk that made me feel ill and weak with mortification. Seeing that something was very much wrong, my
uncle and aunt excused themselves and went home right
after the meal. The first thing I did was to go to the
bathroom and vomit the little I had eaten.
"Frank's retort to my sobbing reproaches was only:
'How do you expect me to talk to people when you
take all the joy out of life by the way you run up
bills !' As I had from the beginning asked him to give
me an allowance to live on, instead of having all bills
sent to him, I didn't feel this was a just criticism.
"At Thanksgiving we went to stay with some friends
who had a small place near Atlantic City. With the
small allowance I had from my mother I bought a new
dress for the occasion. But some feminine streak of
hope led me to conceal the gown until we had reached
our destination and were changing our clothes for
lunch. Frank's face clouded the moment he set eyes
on my purchase. But thinking I would look so well
in it that he would say he was glad I'd spent the money,
I didn't tell him that he had not paid for it. The storm
broke: he declared that I threw his money away faster
than he could make it. He told me I was the kind of
woman who ought to be a whore so that I could always
have expensive clothes.
"When he seized my arm I feared that he was going
to tear the dress off my back. I cried out that he didn't
pay for the dress because I had bought it with my own
money. But instead of pacifying him, my confession
only mad him angrier. He snapped out that all the in-
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suits he had paid me stood; and that he wanted me to
know that I was a cheat and a liar besides!
"Not wanting to cause a scene in a strange house I
mollified him as well as I could. But, to my shame,
the moment we got with our host and hostess Frank
began his trick of silence. He answered their questions
in monosyllables and never ventured a single word of
conversation. I blush to think of the disgrace I felt.
All my pride in our marriage, all my dream of ultimate
happiness, faded out. I had a sense of degradation, as
if Frank and I had come into a respectable home bringing some dreadful disease. Indeed, it was a dreadful
disease, though even now I do not know its name!
"Lamely we got through twelve hours of what was
to have been a week end visit. Then I pleaded a severe
headache-which was all too true-and asked Frank
to take me home.
"My family and our friends began to speak of
Frank's spells. But every one held me partly to blame
because he had the reputation of being a good fellow
in business and was very popular in our set. The injustice of this attitude had its effect on me. I began to
grow nervous and emotional. The slightest thing upset
me. When Frank said anything to me suddenly I felt
like bursting into hysterical laughter or into tears. I
finally had a nervous breakdown. The doctor frankly
said that I would lose my health permanently if I did not
get a divorce. Frank didn't object-and-and-here I

am."
The divorce was granted despite the angry insinuations of Frank's friends and family that his wife was
just a nervous woman unfit for marriage. Proceedings
in the case did not bring out any basic causes behind
the "mental cruelty" which the husband had certainly
practised. Conversation with the lady's lawyer did not
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reveal that there were any causes of importance. There
was no real sexual, economic, physiological or other
tangible reason why Frank and his wife shouldn't
have gone ahead and had children and lived together
all their lives just as their parents had. And yet I was
thoroughly convinced that the wife's physician was
correct in saying that she ultimately would have been
"killed by silence'' had she not made the break.
The case illumines the profound truth that every
good divorce lawyer knows: that legal causes for divorce are one thing; psychological causes quite another.
There is the dread law of satiety, for instance-a
natural law for which there are no provisions in the
statutes. A person gets "fed up" with an experience;
he has got out of it all that it has to give. The novelty
wears off completely, and-all too often in the marriage relation-there is nothing l')olid to take its place.
Mankind's love of novelty must not be too carelessly
condemned; it is not only love, but a need. It is an expression of the same force that is back of all progress.
The same dynamic impulse that has driven man upward from the beast drives the individual to seek new
experiences. The race, and the individual, are forever
periodically sayi:ng: "So much for this. And now
what?" It is a perfectly legitimate question, though not
an easy one to answer.
No influence in the life of an individual is so potent
as the effect of the other individuals. When two persons marry, they have no idea of the effect they are
going to have on one another. They cannot gauge what
it is going to be in a continued relationship. They
cannot foresee what changes the years will bring forth
in both of them that will alter their mutuality.
They don't even try to reckon these things. They are
"in love"-that is, they are in most cases, and are
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assumed to be in all. This means that Mother Nature,
who has nothing to do with continued relationships, is
using these two persons for her own purposes, and
using her weapon of mutual attraction. If in a continued
relationship the attraction should continue, so much the
better; but Nature doesn't care a whit whether it does
or not.
But don't think for a moment that I can lay down
any rules for what is mental cruelty, or can justly
judge a claim of mental cruelty without hearing all the
facts. What is cruelty to one person may not turn a
hair in another. Mrs. Einstein must suffer silences that
from another husband would drive her to suicide. But
she knows first, that the wordless reflectiveness of a
scientist is the beacon of his intellect; and further, she
has good reason to believe that the result he desires
from his silence is not her discomfort but aggrandizement of their mutual success.
It is curious how often noise figures in married conflict. It goes to show how close our auditory nerves are
to the balance of our whole nervous system. Smell or
sight or touch all seem secondary in importance to constant irritation through the ears.
In the autumn of 1930 we had a case in Reno that
was catalogued as mental cruelty and which centered
in the radio.
"My husband liked to play the radio," declared the
wife who was the plaintiff. "He would usually turn it
on the minute he came into the house. He'd play it
through dinner and most of the evening while he read.
He is not a nervous man and is apparently normal in
~is routine life. While I cannot say that our marriage
IS one of perfect compatibility, it certainly was livable
until we began to fall out over radio proo-rams.
"I was educated partly abroad and taught
b
music by
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people who knew what they were about. As a young girl
I enjoyed opera and took a good deal of satisfaction in
understanding it. As a result, I did not get the satisfaction from radio jazz that my husband seemed to get.
I endured a lot of it, though, because I thought it might
be a sort of antidote to his business fatigue.
"Sometimes after I had stood all the jazz I could, I
twisted the dial of our radio to some station that was
broadcasting classical music. It seemed only fair that
I should have a little of my kind of entertainment after
my husband had been having plenty of his. But the
instant anything decent took the place of jazz air,
'blues' or Amos 'n Andy, my husband would fly into a
rage and turn the radio off. He wouldn't admit that he
didn't understand good music, but claimed that he had
a headache and didn't want any radio at all.
"After about six months of these 'radio rows' I decided that life was too short to endure them. I told my
husband that we'd go fifty-fifty on radio music or I was
through. He said that suited him-not the radio, but
the marriage split-and here I am."
I granted the lady's plea for divorce not only because
the law allowed me to, but because I knew that the
cruelty of marriage in such a case would increase with
every passing week. As there were no children nor contest by the husband to complicate the situation both are
free to find mates of temperamental pattern more suited
to their own.
Another similar case was one in which the husband
went a step further in his "musical" cruelty. "He was
a great enthusiast about his saxophone," declared his
wife. (Those present in court seemed at once to lean a
little in sympathy toward the lady.) "He would practice
all evening until midnight, and sometime~ keep playing
until three or four in the morning. As he expected me
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to keep the house running properly I had to get up for
breakfast. Loss of sleep began to undermine my nerves
and my health is failing rapidly.
"And that is not all,'' she went on after taking a
long breath, "he read somewhere that one's mind could
be improved and the human soul strengthened by psychological suggestions during sleep. To test this theory
he rigged up an attachment to the phonograph so that
it would speak a piece or play a tune several times during the night ! Instead of strengthening my soul the arrangement simply wrecked my night's rest."
To the disinterested bystander such a tale sounds
ridiculous. And when one considers that the couple
had been married nearly fifteen years, it does seem
that their union should have withstood a disturbance
that ought to have been sensibly adjusted. But we must
remember that while mental cruelty is a secondary system, it is unavoidably important when it reaches the
point of impairing a victim's health. Back of all mental
cruelty lie the dark and poisonous vapors of incompatibility which no civil or religiou:; law can touch.
One of the most frequent forms of mental cruelty
comes from character weakness in husband or wife,
and is not an outgrowth of mis-mating. In a previous
chapter I told of the man whose temper was such that he
picked his fiancee out of her bathtub and spanked her
in public. One wife told the court how her husband had
terrorized her to extreme nervousness when he recurrently lost his temper over ~mall things.
"What made it so hard was that we are still really
in love after many years of married life together. Our
children are nearly grown and we have for a long time
looked forward to the day when my husband could
sell out his business and buy a small home for him and
me in California.
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"But during the past two or three years he has become
very irritable. He is disagreeable to his office employees
and to any one who tries to cross him. But rather than
show this side of his new nature to me he has rushed
out of the house when we have disagreed.
"However, he has lost control several times when
I was present. Once he grabbed a gun and poked it into
my ribs, threatening to shoot me if I didn't do what he
asked. Another tirrie he said he was going to drive our
car off a cliff with both of us in it. I told our doctor
in confidence what had happened and, on :;orne trifling
pretext, he gave my husband an examination for insanity or other nervous disorder. But there was absolutely no sign that anything was wrong. The doctor
suggested that he was having change of life, which he
believed happened very often to men as well as to
women.
"I tried to talk to my husband about his fits of bad
temper, but the mention of them upset him so that I
didn't dare pursue the subject. Finally, when both my
lawyer and my doctor warned me that I might be in
real danger, I decided to get a divorce. My husband
protested and promised to show how much self-control
he had if I would only give him another trial. But
when I hesitated and saw signs of his anger breaking
out again, I walked out of the house and stayed with a
friend until I could come here to Reno."
This case was contested, but the evidence against the
husband was too strong and the wife won her decree.
Whether there was anything pathologically wrong with
the man I had no chance to judge; but I must admit that
I have had many cases in which bad temper, increasing
with middle age, has proved insufferable and even
dangerous to man or wife, while there was no provable
insanity or nervous ill-health at the time.
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The fact must be considered as an extremely important sociological fact. Much extreme cruelty among
the poorer classes is attributable to no known form of
ill health. The irritants of fatigue, under-nourishment,
deprivation, protracted bad weather, over-crowding and
even poor eyesight can all bring about unspeakably
harsh treatment of wives and mothers who should be
protected by the law. To legislate that only adultery
can save some wretched woman from her brute of a
husband is to blind ourselves to the misery of hundreds
of thousands.
But don't imagine for a moment that such cruelty is
confined to any one class. A rich woman nearly made
my hair stand on end with a description of her husband's favorite form of torture. Ever since the birth
of her only child she had been afraid of high speed. Possibly the fact that the ambulance in which she was taken
to the maternity hospital had had a slight collision on
the way had something to do with her phobia. In later
years her husband used to discipline her for small
offense against his tyranny by driving her at speeds up
to a hundred miles an hour on dark boulevards about
the city in which they lived.
Another imaginative gentleman used to "commit
suicide" at regular intervals. He would have a quarrel
with his wife, abuse her to the limit of his vocabulary,
and then rush out of the house saying that he was going
to kill himself. Once he left his clothing on the bank
of the local river with a note that he had stood his
wife as long as he could and was going to end it all.
Again he sent a fake message to the editor of the morning paper "confessing" that he had murdered his wife
"who deserved no better fate" and was at the moment
on his way to his own death. Interference of the police
with these emotional jokes did little to deter him. Yet
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when his wretched wife sued for divorce he did his
best to prove that he had been a model husband and had
given her everything that money could buy. He hadmost of the time.
The trouble with quoting l)uch cases is that the offender in each of them always appears to be more or
less insane; or the grounds given for divorce seem
too slight to warrant serious attention. But I must insist
that, while on one hand there is usually not the vestige
of legal insanity, on the other no one who has sat for
any time in a court of domestic relations is inclined to
overlook the slightest claim of mental cruelty.
One winter I visited some rich friends of mine who
w:ere also entertaining an attractive young couple for
the week end. "Jack and Sally are a lovely pair of
youngsters," my hostess told me in confidence when we
had a tete-a-tete after dinner, "but they somehow don't
seem to get along. I think they are going to end in the
divorce court."
"Is there anything really the matter"? I asked.
"Not that anybody can see. Both have some money
of their own, but not too much. Jack is doing well in the
bank. Sally doesn't gad about the way the other girls
in her set do, and yet she is very popular with bath
young and old. I wish you could do something about
them, Judge Bartlett. You've seen a lot of the divorce
court and ought to be able to help."
"I'll talk to them," I replied. "But don't think for a
minute that marriage troubles are often simple enough
to be helped by an outsider. In cases of fundamental
incompatibility divorce is often far better than letting
discontent develop into a long-drawn-out and torturing
unhappiness."
I talked to Sally for more than an hour. She charmed
me with her intelligence, humor, sane outlook on life
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and character. She was a slender blonde, good to look
at and naturally vivacious, with none of the restlessness
that so often goes with the lively young woman. She
discussed frankly and intelligently with me such subjects as finance, politics, education, prohibition, marriage, divorce, birth-control and moral perversion. She
was penetrating and witty. One moment she was heavy
with philosophic discourse, the next she was as quick
and frivolous as the empty-headed flapper. She cajoled
me with her own original views and hypnotized me by
the magic of her quiet attention when I chose to lay
before her the rambling views of an elderly man. Try
as I would, I could not find a single flaw in her. If there
was anything I could possibly criticize in that brief but
full encounter it was her elusiveness. My best efforts
failed to touch what I might term her "early-morningbathroom" self. She left me sold on the idea that it
must be the same keen, clean kissable self that sat winsomely beside me at 10 P. M.
Twenty minutes later I began a session with Jack. In
a masculine way he had all to commend him that Sally
possessed. He had charm and personality, worldly
knowledge, poise and a sort of ingenuous boyish appeal
that made me instinctively like and trust him. He had
one thing more than Sally though : he had a window to
his soul, I might call it, that gave me a fatherly glimpse
into his yearning for happiness that was real.
"Good night and thank you for one of the pleasantest
evenings of my life," I told my hostess when bedtime
came.
"You like them-Sally and Jack"? she asked, looking
hard into my eyes to see what I had discovered.
"Immensely. And I'd like to say that if there is any
possible flaw in their marriage it certainly goes beyond
anything my imagination can picture !"
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I read for a few minutes before turning out my light.
Then, in the silence of the night, came the murmur of
voices. Presently, to my discomfort, I recognized the
voices of Sally and Jack in dispute. Apparently a cupboard in their room opened near the head of my bed.
"I wish you'd wear something light-colored when you
come here," Jack was saying in a perfectly pleasant
voice. "You know how Mrs. - - goes in for bright
shades around her house. Besides it's more becoming
to you."
"I wish you'd stop picking at me," retorted Sally
with a little strained note in her sentence as if she were
unhooking something difficult to reach.
"I don't pick at you. You're the loveliest girl in the
world and I want you to keep so."
"Then why don't you pay me a compliment once in
a while?"
"The way Debby does, I l)uppose."
"Yes-if you must bring him up-the way Debby
does."
Silence ; then, as if talking to himself : "The chumphe'd better stop drinking or he'll ruin his health."
Resentfully : "He doesn't drink too much!"
"He certainly does !"
"Not half as much as your own father!"
A sinister pause. Then: "Let's keep personalities out
of this. That'~) the only way a woman knows how to
argue!"
"The average man hasn't intelligence enough to argue
anything! All you want to do when you're tired is to
fight with me!"
"I notice you snap right back. Just like your Aunt
Nancy!"
"One word about Aunt Nancy and I'll remind you
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how your mother behaved to me the last time I asked
her to come to dinner with us !"
Both voices were growing more and more unnatural.
"That's a lie!" short and sharp from Jack.
"What's a lie"? shrilly from Sally.
"What you said my mother said to you."
"It isn't!"
"It is!" Half a shriek, half a sob.
"Sh-h-h! People will hear you."
"I don't care if they do! I'd like to have them know
how you insult me every chance you get !"
"Oh, for the love of God!" Jack's patience had been
turned to angry despair. "Are you going to start another scene? Remember what the Culbertsons said about
us-all right individually, but hell-cats together!"
There were muffied sounds, as if of physical struggle. Then suddenly a choking: "You'd hit a woman!"
"I didn't hit you! I'm not going to stand still and let
you scratch my eyes out! I had to push you away."
"You hit me!''
((Stop that racket or I'll choke yo~t!"
Somewhere in the house a door slammed. To my profound relief the battle in the next room, which was
getting closer to a serious "scene" every moment, came
abruptly to an end. Not a word was spoken. I thought I
could distinguish an occasional muffied foot-fall, the
murmur of running water in the bathroom and then the
click of lights being turned out.
I found myself both eager and loath to meet the
young couple in the morning. But I could not avoid it,
even had I wished. They breakfasted in their rooms,
came down together in tennis costume and found me
reading my paper in the outdoor sunshine. They were
the same two I had bade goodnight to: Sally, charm-
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ing and bright and appealing; Jack, amiable and boyish.
However, I noticed that both looked a little tired and
both exhibited a studied politeness toward one another.
When they passed on to their game which, by the
way, was to be with their host and hostess, I put my
paper down and reflected for the million-and-somethingth time on the abysmal complexities of married
life.
Here, I reasoned, were a pair of young people who
had nothing in the world to mar their union. By all
the laws and ratiocinations of philosophy, psychology,
medicine, economics and just plain commonsense, they
ought to be ideally mated. They had children, money,
health, friends, charm, love, companionship, reason.
knowledge and a lot of worldly wisdom. Either one of
them had sense enough to say in their room the night
before: "Now I mustn't let myself drift into a quarrel.
It's silly to bicker and snap. I'm tired. Wait until tomorrow and let's talk this business over. Maybe there
is absolutely nothing in it. No, I won't be childish."
Then a goodnight kiss and eight hours of health-giving
tranquillizing slumber.
But it didn't work out with them that way. Sally's
wit and Jack's amiability changed behind closed bedroom doors to spiteful dislike. Reason dulled to stupidity. Tolerance crystallized to faceted prejudice. Sally
wanted to scratch her husband's eyes out. Jack yearned
to wring his wife's pretty neck.
It was all very well to say, as friends and relatives
of the quarreling couple usually do, that both should
have given in and that both should have tried to be
tactful in not bringing up unpleasant topics of conversation; that both should have used self-control; that
Jack should have folded Sally lovingly in his arms or
that Sally should have taken Jack's face in her hands
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and kissed it. But human nature doesn't work out that
way in marriage. If it did divorce laws would be greatly
simplified and divorce court~ would languish for lack
of business.
Call it perverseness, lack of character, psychological
mismatement, or anything you like, marriage can make
the finest pair of people God ever made hate each other
with a murderous venom that poisons their most trivial
words. Nor does the poison imbue the words and vanish
with them in the bedroom air. No; rather like the putrefactive bacteria that surround a decaying tooth, the
venom takes the form of what might be called spiritual
microorganisms that spread and multiply through the
whole body.
An unimportant midnight quarrel like that of Jack
and Sally may heal up like a flesh wound; or it may
mortify and spread until every member of the marriage
body is infected.
"Just a sore that can be healed," declares the unfortunate victim of syphilis in one of its incipient stages.
"Just a streak of cruelty in her nature," or "Just a bully
by temperament," declares the man or woman in the
early stages of a mental cr.uelty case. But the external
symptoms of a lethal infection are rarely as serious as
the morbid pathology of the disease itself.
Nearly all married people quarrel at some time or
other in much the same way that Jack and Sally quarreled the night I heard them in the room next to mine.
Two out of five carry their contretemps to the point of
one-sided torment. My guess at the time was that the
marriage of Sally and Jack was doomed. I lacked either
the terms or the philosophic penetration to say just why.
Possibly my divorce court experience made me reason
that the elusiveness in Sally was really the skeleton in
the closet of her character: a mildly sadistic perverse-
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ness that gave her a strange pleasure in sticking her
vocal knife into her husband in moments of ~eclusion,
especially when she was tired. Or perhaps Jack's boyish
attractiveness galled her sub-conscious desire for a
harsher mate in moments of marital intimacy. Perhaps
there was a strain of incompatibility running between
the two and so deeply ingrained in their natures that
the sharpest probe of the professional psychologist
could never touch it.
Suffice it to say that I diagnosed their trouble as
serious. Time would come when Sally's assaults would
be bolder; strike more surely at her husband's ~piritual
anatomy; embarrass and distress him more effectively
with practice. Perhaps Jack would turn like a cornered
deer and lash out in blind fury with what physical
weapons he possessed. There might be a long-drawn
period of cruelty lasting three years. There might be
only one sharp and vicious encounter. Imagination and
self-control would do much to determine the form their
cataclysm would take. But, finally, their marriage was
bound to fail. Either they would end in the divorce
court or both would die deaths of slow torture by enduring each other's hatred merely for the sake of their
children.
My guess was right. Six months later Sally sued
her nice young husband for divorce. "Unendurable
mental cruelty," declared her complaint. "The idiots,
they couldn't get along," said their friends. "Just a
human mistake, alas," no doubt whi~pered Mother Nature to herself.
It is cases like this that explain why many people
favor some sort of trial marriage. A period of the
severe intimacy that marriage imposes would show people like Jack and Sally that in them resides the germ of
incompatibility; that, instead of strengthening their
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affection for another, marriage quickly undermines
their mutual appeal.
Trial marriage would not always work. Couples go
on sometimes for years, clear through the childhood of
their offspring before there crops out that mania of one
to torment the other. Incompatibility is many times
obscured by passion. In this connection we must always
remember that passion or love is one thing and affection
is another. The two are interwoven and often overlap;
but intrinsically they are as different as day from night.
Passion is an overwhelming unreasoning emotion; and
the purer it is the more unreasoning it becomes. Affection, which often tempers passion and can even take its
place, manifests the greater reason and intelligent cooperation in marriage the stronger it becomes. For affection is tied to friendship and faith and loyalty. It
shrinks from injuring its object and ~ustains the highest type of toleration.
I don't subscribe to the ornate formulce of Bertrand
Russell when he says : "If it is a slavery to feel every
wound to those we love like a dagger at our own hearts,
it is at least a slavery easy of acceptance, abounding
in happiness for ourselves, and fertile in its possibilities
for a communal philosophy. I know nothing more likely
to transform society than that men and women should
love one another without stint or fear, and unashamedly
yield to the physical tenderness they feel for each other
and their children. Let these emotions rather than glory,
grandeur, virtue, or riches enlist their intelligence in
private and public life."
That is a verse for lovers to chant : lovers cuddling
of an evening before a crackling fire, with the draperies
of the couch beckoning through the half-open bedroom
door; lovers to read as they lie on their backs in soft
grass with the blue sky of a soft warm summer after-
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noon arching the high heaven; lovers to read when
idling on their honeymoon between the kisses for which
they have sought seclusion.
But not for the tired husband, pale and distraught,
listening to his flushed wife's tirade. "You coward,"
she hisses at him bitterly through her clenched teeth,
"to swear at a defenceless woman. You wouldn't dare
to speak to me that way before a man." Her tone rises,
and the wretched husband knows the neighbors are
grinning across the way. "I'm sick and tired of you !
I wish I'd never married you!" She's weeping now
so that her voice crackles as she pours out her tirade.
"You're just like all other men: a selfish brute." And
on and on, until the man is consumed by the flames of
his own fury or crushed by the humiliation of the semipublic scene. (I know one wife, a nice respectable young
girl, too, who worked herself up to the point in such an
encounter where she rushed out and asked the driver
of the first taxi-cab that passed to come in and knock
her husband down for her! The driver went and got a
policeman and had the husband arrested. But when the
neighbors testified that the wife was accustomed frequently to fly off the handle this way the Judge suggested divorce and later granted it on grounds of mental cruelty.)
Nor would Russell's flowing phrases bring more than
a twinge of cynical skepticism to the tired wife who
entreats her husband to try to get home in time for
dinner so that the new cook will not leave and he says:
"Oh, stop your goddamn nagging! If you ran this
house decently you would have a little leeway on the
meals ! No wonder the cooks leave when you're always
fussing with them! You're enough to drive a human
being crazy! Where is the evening paper? Has that
nigger in the kitchen been reading it again?" With each
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oath his harsh voice grows fuller, until the helpless
woman before him pictures the "nigger" throwing on
her coat and stalking out of the house, to leave the
week-end labor to the tired mistress of the house.
"You're just like all women: loaf around and do nothing all day and expect a man to run his business to suit
your slovenly routine!"
Perhaps the reader shudders with disgust and mutters: "Nice people don't behave that way. Only a workman's wife would carry on so. It would take a cad or a
coal miner to use language like that to his wife."
Reader, you're wrong. So very very wrong. Nice
people who are human and unhardened often lose their
conventional "front" in the heat of marital battle.
Some of the finest and oldest and most genteel families
in the world have been represented in the divorce court.
In uncontested cases the testimony is usually trite and
dull because the issue has been disputed out of court.
But let the case be contested, with both parties haggling
over children or money or social standing-then see the
sparks fly. Mental cruelty that was but hypothetical disagreement in the complaint flames up like a volcano.
Hatred, jealousy, demoniac fury, merciless derision
burst upon the court. The heat of scorn with which
one spouse speaks of and to the other is such as to
shrivel all within its reach. Passion is the cold ash of
a dead fire. Affection is something both refuse to remember. Children of the union would be torn limb from
limb by the clutching pair if allowed to be present. No
anathema permitted by the court is too vitriolic for conveying ·the other's malefactions.
These are but a thin cross-section of what some of
the "nicest" people stoop to. Picture then the pressure
engendered when such gases are imprisoned by the four
walls of a home. Picture them searing and corroding
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the hearts and souls and intellects of a married pair
for year after year. Imagine the effect upon the fragile
woman or the hypersensitive man. Think how each
must feel when offspring shrink away in fear.
The Nevada courts, and the courts of a few other
far-seeing states, have adopted mental cruelty as a
ground for divorce because they have been willing to
face one of the most hideous facts of modern marriage.
Impassioned oratory and fulsome prose may plead the
cause of the happy home. True, like the cause of peace,
the happy home appeals to us all if only because of the
strength it lends to the community and the nation. But
there is a crux of human righteousness, in the married
union as well as between whole peoples, when common
amity can no longer survive. The injured party justly
deserves a retribution. When love and reason have
failed, divorce is the only sensible course.

CHAPTER XII
THE CHILD
WHEN one or both parties to a childless marriage
come into court asking divorce the problem is usually
a fairly simple one, both from a judicial and from
a social point of view. There must be grounds for
complaint or the plea wouldn't be entered. These
grounds must already have reached a climax or the
plaintiff wouldn't be present. The law is satisfied and
society is benefited by dissolution of such a marriage.
But when there are children involved the situation
is enormously different. For the parties to the marriage, the law, the state and society as a whole do
not, even if taken all together, rise paramount to
the pressing interest of the child.
A child does not ask to be born. Presumably it will
live in its prime and be still alive when every adult in
the court is dead and gone. Until proved otherwise,
the child must be looked on as the precursor of genius, greatness, or magnificent success. Who can say
that the pink-cheeked boy of ten may not some day be
the vehicle for mankind's greatest boon? Even the
lame and the halt and the blind have in the past been
great.
This is something of the feeling that animates
Courts in their consideration of questions involved
in the custody of children. Marriage may lead to
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children and divorce may deprive them of one or both
parents. But the child remains; and in children reposes
the future of our civilization. This is a very important point; because it has only been in our courts
that humanity has formally begun to rise above the
purely animal instinct of protection for offspring.
The immutable laws of evolution originally made
this protective instinct nearly as strong as that to
procreate. For only those parents in the animal kingdom who guarded their young could survive in a
world full of dangers. These dangers were simple,
even though great. There were cold, hunger, darkness,
wind, raging rivers, beasts of prey, and all natural
enemies of a species. Up to a relatively few centuries ago dangers to offspring had not altered much.
Nor had civilization imposed much more of a responsibility on human parents in the need for educating the child for maturity. Health was perhaps the
prime consideration; a certain cunning, akin to that
of an animal, ran a close second; some idea of current
ethics and superstitions came third. Business and
moral educations were rare and confined to a thin
upper stratum of society.
Within the last few generations the picture has
changed profoundly. Wild animals no longer burst out
of the bushes, nor is an invisible Evil One hiding
behind a haystack. And yet the dangers of life have
multiplied seven-fold. To the dangers have been added
complexities. Upon the complexities has been pyramided man's incredible increase in scientific knowledge. So to prepare the child for its future the parent is saddled with a task so difficult that no adult,
nor pair of adults, can succeed in it alone. Hence we
have our schools, our physicians, our police, our
churches, our countless books and our community

THE CHILD
movements. Academic, economic, ethical, social and
religious teachings all go into preparing the modern
child for life in the twentieth century.
At the same time, the powerful instinct of protection survives. But, because modern dangers · are more
likely to be social and economic than physical, this instinct runs over into possessiveness. As a result, one of
the most difficult problems society faces today is educating parents out of the egotism and false assumption
of a Divine Right in personal possession of their
children. A child has rights of its own as well as the
parents. His father and mother, a Court, and society
at large must respect these rights.
It is all very well to fix an arbitrary age of eighteen
for a girl and twenty-one for a boy when they shall
be considered adults in the eyes of the law so far as
property is concerned. Likewise it may work out well
in some cases, as it is defined in various states, for the
child to be twelve or thirteen or fourteen when it shall
have the legal right to choose which of its parents it
wishes to live with. But these age limits are both awkward and limited in application. They may do well
enough to guide a bank in release of trust funds; but
they help little when applied, for instance, to education. There are thousands of parents alive today who
are so lacking in judgment and discernment that they
are quite unfit to guide a boy's schooling through to
manhood.
The State recognizes this when it compels education. The next step will no doubt be to modify schooling to suit the child. Slowly but surely society will
act on the premise that its future lies in the hands of
children and therefore the parents are only fractionally interested in their offspring.
Aside from their instincts and ambitions for their
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children, men and women vary widely in their parental
abilities. Many a childless father and childless mother
are much better endowed by reason of a truer conception of duty and obligation than a birthright father
or mother to birthright possession and control of an
infant.
I had a case only last year in which two parents
fought bitterly for possession of a minor child. The
father on his side brought out much evidence to show
that, while his former wife was the biological mother of
the child, she was not a natural mother to it. That is to
say, the mother had conceived and given birth to the
child, but she lacked those particular attributes which
afford some women the power to bring up happy,
healthy and successful children whether or not they
have ever conceived.
In that interesting case, with experts on the stand,
no scientific evidence was 'brought out to show that a
child irrevocably needs its biological mother. This
confirmed the view, more widely held every year, that
a child does very well indeed with a foster mother;
certainly better than with a biological mother who is
quite unfitted to bring up a young person. It is not to
be concluded that I or any other Judge would necessarily decide the fate of a child on pure scientific
evidence alone. In fact, in the case I have in mind
I took pains to make the following statement from the
bench : "In estimating the value of scientific works
and testimony of scientists, this particular court is
giving more value, or is more apt to give value, to
the weights and measures used by common sense employed in the world's activities of mankind, in the
practical experience of people who have daily useful,
actual and physical contact with children than to those
used by scientists who write books."

THE CHILD
Naturally, other things being favorable, it is better
for a ~hild to be brought up by its biological mother.
As he grows older he will begin to understand what
his mother has gone through for him; and he may
have in him some degree of inherited similarity to his
mother's nature, and so more readily find a spiritual
bond between himself and her. The mother would of
course have to do her share to instil in the child some
reverence for her care and devotion to him during his
infancy. But how factitious a bond this may be is
shown in many cases where the child doesn't know
that his foster mother is not his biological mother.
When the child is slightly defective in health or
temperament the situation is much more difficult and
society at large should be much more concerned about
it. Consider, for example, a high-strung, nervous,
sensitive child; one who retains its good health only
under careful and affectionate care. Children of this
sort are growing commoner every day under the unnatural and high-geared civilization in which we live.
Such a type needs, above all, a proper consistency in
his treatment. He should have a certain calmness in
his environment and a methodical program of control
and discipline. In a case like this the biological mother
may well be the very sort of woman who should not
be allowed to have full control of the child's upbringing. She may not only do him no good, but she may
accentuate all the weaknesses and indispositions from
which the child suffers.
Another phase of this situation develops when
parents who are not happily married begin to drag
their child into their quarrels. Their sharp antagonism
may take the form of a rivalry for their child's love
and respect. If so, the child, on his side, will be pulled
about by impulses of conflicting loyalties. When he is
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with one parent he is subjected to the influence of
one point of view. When he is with the other parent
he is subjected to the other point of view. Both points
of view are clearly antagonistic. They can easily result
in the disruption of the nature of the child. They always
result in irritation, accentuation of temper, tantrums
and things o£ that sort. Discipline goes by the board;
routine is distorted; and healthful relaxation and recreation is impossible in such an atmosphere.
In such a case the mother's natural loyalty, unselfishness, helpfulness and ambition for her young are
all affected. She begins to employ them in terms predicated on how they will affect the father's standing
with the child. She may spoil the child by overindulgence in order to wean it away from the father.
She may sacrifice her ambitions for it lest she put it
in a position to be influenced by the father.
The father, on his part, is equally displaced from
his former attitude toward the child. I know of a case
in which a father of four children had all the money.
He won his children's allegiance away from the
mother by giving them luxuries and pleasures far
beyond what was good for them. They were too young
to judge for themselves, and succumbed to this species of parental bribery until their normal affection for
the mother was almost completely eradicated.
One witness who had had much to do with the upbringing of children in an institution testified in my
court that parental bitterness in an unhappy marriage
operated in a vicious fashion upon the welfare of the
child. It made the child a battleground, was the way
he put it, for the settlement of the quarrels of the
parents. The child became a "psychological orphan."
This particular expert declared that he "should almost
be willing to lay it down as a fundamental principle
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that in case of divorce where there is a sharp and
active and aggressive antagonism between the parents,
the right of visitation should be denied to the one
parent, if custody is given to the other." In this way
the break between the two families would be complete,
the wounds made have a chance to heal, and the child
have some consistent policy of direction in his discipline. This would be a harsh course to follow in
most cases; and yet I believe that Courts will come
more and more to consider it seriously rather than
submit a child to the ugly influences that come in many
divided-custody arrangements.
The other day a California Judge was hearing a
divorce case hotly contested which involved nasty
accusations against the wife. The 14-year-old son of
the couple was subprenaed as a witness to asserted
domestic conditions in the home of his mother. But
the Judge refused to call him to the stand, saying :
"I know boy psychology. I used to lead a Boy Scout
Troop. Boys are funny; they may, at the age of 14,
form impressions that may influence their whole lives.
Particularly impressions regarding their parents. So
I'm going to leave the boy out of this courtroom picture. I don't want him to lose what respect he may
have for his father or mother by forcing him to testify.
I want to talk to this boy, but I'm going to do it in
the privacy of my office here. I hope that both sides
in this controversy agree with me."
I think the Judge might have applied his observations to the home life of many a couple. Think of the
child who goes to Sunday School and learns the Ten
Commandments. "Honor they father and mother,"
he commits to memory, "that thy days may be long
in the land which the Lord, thy God, giveth thee."
But how can he honor the raucous pair of parents
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he finds at home, noisily hurling insults at one another's head? How can he respect the man for whom
his mother swears undying hatred; or the woman
whom his father declares unfit to bear and bring up
children?
The trouble is that when a child-custody case comes
into a court of domestic relations the wishes of the
plaintiff and defendant are put beyond the welfare of
the child. Each side is feverishly anxious to triumph
over the other. True, the mother's love and father's
pride are factors. But both are terrifically accentuated
by the wrangling that has preceded legal action.
In these cases I have always considered that the
question of fault or comparative rectitude as between
the parties in litigation has no bearing upon the welfare of the child. I, as the Court, must represent the
child's interests. If one of the litigants has erred it
matters not to me so far as the future custody of the
child is concerned. For the child has a future of its
own ahead; it must be given every opportunity to
develop its own individuality and character regardless
of how this may hurt the father or mother. The child
had no part in their marital contract; it was brought
into the world without its volition.
Moreover, each child constitutes a specific case that
is different from all other cases. If he or she is one
of a number of children then his relation to the ages
of the other children is important. Whether his parents
are old or young, have been long married or not, are
rich or poor, calm or irritable, and so on, all bears
upon the Court's decision about the child's future.
Doubtless heredity also has something to do with the
problem. I do not know; I am not sure that anyone
knows-at least to what degree, though there are many
these days who set themselvec: up as experts in eugen-
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·cs. I am inclined to believe that neurotic parents
ould be more likely to have neurotic children than
:ormal parents would. But heredity per se would seem
to me to have less to do than daily association with
neurotic people. I have often thought that if I had to
live as closely as a child with nervous, captious, temperamental men and women, I should deteriorate more
than the average child does. In other words, it is likely
that more children grow to be good citizens in spite of
their parents than because of them.
Another factor to be considered is the community
in which the child lives. The modern city home is no
longer the home of the past. Our grandmothers kept
chickens and a cow. They had their own fresh eggs
and milk for their children. They had "yards" into
which the youngsters could be dumped at convenient
moments.
Today the city mother has an apartment hallway
or a back alley instead of a garden. The automobile
keeps her far away a great deal of the time. She acquires a smattering of the latest fads in child development and construes them according to her lights. She
assumes an empirical motherhood based on circumstances.
Because all these factors in the motherhood of a
city wife are so largely artificial they are more completely under her control when trouble comes. The
business husband striving for his daily bread cannot
easily dispute her decision to send the child to suchand-such a school. If the child has a leaning toward
him and, according to the mother, should be sent
abroad for the "benefit of the environment" the father
may find himself bereft even before his marriage
reaches the point of an open break.
Until one has actually heard a custody-:case tried
1
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one cannot know the deadly bitterness it usually engenders. With all my intimate experience I still feel
that children constitute the most important matrimonial problems we have today. No child gets the best
possible bringing up that has a divided home. No child
enjoys the unbiased love of even one parent when
the other parent is nursing a smoldering fire of jealousy and resentment.
Secretary Wilbur of Mr. Hoover's Cabinet boldly
suggests that we "replace the old apron strings with
organization, a new form of apron strings under the
guidance of doctors, psychologists, educations and
other people who understand children. This organization must of necessity be a maternal organization.
It must have the maternal qualities of affection and
hearts. In short, mothers themselves must help to
organize and develop a great maternal society which
will educate, protect and advance the child."
And he adds that there is no use in bringing up all
the things this industrial age is building up unless
somebody is to come after us who has been prepared
to protect and love what we are arranging for them.
The danger in such an organization, of which we
already have the beginnings in our schools, is that it
may fail to develop the spiritual side of a child. Doubtless in the happier homes there is built both character
and personality through the child's constant association with loving, thoughtful and intelligent parental
care. It is conceivable that, in the earlier stages of
"mass-maternity" for children, the individual child
may be neglected. Outwardly the individual is on a
par with all the others; but inwardly it possesses only
a latent gentleness, unselfishness, amiabilty, tolerance
and kindness.
I know such a child. She is nearly thirty now and
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usually intelligent. When she was five her mother
unrrendered to the wiles of a lover. Her father diss~vered the isolated infidelity and maneuvered the
~other out of home, support and child. Because the
father was a very busy man he could not care for his
small daughter. He placed her in a respectable boarding school. Let the child go on:
"I went home on holidays. I spent most of my vacations with my father's spinster sister. At home and
with my aunt I remember one thing more than anything else; that was their unending condemnation of
my mother. I grew up with the belief that my mother
was a monster.
"When I was about twenty I began to think things
over. I had learned a good deal about life and I was
engaged to be married. I wrote to my mother and
told her that I was going to leave my father's house
as soon as my wedding was over and asked her if I
could come to see her. I was curious to find out if
she was as awful as I had always been told she was.
She wrote back that she thought it might help me in
a way that I would understand when I became a
mother myself if I visited her now. I didn't know what
she meant, but I went.
"I found her nearly as young looking as myself.
She was happily married to the man who had been
her lover. She had two children by him and they
adored her. The whole picture intrigued me-yes,
that was my chief emotion, one of sated curiosity. I
was pleasantly surprised at how different the whole
situation was to the horrible mess that my father and
aunt had led me to expect I should find. In a detached
sort of way I was glad that my mother was happy and
that she was so pretty and so well off.
"But when I came home I found myself vaguely
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disturbed by the experience. I was upset when I found
further association with my father highly distasteful.
I felt that he had cheated me. He had taken away
from me something that he could never replace: my
natural love for my mother as a growing child. He
had robbed me of a right which was mine because of a
feeling of antagonism and bitterness toward my
mother.
"Luckily my fiance was several years older than I,
and he understood a little of what I felt. He agreed
to mart;y me with the understanding that we should
postpone children until I found out if I were satisfied
with marriage or not. In the third year we had a
child; and two years later another. I think I can say
that we are reasonably happily married. But, as a
result of my unhappy experience with my parents,
we feel now that we owe something to our children
far beyond anything involved in our own selfish
interests. And we are resolved that if we should ever
have to separate, no matter what the cause, the rights
and welfare of the helpless children must take precedence over our own."
Certainly it looks as if those who enter m"arriage in
the future must take some cognizance of the large
chance that it may not turn out successfully. I said
this one day to a highly-respectable church woman.
She retorted heatedly : "You are cynical, Judge Bartlett, because you have seen so much of divorce. You
think every one is going to be divorced."
I replied : "I am as cynical as the surgeon who has
set many broken arms. He knows that anyone is likely
to break an arm and is therefore not surprised when
such an accident happens. Nor does his practice prevent him from encouraging his son and daughter to
learn to play tennis."
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Younu people plunge blindly into marriage; two or
three children appear at the earliest opportunity. The
net result is only to risk the happiness of innocent
human beings who have become accidentally the members of a family. Moreover, the parents may be the
last in the world to deserve offspring due to a lack of
an intelligent appreciation of their duty to their children. Dr. Collins says: "It requires more character
to be a perfect mother than to be anything else in the
world, and the essential constituent of the character
that is required is self-renunciation." But by the time
the infant is out of swaddling clothes and really needs
a mother, the bride may have changed her entire mind
about the bridegroom and be laying her plans for
freedom! What then becomes of her maternal character? It exists only in a form so devastated by
family disagreement that it were likely far better for
the offspring never to have been born.
The accepted alternative to birth control may ultimately be some form of organized motherhood, such
as Wilbur suggests. The parents who cannot give their
children the kind of home that common sense dictates
children should have will be relieved of them by the
state. Russia does this already; it doesn't work well
there, according to reports, but it is nevertheless enforced.
Mothers, especially, deny that this could ever
happen to them. With fiery indignation they insist
that their children belong to them by an act of God.
In the sense that biological mechanics are still a
mystery to man, this is true. But in the sense that
the child-man and the child-woman are vital social
integers it is not true.
~he other day a rather pathetic case came to my
notice. A mother had secured custody of her two
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young children through the divorce court that had
separated her from her husband. But the husband
determined to vent his anger on his wife by kidnapping the children and taking them to another state
where the court which had granted the wife's divorce
had no jurisdiction. He succeeded and the heart
broken mother found herself cheated out of what the
court had decided was her right. When her hysterical
grief had spent itself she decided that two could play
the same game. So she armed herself with a gun and
went after her children. In early western style she broke
into the house where her former husband had them,
held him up under threat of death and escaped with the
two young ones.
Kidnapping, gun-play, blackmail, threats and divided
custody all are found in present-day divorces where
children are involved. Courts struggle to mete out
justice to those concerned, especially to the children.
I am sure that I have shortened my own life by
worrying over what is best to do about the many
unfortunate infants whose fates have reposed in my
hands. I have often reserved decision. I have practically always reserved jurisdiction in order that at
least one impartial person remain on the side of the
child.
But there was only one King Solomon; and I doubt
if he could have made a high average of justice to
children under modern conditions. Courts fail because
today there can be no true justice when children must
be put at the mercy of warring parents. Tempered
mercy is the best the court can achieve, and that usually
falls far short of what is really desirable.

CHAPTER XIII
RICH AND POOR

IF sex and incompatibility are the two most Important factors in the break-up of a marriage, the
economic factor certainly runs them a close third.
The reader must not jump to the conclusion that the
effect of money on married life can be dissected like
a cadaver's muscle; or that we can put a finger on
the fact that because a man did not give his wife an
allowance he forced her to get a divorce. Like the other
material and moral forces that grind down patience
and kindle temper, family finances do most of their
festering beneath the surface. Few wives and fewer
husbands can tell where money troubles begin and
where they end.
Modern couples are money-conscious, whether rich
or poor. Not one in ten divorce cases entirely omits
the money problem. To live and love we must survive;
s?rvival requires food and lodging, clothing and medicme, and a degree of recreation. In the twentieth century the only way to secure these things honestly and
respectably is to buy them with money. Granting that
man cannot escape death or taxes, man and wife find
the money problem even more inescapable.
. An honest hard-working couple came into court and
atred their marital grievances :
201
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"I do the cooking and make clothes for both the
children," declared the wife. "But I must have a doctor
when I need one; a small car to go to the village which
is six miles away; plenty of warm blankets for the
winter time. And yet my husband doesn't give me
enough money to feed us on!"
"I give her all I can, Judge," comes the man's dogged answer. "A plasterer don't ma:ke much these days.
She needn't have a doctor when the kid only cuts his
finger. I fixed the old Ford so it would run all right.
And about them blankets, she could have got cheaper
ones the last time and had money over for twice
as many!"
"But, Judge, he went and got himself a radio."
"Sure I did, Judge. But she kept telling me about
how all the neighbors had one. And when I got it I
didn't know she was going to kick about the car and
all these other things."
It was hard for me to follow the details of their
complaints because I could not escape a vivid mental
picture of them sitting up night after night, after the
babies were in bed, haggling across the bare kitchen
table over the dollars a year that had brought them
into the divorce court. I persuaded them to go home
and try it again for six months. They did, but came
in again at the end of four and said they couldn't stand
it any longer.
Many of the wiseacres, both men and women, who
righteously wage war against dlvorce grew up in
homes that knew nothing of the modern standard of
living. Scarcely a generation ago, before the full advent of the machine age, a woman was a many-sided
manufacturer on her own account. She made candles,
soap, clothing, bed coverings, medicines, canned food
and scores of other articles. She enjoyed her task and
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it kept her occupied during the major portion of her
time.
Today she sits at her telephone and in a few moments buys, cheap and ready-made, not only all the
articles that her grandmother devised in the home,
but many more besides. She has a washing machine,
electric light, gas stoves, electric refrigeration and hot
water heaters. By the time her vacuum cleaner has
finished its morning job and the dinner is underway
in its fireless cooker she has the greater portion of the
day ahead of her-and little but pursuit of pleasure to
fill it.
If you don't believe me, just glance around any city
suburb and see how many bored women there are!
Women haven't emancipated themselves. Men have
done it, with domestic labor-saving devices.
Russia and one or two other countries have tried to
eliminate poverty by various social-political means :
communism, collectivism, socialism and bolshevism are
some of them. The United States alone has plunged
ahead to mass production and paid increasingly higher
wages. In the United States alone has poverty steadily
diminished. There is every reason to believe that we
who are alive today will see even less poverty, and
a much higher standard of living, before we die. The
verve with which we have gone through the worst
financial depression in two generations supports this
conviction. All classes of wage earners, from the captain of industry down to the day laborer, have grown
able to afford comforts and luxuries and amusements
such as citizens of the Civil War era could scarcely
have anticipated.
All of this tends to complicate the problems of
tnodern marriage for the paradoxical reason that our
needs diversify with our blessings.
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Dean Inge writes :
My own opinion is that economic moralists have devoted too much attention to distribution and not enough
to consumption. Who is it that ordains that the whole
labor of myriads of men shall be wasted--devoted to
producing things that nobody ought to want? Not the
capitalist, but the consumer. The demand creates the
supply, and in all the richer countries a large portion
of the demand is vulgar, senseless and selfish. The
amount of money wasted on champagne, women's dress,
cosmetics, sweetmeats, betting, and other barbarous indulgences, would amply suffice to put an end to poverty
and to restore the financial credit of the war-stricken
nations. It seems to me that though the New Testament
has very little to say about distribution, it has a great
deal to say about consumption, and that the homely
maxim, "Waste not, want not," may be what society
needs today.
In contrast to this, one of the items in a recent
divorce complaint was: "Before we were married my
husband used to urge me to go to the beauty parlor.
Not that he didn't think me good looking; but he said
he wanted other men and women to envy him when
they saw; me at my best. Now he stingily grudges every
dollar that I spend on my looks, even though he can
perfectly well afford it."
If the reader thinks this is a rare source of marital
debate let him--or her-consider a recent report of
the Federal Department of Commerce which spoke of
the "Beauty Business" as one of our national industries. The personal services of American beauty specialists run up a bill of about $soo,ooo,ooo a year. For
cosmetics and other raw material another $5oo,ooo,ooo
is paid. The figures given for one year were: 2,000
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tons of rouge, 4,000 tons of facepowder, 6,ooo tons of
bath salts, 25,000 tons of nourishing, vanishing and
J other facial creams, 26,ooo tons of skin-lotions, and
more than 50,000 tons of cold cream!
"We started off with the idea of love in a cottage,"
lamented a young man barely thirty who was suing
his extravagant wife for divorce. "But I soon found
out that living in a cottage didn't prevent a woman
wanting a lot of things I had associated with a onestory house!"
I know a statistical writer who went into the subject
and found that America alone spends about $2r,ooo,ooo,ooo a year on things that could not come under
the head of necessities. Motor cars are only partly a
luxury today; but they are also only one item. There
are movies, radio, theatres, games, newspapers, travel,
candy, entertaining and a score of others. It is said that
$r,ooo,ooo,ooo a year changes hands in poker alone.
A friend of mine wrote a magazine article in which he
figured that golf had cost him as high as $r.so a
stroke! Mr. Wrigley might throw some light on how
many millions of dollars we spend on chewing gum.
I don't say that we shouldn't spend money for these
things. Many of them bring clean and healthful recreation. But "love in a cottage" doesn't prevent a couple
from buying synthetic gin in a night club. More ways
to spend money means more specifications in a divorce
brief based on financial disagreement .
We must assume that the majority of girls, as well
as the young men, are brought up in clean well-ordered
homes from which they have access to most of the
innocent pleasures listed above. With the lively abandon of youth they involuntarily feel that no "decent
people" do without the things their parents have given
them. Their fathers may be doctors, lawyers, store-
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keepers, clerks or employees in any other "white .collar" job; or they may be farmers, carpenters, bricklayers or miners. It really makes little difference, save
in degree, whether the American father makes $3000
or $3o,ooo a year. His children ride in an automobile,
play the radio and victrola and go to the movies.
A pair of these youngsters, who have been brought
up on the $3000 to $3o,ooo a year scale, fall in love
and marry. Even before he proposes, the young man
realizes in a vague way that the involutions of our
complex civilization do not permit him to earn much
more than a scant living wage before he has advanced
well along in his chosen work. But it is usually not
until after the wedding that the girl gets down to the
arithmetic of making her husband's wage cover what
they need.
A tiny apartment is the most common answer among
our urban newlyweds. At first it is great fun; like a
game almost, this getting along in a flat the size of
a piano box. There is the thrill of seclusion, the passion
of young love and the strange new pride of being a
domestic unit in the community. But the novelty soon
wears off. For the first time there comes the disturbing
sense of rivalry with other young couples. Eunice's
husband makes less than Helen's does. Helen's father
gives her an allowance; Eunice's doesn't. Eunice
isn't quite as thrifty as Helen. And so on.
Emerson, Eunice's husband, has some shocks too.
He has scarcely settled down after the brief honeymoon to Atlantic City when he discovers that there
is more than rent to pay for the privilege of occupying
his apartment. He expected ice and food and laundry
bills; but he didn't count on tipping the janitor, repairing broken window panes, buying a new mattress, hiring a scrub-woman and feeding relations at least twice
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a 'feek. Agents who have read of his marriage in the
paper assault him with schemes for insurance. The
bank where he starts a checking account reminds him
with frequent circular letters that he should begin to
build up an estate.
"How much are we going to save?" he asks Eunice
one night.
She pats his cheek comfortingly. "Let's don't think
of that yet, honey. Dad has a little money put away
for a rainy day. And your mother might help us if
we got into trouble."
But Eunice is only one of three married daughters,
Emerson reflects; and his mother ought to go to a
hospital right now for that operation she has been
fearing.
Next day Eunice has a toothache. The dentist who is
hard-boiled has dealt with young brides before and
asks her for a deposit on the work he has only half
finished. Frightened, she tells Emerson about it that
night.
"It's all right, sweetheart, I'll have a ten dollar
bill for him by noon tomorrow."
Emerson gets the ten dollars by persuading the
office to give him an advance on that week's wage. The
advance bears bitter fruit within two weeks. Collection
agents begin to dun the wretched young couple. They
sit up half of one night and cover sheets of wrapping
paper with figures proving how they can get out of
debt and save ten dollars a week "for a rainy day."
But at the end of 52 weeks their savings total less than
one hundred dollars. At the end of 104 weeks one out
of every six Eunices and Emersons are either headed
for the divorce court, or laying a hateful foundation
for it, as a result of their pitiful fight to eke out a
"decent living" on what they have to spend.
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"He goes to work early in the morning," Eunice
sobs out to her mother, "and I am finished with tny
work by nine o'clock. Then I have nothing to do. I
almost die of loneliness. We can't afford a car or a
radio. My clothes are so awful looking that I'm
ashamed to see any of my friends. And Emerson says
he won't let me go to work and that I'm beginning
to look older. What shall I do?"
Emerson tries to keep his mind on his job as a
smart young shipping clerk. But every packing case
he handles seems covered with figures. They are the
ugly devils of his penury. He glances nervously over
his shoulder when a stranger suddenly enters the shipping room. Can it be another creditor? He threatened
to "knock the block off" the last one who bothered
him and faced a policemen five minutes later.
If Eunice starts a pregnancy the situation is worse.
Or the couple may have entered into an unwise habit
of mild dissipation with the other young married people of their set. Or harassment of debt, confinement in
a small apartment and unbalanced diet that the inexperienced housewife provides may have begun to effect
their digestions just enough to make them irritable.
Relentless impecuniousness is forced to their attention by almost every move they make. Small deprivations begin to loom large as real hardships. They begin
to blame one another. Both carry distorted tales
to their friends and relatives. Each begins to have
spells of hating the other, sub-consciously fixing the
culpability for their predicament on the other's blind
folly in hastening the marriage.
I need not sketch the sad way such a marriage runs
its course. Surely every adult has seen one or more of
them. As I have said, they are a matter of degree--at
least up to a certain point of income: a point at which
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the couple has so much money that they get into an
entirely different kind of trouble. It doesn't make
much difference, either, except in minor detail, whether
Emerson is a shipping clerk at $40 a week or a rising
young broker at $sao a week. If the latter, the flat
will be larger, the carpets thicker and the food bills
lengthier, but the loneliness, social rivalry, heartless
creditors and recurring harangues over money will be
surpisingly similar.
I am not writing from an empirical .knowledge based
on my limited acquaintance among young folks; but
from the turgid current of evidence that has passed
for years across my divorce court desk. The gradations of wretchedness nsmg from matrimonial
finances are innumerable. They are intermingled with
and obscured by many· other causes of incompatibility.
But they are there. Heavy-hearted men and women
spread them on our Reno records every day in the
year.
It may be protested-that the study of domestic economy is helping our young women avoid this sort of
trouble. Also now and then I pick up a woman's magazine arid find in it an optimistic picture of how much
a family budget can help. My feeling about these
things is akin to what I have already said about sex
education. They are a move in . the right direction.
Girls who are going to marry ought to know something about living on an allowance, how to keep a bank
account, and what a family budget looks like. But
knowing these things in an academic way is a long
ways from having them applied in a cramped kitchenette at dawn with a sleepy young husband crabbing
about the coffee being too weak while he begins in the
same breath to growl about the gas bill for last month
being "too goddatnned high!."
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This train of thought reminds me of a brawny
veteran of the World War who was telling me one day
about his blood curdling adventures in the trenches.
"The biggest surprise of all," he ruminated, "was
not the racket of the guns or the stinking mess we
found when we got up to the front. The other guys had
told us all about it. Even when we went over the top,
it was sort of like going into a football game-a little
sick at your stomach and then you saw one of your
men go down and it made you mad enough to go on
in right after 'em.
"What took me altogether by surprise was the way
it felt to meet one of the enemy right out face to face.
You see we'd had a whole lot of bayonet drill for
weeks and weeks. We used to repeat after the instructor something like, 'One-two-three-stick him in
the gizzard.' But the real thing wasn't any more like
that than flying. All the book learning and drill we'd
had just went up like smoke.
"The first time I saw one of those devils in the
enemy army coming with his bayonet headed my way
I knew I had to get him or he'd get me. I guess we
both felt the same way. When we met our bayonet
tactics were probably the worst in the world, and we
must have done things with our pig stickers that never
were written up in any book. But we were so full of
murder we didn't care how we slammed our guns
around. It was some fight, believe me!
"Right in the middle of it a shell exploded along
side of us. I got badly nicked with a fragment and I
never saw the German again. But it ended our scrap.
And the first thing I did when I got out of the hospital
was to go and ask the Sergeant who taught us bayonet
work if he had ever had a hand-to-hand bayonet scrap
with another guy. He admitted he hadn't."
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Marriage is like that. Instruction before matrimonial combat no doubt lays the foundation for involuntary right-doing if there be any chance for cool choice.
But when the encounter is face to face with "the
enemy," when hatred and self-preservation are dominating emotions of the moment, then there isn't going
to be any "One-two-three" business that the girl
learned in school.
Let me be sure that I am making myself clear :
there are bound to be many chances for any young
wife to cooperate with her husband in making their
income cover their outgo. Calm analysis of their
economic problems, plans for pregnancy and other
large extras, arrangement for suitable social expenditures, all should have an academic background on the
part of both husband and wife. If their schooling
hasn't given it to them, their parents should have. But
remember that I am not writing a dissertation on
successful marriage. I am recounting some of my
observations and deductions from the great many unsuccessful marriages I have known. So, without cynicism, I feel that it is likely to be of more value for me
to warn the young couple against the "hand-to-hand"
encounter than to engage in a fulsome exposition of
commonplace domestic economy and its merits.
I should also remind the reader that our modern
standard of living puts such a premium upon a husband's earning power that few girls can hope to marry
a husband near their own age without facing a grievous sacrifice. If the girl is attractive and worldly wise
she is always tempted to wait for an older man who
can give her more. The boys she has played and petted
with are just beginning their business careers. Only
those few whose parents can help support the newly
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married couple are free to pay serious court to their
sweethearts.
The older man, with the reserve and poise his maturity has given him, is the one toward whom the girl
is urged to cast her line. She quite readily sees the
advantages of more money and she is doubtless impressed by the dignity of his bearing as compared with
her boyish beaux. But she goes to him only with a
wistful glance over her shoulder toward the youth
that she is forswearing. And when her first marital
trials come along she is prone to throw herself childishly down on the bed and weep for the gayety of her
youth that she pitifully feels is gone.
This disparity of marriage age that is so often
forced upon our girls by economic urge is one of the
commonest bases of divorce. It is an evil that a high
standard of living must bring in its train so long as
young men cannot earn enough to reach it early. There
is no sign at the moment that they will, in our time at
least. The adjustment must come, I think, and is
coming, from the other direction. Girls are earning
money on their account to help their young men; and
they are also in a few cases at least, earning temperamentally to adjust themselves to the standard that
their young men can afford.
The yearning of young girls for a high standard of
married luxury has led to what is known as "golddigging." A pretty young l~dy who knows how to dress
smartly and behave charmingly will deliberately set
her cap for a rich man who is either too young to beware of woman's wiles or is too old to withstand a
shrewd attack upon his vanity. Whether the marriage
is going to succeed or not is of small consequence.
The important thing has been achieved when the marital knot is tied. Fate then gives the unscrupulous "love
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Recently we had the case of a pretty office secretary who won the heart of her employer's young son.
Soon after the marriage the father died and left the
son about $10,ooo,ooo. A s might have been expected
trouble soon developed between the couple. The son
lacked sufficient steadiness of character to carry the
burden of wealth. He grew erratic, arrogant, purseproud and capricious. The more he succumbed to selfindulgence the duller became his tastes for the finer
things in life. The better class among his friends had
less and less to do with him. He became the prey of
social parasites. He drank, not too much, but enough
to take the edge off his discrimination. The clubs and
recreations he had found pleasing on an allowance of
$10,000 a year seemed almost shabby to a taste perverted by an unearned income of nearly half a million
a year.
The girl was only half a gold digger. Essentially
she was an attractive daughter of a respectable middleclass family. She was intelligent and far from being
a butterfly. But she knew the value and power of
money. It would buy luxury and assure her children
opportunities that her parents never had dreamed of.
But, like the discontented heir, money soon proved
far more of a blight than a boon. The canker of extravagance ate into her natural good taste and discrimination just as it had into her husband's. The
more she had the more she wanted. Spiritual indigestion was the natural result.
This pair of spiritual dyspeptics began to get on
each other's nerves. Both soon found that marriage
was just one more obstacle to giving their gluttony
free rein. The girl knew that she couldn't have as
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much if she divorced her husband; but there was
some danger that he might turn on her and make
life so intolerable that she would have to leave him
and so put the balance of legal proof in his hands.
She sued him for divorce after persuading him to
buy her off with a fat monthly alimony for the rest
of her life.
An uglier picture of gold-digging is that of a deliberate young adventuress who snares a rich man twice
her age and then gets into the divorce court just as
quickly as she possibly can.
I recall a peroxide blonde who had been a manicurist or something of the sort when she met her Mr.
"Money." She was clever enough to set off an erotic
spar;k in his senile senses ; but she would not surrender
to his advances, pleading that she was a good girl and
very much of a virgin. (This all came out in the
divorce proceedings which were held behind closed
doors.) Finally she worked him up to the point at
which he rashly married her.
Now Mr. Money, despite his 67 years, was a man
of standing in the community. He owned a bank and
a hotel, and contributed largely to charity. But since
his estate was in active properties rather than in securities, he was kept busy with their administration. His
son and the husband of his daughter, children of his
dead wife, helped him with his busy and prosperous
routine.
To put it briefly, the blonde proved to be the proverbial monkey wrench in the gears of Mr. Money's
successful life-machine that had hitherto worked so
smoothly. She was really a genius at making trouble.
When she found what humiliation her "Sugar Daddy"
suffered when she vulgarly high-hatted his family and
friends she held this over his head as a club to beat
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more profit out of him. At the end of two years she
had secured outright possession to nearly half of his
entire holdings. When he began to squirm she hired
a "business manager" to liquidate her half in such a
way as to undermine the value of her husband's half.
She then instituted suit for divorce on grounds of
cruelty; and, by threatening still further sabotage of
his properties, she tried to blackmail her distracted
husband into giving her $250,000 additional cash and
alimony of $3000 a month!
As this would have left him practically penniless,
the poor old fellow took his son's advice and instituted
counter-suit. Meanwhile the blonde employed a clever
lawyer who would no doubt have demonstrated to a
jury's satisfaction that the wife was entitled to all he
claimed for her. But just before the case was set in
motion the elderly victim's attorney luckily discovered
some hidden scandal that scared the girl. She agreed
to accept divorce without alimony and not bother her
wretched husband again. All went through as planned.
But today the blonde is a glittering goddess with her
rich spoils, while the old man she had looted is broken
in health and fortune, and his children and grandchildren are in almost straitened circumstances.
Such cases as these are travesties on justice. They
argue for a change in divorce laws as well as for far
greater caution in planning marriages where much
money is involved on either side. I can't say that more
rich people than poor come to Reno for divorce; but
I am sure that the percentage of marital unhappiness
is far higher among those with much money than
among those who are compelled to plan their domestic
economy with some care.
Of course there is not even an approximate figure
for the income at which a marriage has the best
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chances to succeed. It depends on so many things: age,
tastes, habits, environment and other factors in the
lives of the couple. I have heard it suggested that a
couple should start with an income of about 2So/o
of the total incomes of their two sets of parents. But
if the latter figure is $8,ooo a year $z,ooo may be too
small a figure for married life in a big city. If -it is
$IOo,ooo a year, giving $zs,ooo to the newlyweds, I
think such an income is unnecessarily large.
If I had to guess from the divorce cases I have seen
I should say that, other things being equal, marriages
that begin on incomes varying from $3,000 to $IO,ooo
a year are the least likely to break up because of economic difficulties.
Money fights in the divorce courts make the most
offensive of all cases. The ugly emotions of cruelty
suits do not compare with money suits for blighting
one's faith in human nature. Greed and avarice crop
out in the most unexpected places. We can picture a
saint losing his temper under stress of spiritual adversity. But to see a self-respecting man or woman,
parents of children and members of the church,
scratching and clawing at somebody's else bank account is one of the most sickening sights in the world.
Such a case is underway at the time of writing this
book. A former instructor at Leland Stanford University saved from his meager salary enough to buy
a few acres of California land in hope of using it as a
country refuge in the later years of his life. The land
was neither rich nor attractive, and therefore worth
very little at the time of its purchase.
As time went on the man married three wives. The
first was a co-ed in the university both were attending
at the time. A baby was born but the couple were not
happy. The husband soon deserted his young wife and
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went to Goldfields, Nevada, and secured a divorce in
1909. He not only didn't inform her of his action but
carelessly got his decree through the court ten days
before his period of legal residence was up. This
made his divorce illegal, though the fact was not
brought out until 1930.
He married a second wife and lived with her until
both apparently tired of the union. She agreed to a
divorce in 1925 and accepted a small settlement, having been told that the community property of the marriage was worth only about $250.
The third wife, whom he married just before his
death in 1927, had just been widowed when she was
nonplussed to learn that the few acres of arid land
which the Stanford instructor had bought so long
before was in Kettleman Hills, one of the richest oil
fields in California. Instead of being worth $250, it
is appraised today at $9,ooo,ooo!
At this writing the fight has reached an interesting
stage: On December 24, 1930, Judge Walsh of
Tonopah set aside the divorce of wife number one on
the ground that it was illegal, having been obtained
without full residence in the state. This appears to
make the campus bride the legal widow. But wife
number two is starting suit for a "fair" share in the
estate because she was misinformed about its value
when she agreed to her divorce. Naturally wife number three feels wronged because the other two women
morally released the man when they took no effective
steps to hold their unions with him together. Altogether it will be a great fight , with plenty of legal
talent arrayed on all three sides because the stake is
such a large one.
The most constructive thing that I can say about
money and marriage, based on my personal experience
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in the divorce court, is that I believe most people are
inclined to underestimate the importance of the economic factor in making or breaking a marital union.
Granting that much financial disagreement in married
life may have its root in other causes, I still believe
that money may be the final fatal irritant. Money,
more than sex or mental cruelty, involves the relations of a couple to outside society. It can mean so
much to health, recreation, education and peace, that
the want of it, imagined or real, may fan the fires of
disaffection in a dozen different directions. Endow
every young married couple with an unearned income
of $s,ooo and their chances of surviving the acid test
of marital intimacy will be enormously enhanced.
Moreover, I don't think that it is generally known
or recognized that the effect of money on married life
is tied up with emotions and impulses that reach deep
down into the characters of all of us. William James
the great psychologist has demonstrated that miserliness and stinginess are only outward manifestations
of an inward complex that really has nothing to do
with money. Sigmund Freud has proved that such
traits do not come from a man or woman having
been brought up in riches or poverty. A stingy father
rarely makes a stingy child. Rather does the adult
complex trace its course to misuse of parental love,
especially on the part of the mother.
I am not a student of academic psychology; nor do
I altogether subscribe to the exact findings of such highpowered brains. But my observation in the divorce
court confirms their teaching that any form of money
complex, whether it be on the side of extravagance or
of parsimony, is more often than not an emotional
phenomenon rather than the result of economic effort.
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For thi~ reason distressed parents of young wives
and husbands, or bitterly unhappy married couples,
cannot often mitigate their anxiety by simply adding
and substracting so many dollars to or from their annual incomes. More money or l~ss may for a few weeks
or months temper the bickerings that arise from its
existence in married life. Like a medical anodyne it may
dull the pain; but the better it works the more likely
it is to obscure the tell-tale ~ymptoms of the real disease.
Moreover, and again like a drug, the more often the
anodyne is given the larger the dose must be. Finally,
when the drug is withdrawn or no longer works, there
comes an eruption, the flames of which may devour
everything within their reach.
Recently a case of this very sort came to my notice.
A man of about 35 and a woman of 34 lived with their
two children on an income of about $sooo a year. Both
sets of parents-in-law could afford to give the couple
some extra money from time to time. Due to illness
of both grandchildren it became necessary for the wife's
mother to send $300 to help out with doctor's bills.
When the husband broke his arm and lost some of his
income for a time his father sent him a check for
$woo. I won't say that this aid showed the couple
how easy it was to get extra money on occasion; but
the ice was broken-for the first time in their married
life they had swallowed their pride and accepted financial help from their parents.
In the ensuing year both began to live a shade more
extravagantly. When they got into debt the parentsin-law sent nearly $2000 to straighten them out. This
sort of thing kept up for nearly three years longer.
Pained confession of their financial difficulties gave
way to bold solicitation for more funds than either
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their families could afford to give. By sustained insistance the heartless pair wrung nearly $2o,ooo from
their parents.
Finally the patience of the latter was exhausted.
Abruptly all financial aid ceased. As the couple and
their offspring were in good health and enjoying an income quite sufficient for their ordinary needs, there
seemed no just reason why the older generation should
suffer because the younger one was failing to keep the
financial brakes on. The first result of this move was a
bitter and altogether unfair resentment. The husband
and wife had gone too far along the road of economic
negligence to change their ways in a short time. Next
they began to quarrel between themselves. Each angrily
urged the other to pry more money out of the parentsin-law; and each blamed the other for the straits in
which they now found themselves. Both began to abuse
their use of liquor, which up to this time had bt>P; L discrete. There were scenes before friends. The two children began to be neglected. It was all very ugly and
emotional when the wife brought the case into my
court. Imagine my surprise, knowing a good deal about
the whole story, to find no mention of money either
in the complaint or in the court proceedings. A smokescreen of alleged mental cruelty completely obscured the
true cause for the break-up.
Summing up, I should say that the money-marriage
problem is a far more intricate and important one than
most people will admit. Too much money is just as bad
as too little money. Women are probably more sensitive about domestic finances than men are. I hold no
strong brief for a budget system; sometimes they work,
but more often they prove only an annoying cause for
friction.
The young girl who marries an older man simply
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for his money, even though she intends to live up to
her side of the bargain, is probably going to find that
the arrangement doesn't work. Only the born courtezan
agreeably submits to any form of being kept.
Young men and particularly young girls should
learn at home and at school the value of money. They
should have some practical experience in living on an
allowance. If possible, a girl should try keeping house
for her parents before she does it for her husband.
Financial aid for young couples in distress is bad as
often as it is good. It depends in its success usually
upon the reaction of the couple to such aid. The clue for
parents-in-law to seek is the character of their proteges.
The country is full of lawyers glad to have the chance
of taking on a money-divorce case. Unscrupulous lawyers count on a percentage of the spoils; and so are unscrupulous in the means they take to win their case.
Once such a case is underway, and the stake is big, its
participants may expect to risk their honor and even
their lives before the battle is over.
I have carefully refrained discussing the problem of
whether it is good for a wife to help her husband earn
their needed income. That is a very important question
in itself, and one which I am taking up in the next
chapter. It is a problem peculiar to our post-war period.
It is already finding its way into the divorce court where
thousands of domestic economy cases are being fought
every year.

CHAPTER XIV
WOMEN AND BUSINESS

NoT long ago I asked a smart young lawyer what he
thought about the advisability of a wife earning a living as well as her husband. I qualified my question to
include only those cases where it was not a vital matter
whether extra money was earned or not.
His reply was prompt and incisive. "I certainly do
think a wife ought to work Especially if there are no
children. A job keeps a woman out of mischief; improves her health; and gives her an interest in the
home that many otherwise do not have. Most of all it
helps use up her excess energy, which I believe causes
more ruction than we realize in a lot of homes. The
man comes home tired after his day at the office and
the wife is full of pep. What's the result? She thinks
he's getting to be an old crab; and he thinks she is
losing her mind."
"There might be something in what you say," I admitted.
"You bet there is ! Do you remember the - - case?"
He then reminded me of a husband who secured a
divorce from his wife on the ground of her abusing
him. The lady was a buxom maid of about 27 who
would doubtless have made an ideal mate for an early
New England settler. She had the health and vitality
of a successful prize fighter and settled her marital
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debates by physical means when words failed to achieve
their purpose.
As the suit was widely publicized in the newspapers
of the western states some of my readers will recognize it at once. The gist of the husband's testimony
was: "She beat me up about once a month. She slapped
me, kicked me, ~cratched my hands and face, pulled
my hair out by its roots and several times broke milk
bottles over my head. She used to finish off with the
remark that she didn't love me any more!"
About the same time, my friend reminded me, was
a similar case in which the wife was even more ferocious, though the actual battles were confined to a
briefer period before the husband sought refuge in the
divorce court.
His testimony ran about as follows : "I told her I
didn't think our young daughter should play cards. She
didn't agree and said that she'd 'clean up on me.'
Whereupon she took the mop handle and carpet sweeper
and came for me a-gallop! Not only that, but my
daughter joined in on her mother's side!
"The next time we had an argument she tried to
settle it with the ice pick which she did her best to jab
through my head. I think she had been drinking; because when I remonstrated with her the next day for
drinking too much she grabbed a large Japanese vase
and hurled it at me. I ducked just in time and the vase
hit our canary bird's cage instead of me, smashing the
cage and releasing the bird. A few days later I came
home and found my wife plainly under the influence of
liquor. When I remarked quietly, 'Drunk again,' she
seized the first thing within reach and a lot of bric-a
brae came flying my way, followed by all the glassware
on the sideboard!"
Needless to say, both unfortunate husbands got their
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divorces, which were not contested. I should like to add,
too, that such testimony is not unusual in a divorce
court. There is more amateur indoor baseball played
by American wives with vases and glassware than
statisticians have ever been able to compute !
Certainly the two cases made strong evidence in
support of my young friend's theory that many women
should sublimate their energies in routine business occupation. A tired human, home at 6 P. M. after eight
hours of brain work, may be irritable but is unlikely
to be in a mood for throwing things at the cat, much
less at a spouse. To be sure, the cases are exaggerated samples; but I doubt if they would have been so
sensational if either woman had been a working girl.
At least half of our family rows start when husband
and wife are in different moods. Let one be tired or
depressed and the other on the crest of the wave, and
the sympathetic understanding required to prevent
bickering is beyond any but the strongest and most
discerning characters.
This is the reason why companionship in marriage
is so important. Couples who play at the same time,
work at the same time and want to sleep in the same
hours, are much more likely to get along than those
that are eternally out of step with one another. Other
things being equal, the working girl is more often
in step with her man than any other married woman.
If this were all there was to the problem it would
be easily settled for four marriages out of five. But,
like the other marital factors I have discussed, there
is much more in the question than meets the eye. For
instance, there is to be considered the point of view on
the man's part as to whether it is proper or not for
a wife to work.
The other day there came into court two similaz:
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cases exemplifying two diametrically opposite viewpoints. One wife testified: "My husband gambled and
refused to work. At the same time he wouldn't let me
go to work because he didn't think it looked well.
Last summer I got a job because I hadn't enough
money to run our house on. But when my husband
heard about it he locked me in my room so I couldn't
go to work. I escaped by climbing through a window."
On the same day another wife sued for divorce with
the following oral complaint: "My husband is always
nagging me to go out and get a job. Even when I was
ill he made me work. Why, I even had to earn money
to pay my doctor bills when I underwent an operation. When I got out of the hospital my husband secured a new job for me and forced me to accept although I was too ill to work."
Both women got their divorces; but they certainly
left the question wide open as to whether it was right
or not for a wife to work.
This point was interestingly brought out in Dr. G.
V. Hamilton's book on "What is Wrong with Marriage." He found in his investigation of a hundred
"laboratory cases"-that is to say two hundred men
and women-the husbands whose wives earned nothing
were somewhat more content with their lot than those
whose wives worked. Sixty-one per cent of the men
whose wives were dependent claimed to be happy;
while only forty-four per cent of those whose wives
helped out by holding a job put in the same claim.
Dr. Hamilton says in part:
In discussing friction over money matters a certain
number of men and women brought up troubles over
the wife's earning money. None of the men referred
very heatedly to the subject, however. One said: "My
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wife has resented some of my activities because she
has contributed to the family finances." Another said :
"There was a good deal of friction. This seems strange
to me, but I think it amounted to this- she always
wished to be economically independent and the child
prevented it. There wasn't friction so much as continual disappointment on her part because she wasn't
earning some of our income." Here are paraphrases of
two comments by women which show the very opposite
side of the problem. One said: "He thought I ought to
go out and earn money." Another said: "Shortly after
we were married the necessity for my contributing anything to the family income stopped and I quit my job.
Now he throws ·it up to me that I'm living on his
money."
There's a poetic old adage that declares that "the
hand that rocks the cradle rules the world," but it must
be admitted that "the hand that holds the purse string"
does its fair share of the ruling.
Feminine hands in ever greater numbers have held
the purse strings in recent years. This has been one
of the most powerful agents in gaining for women the
civil and social rights that she has sought.
The widespread entrance of woman into the field of
labor was one of the happier results of the Civil War.
When the strife came to an end many fortunes were
found to be swept away on the tide of it; husbands,
brothers and fathers, therefore depended upon as providers had been killed, and delicately married women
who had never remotely contemplated the possibility
of having to work for their living found themselves
left with no other alternative.
Most of them turned to teaching. This was regarded
as the only "genteel" feminine occupation; and naturally
it soon became greatly overcrowded.
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Just about the time when this matter of suitable
occupations for women began to get serious the typewriter came into general use. It was by no means a
new idea; a writing machine had been patented in England in 1714, another in America in 1829, and one in
France in 1883. But it was not until the early seventies
that-almost as by intervention of Providence-it definitely took its place in the business world.
What this has done for women is apparent. It opened
the gates of a field of activity with practically unlimited
scope. Not only did it :mpply women with opportunity
to earn an immediate livelihood, but it served as an
entering wedge into the great commercial work.
Thousands of women today head their own businesses
or hold important and highly paid positions of trust
in those of others. Many of these-in all likelihood
most of them-started as stenographers. Women ought
to raise a monument to the humble typewriter!
Of course you see what bearing all this has upon the
divorce situation. Women need no longer be dependent
upon man for her bread and butter; the old-time elements of desperation and anxiety in her attitude are
therefore materially lessened, and she is able to give
freer play both to herself and to him in determining
their mutual status. Talk to women who have been
wage earners about the man-woman relation! Then talk
to those who have always been dependent.
Only recently I had a conversation with one of the
latter. Her husband furnishes more than ample support; but there is no harmony in her married life.
She declared, with interesting frankness: "I know my
husband makes little amorous excursions on the side.
I hear about them from time to time; but I shut my
eyes to them. It wouldn't do any good to show that I
see them; there's no use stirring up trouble."
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That woman would be completely terrified at the idea
of supporting herself, and, indeed, would be unable
to do it in her accustomed style. No degree of degradation in her material relation would be of sufficient leverage to swing her from the material security that is her
questionable recompense.
Yet if another man suddenly appeared who engaged
her affections and who was able and willing to assume
the responsibility of her support, this woman's vision
would be amazingly clarified. She would see those "side
excursions" quickly enough and gain her freedom on
the strength of them.
The woman who sees her way clear financially is
going to have much more initiative in making her way
clear to happiness. If her marriage is a failure, she will
try again. The woman capable of supporting herself
sees financial daylight. She throws aside the marriage
incubus-when it proves to be one.
It would not be fair to omit mention of the effects of
the emancipation of woman, from the man's point of
view-or that of some men, anyway. There probably
never was, and never will be, anything in human affairs
which hasn't its abuses as well as its uses, no matter
how excellent the latter may be.
So in the matter of women's changed status-there
are naturally a lot of women who understand it very
superficially and who are ready to take the perquisites
and ignore the requisites of the changed condition.
Some women interpret "woman's freedom" as license
to do whatever pleases them.
Many of them have no children; they lavish their
maternal affections on a pet poodle. They spend their
time in a round of bridge parties, shopping tours, visits
to the dressmaker, teas and the like, contributing
nothing to the partnership.
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The true modern woman has a stern sense of equity
-she is a sturdy advocate of the fifty-fifty idea. She
values above all things her self-respect, and she knows
that it will suffer if her relation is all take and no give.
The emancipation of woman means also the freeing
of men; the woman who becomes a comrade ceases
to be a burden. But liberty, in thi~> case as always, is
in danger of being interpreted as license; and when
that is done the man suffers.
It is only fair to add that few husbands look at the
question in a purely philosophical light. Theirs is always
a special case, and they argue it or act upon it from the
angle of their own lives. For instance, the professional
man, doctor or dentist or lawyer, is not likely to
think of his working wife in terms of competition
with his business. If she, too, has taken a degree and
is also a professional, it is possible that he married her
with some covert scheme of having her help him.
But let the man be an office employee in a white
collar job, working alongside other women, of the same
age and of much the same capacities as his wife, and
he may feel entirely different. For a woman who makes
$2ooo to $4ooo a year is simply a good girl whom the
men like to see get along. She makes the office a brighter
pleasanter place to work in, and she is not a true competitor of her masculine co-workers. But when she
reaches the $sooo class the scene changes. She has now
become a competitor of man. She is holding a job that
some husband with wife and children ought to hold.
If she is already a wife, even a mother, she ought to
be making her husband support her and not be squeezing some good male out of a place.
Men have more than a feeling of rivalry for such a
woman. If she is single they instinctively pay court.
lf she is married they wonder scornfully-and orally,
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behind her back-about her husband. I know of such
a woman who lived in New York. She was making
$6ooo a year as office manager for a ~mall business.
She was tall, well-groomed, charming and thoroughly
feminine. I asked a man who knew her how she got
along. "Pretty well," he said. "She is clever and competent; is a good saleswoman; and has a lot of real business acumen. But she has one failing; perhaps I should
say barrier to further succes~. She is the target for all
the second-rate men in her neighborhood. She admits
they all propose marriage; says she can't get rid of
them-and I believe her because I've heard her tell
them in no uncertain terms to run along and sell their
papers. But as fast as she throws them over, new ones
pop up to take their place. She finally married one of
them, a nice softie who made about $3000 a year. Today
she is back on the job, supporting him and a child.
But she isn't so lissom, nor so charming. She's just a
little hard and bitter."
In contrast, the President and Vice-President of one
of the largest advertising firms in the world are a man
and his wife. They have three children and a beautiful
home. But, at the same time, their huge New York
offices are models of modern efficiency. They are a
very happy, and a very rich, couple; rich, not only in
money, but in all that life has to give intelligent busy
people.
The reverse of the picture is that of the woman who
has worked and been independent; and then, through
an unfortunate marriage, finds herself trapped and unable to go back to a job in the business world.
A case recently came to my attention in which my
advice was asked because an intimate friend of the
girl's thought divorce was the only way out of the
mess. "Molly used to run a small business of her own,"
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said the friend. "She did well, too. Her college education had been a practical one. She knew how to keep
books and advertise. Her customers were loyal; and
she made friends among the business men of the town.
By the time she was 24 she was making a little over
$4000 a year net. This kept her mother and herself in
comfort, besides enabling her to live a very full and
happy life.
"She fell in love--or thought she did. She was
modern enough to have let the man be her lover; but
she was so swept away by him that she wanted to marry
right away and have a child by him. The death of her
mother settled the problem and she married a month
later.
"Last year her husband lost his saving~ and hers in
the stock crash. In the reduction that struck so many
businesses his salary was cut from $7000 to $3000.
Today part of this sum has to go as interest on debts
he contracted in connection with his unwise market
speculations. To make matters worse, Molly has meanwhile become a mother.
"What is the result: Five years of domestic labor
and child-birth have told on her. She hasn't the strength
she once had. Where she used to work from nine to five
in her office, five and a half day~ a week, she now
works from seven A.M. to eleven P. M. weekdays, Sundays and holidays. She cooks, sews, scrubs, cleans,
nurses, launders and washes windows. The book learning she got at college is slowly evaporating from her
tired brain. She is a drudge with the dulling mind of a
drudge. She is beginning to look like a drudge. And she
feels, she says, like an old woman. Yet she's not yet
thirty.
"She is puzzling her mind today for some way to get
back to work. At the same time she is tormented by the
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feeling that it's too late. She has made her mistakeif it was a mistake-and there is nothing she can do
about it.
"Molly says that a woman shouldn't give up her job
when she marries until she is sure that her hus.band's
job and bank account are good for a long siege. She
says if a man won't take a woman on those terms he
doesn't love her !"
Turn from the picture of Molly to the words of
Father Tivnan, President of Fordham University, who
replied to an article of mine in part as follows:
Returning to the idea of feminine freedom so
stressed by Judge Bartlett, I find myself wondering
how women feel when the implication of their former
servitude, subjection and even slavery is thus constantly
flung into their faces. I find myself asking whether or
not this vaunted freedom has added one whit to the
beauty of womanhood as we have known it.
There are things which the dollar, mighty though
it is supposed to be, can never purchase, and among
these things we can count the sweet, pure, tender heart
of woman. These things she could and did possess before
acquiring her so-called economic freedom. Lacking these
things, she will never find them in the ways of wealth
or divorce. Nay, rather we have grave fears that the
sudden plunge of womanhood into the financial and political whirlpool may have this result- that the virtues
for which woman was so justly prized may be flung
into deepest shadow, if not entirely lost.
If, as we are assured by Judge Bartlett, feminine freedom leads to easy divorce, then the way is plain and
open to sexual freedom, covered by the legal fiction
of divorce.
And we know that the first to rise up against such a
degradation of womanhood will be woman herself, free
with a true freedom which no man will begrudge her,
but just as surely true to the beautiful things that
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make her what she is, one of the choicest of God's
creatures.
As I said previously about the flowing prose of
Bertrand Russell, such philosophy is all right in its
place. But when anguished wives like Molly fight tooth
and nail for the bare right to live, fight with bleeding
fingers and tear-stained faces to hold body and soul
together, then the problem of marriage and the right of
a young wife to work rather than bear children looks
a little different.
However, Molly's predicament deserves much more
than just a maudlin sympathy for her plight. For her
misery throws light on one of the most disagreeable
dilemmas into which a woman of our industrial age
may fall. The age of industry, being still in its infancy, is still sufferi!ng from sharp readjustments;
Molly's husband was the victim of one. These readjustments may keep on happening for several centuries.
Each time they come they throw many men out of work
and reduce the incomes of many others. The girl who
marries a poor man, or a man with doubtful prospects,
must face this fact. She usually does, if she has been
educated up to a sound perspective on modern economics. She stands then, at the crossroads 1of her
womanhood, perplexed with the choice she must take
between going without love and children or risking
Molly's fate.
If she cannot escape the temptation to live a family
life, perhaps we should say the passionate urge to procreate, she marries. If her man has been brought up
with the tradition that a woman's services are owed
entirely to the home, she at once becomes a legal slave
to the system which governed the life of her motherin-law.
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If she puts intellectual and physical freedom ahead
of lier instinctive desire to bear children, she chooses
not to marry but to continue in her commercial career.
Whether she takes her young man, or any other, as a
lover is not of great consequence to her choice, save
that it frustrates Nature':;; blind hope of making another
mother.
If she says to her man: "I'll marry you provided
you let me use birth control, keep my job, and find
out for us both whether it is safe for us to start a
family at some later date," she is taking a third step,
and one that aims to adjust nature to man-made civilization. What she is really doing is :;;ubsidizing consortium: that is to say, she is paying a price for a right
that her feminine predecessors have always considered
life owed them free of charge.
The man pays a price, too. For instead of having a
resident manager in his home he has only a part-time
housekeeper. People view the arrangement as a humiliating necessity due to his inability to earn a living.
Little services which he was brought up to expect, such
as sewing and tidying and some shopping, are neglected, just when he needs them. The neglect is not necessary, but he is quick to blame it on the wife's job. One
woman told me: "My husband likes to have me work,
and yet the first thing he does when he gets home is to
look around the house and notice small delinquencies
that he blames on my being away all day. His mother
does the same when she comes to visit us. If I make a
special effort to have the house in perfect condition he
complains that it is too perfect-says that it feels
mechanical !"
Part of all this, relating to both the man and woman,
in the problem of whether a wife should work or not,
is due to our present-day wage earning system. Any
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man who has employed a woman cummuter in a city
knows on what a regular schedule she has to run her
movements to and fro from house to office and back.
The same applies to her routine in the office. She is held
down to absolutely regular labor that fits in with the
efforts of her fellow workers. The fact that she is a
wife and possibly a mother has no place for consideration in the purely commercial and efficiency facts that
govern her employment.
Floyd Dell puts it in his "Love in the Machine Age" :
The efforts of modern wives to use their wage-work
as a means of subsidizing their mating and family life
runs into serious practical difficulties, particularly after
children are born. The stringent demands of industry
-adjusted so far only to the non-childbearing half of
our species-make some neglect of children and home by
wage-working wives and mothers almost inevitable.
This, we may believe, is a temporary situation which
can be remedied when we have realized that mothers
belong in industry and that they need not be asked to
behave as if wage-work were more important than their
children when they take a job. The full acceptance of
this idea will also change the relations of men to their
work; we shall no longer have to accept the preposterous pretense that work is an end in itself-we will be
able to see it as being what it normally is for almost all
mankind, a means to other ends and chiefly the end of
mate-love and family life.
I know of one girl whose case was similar to Molly's
but who has been able to meet troubles in a much happier way. She and her husband are in their early thirties; both of the highest type of intelligent citizens;
and both college graduates. Before marriage the girl
chose to work and did well as the confidential secretary
of a rich New Yorker. The man rose steadily in a bank;
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and, at the time of his marriage, was making about

$w,ooo a year. Hoping to better himself, he left the
bank about two years ago and took a position as vicepresident of a new business at $25,000 a year. He put
most of his capital into the business; so when it failed,
he was not only out of a job but out of capital as well.
The girl takes up the story: "My husband and I
talked the situation over for nearly two weeks. We had
to plan so that we should not succumb to poverty and
begin to hate each other the way we had seen other
couples do; and we had to think of our two children,
twelve and six years old.
"We had three courses to take : The children and I
could go and live with my mother who had a small
income of less than $4000; this meant sacrificing our
home life and separating me from the friendships we
had built up. Or we could move into a tiny flat over
on the east side of New York and live on the pittance
my husband thought he could make at some sort of job
until conditions improved, or until he had a chance to
build himself up again; the trouble with that was we
might go on for years in abject poverty and end with
both our children and ourselves as the victims of misfortune. Or both my husband and myself might go to
work in our own lines and depend on our combined
income to keep us nearer to the standard of living to
which we had become accustomed.
"We took the third way out. First, we moved in from
the expensive Westchester suburb where we had been
living and rented an apartment near a park in which the
children could play. We let our two servants go and
hired a young governess at $50 a month. She would
take care of the children when they were not in school
and give them their meals. I would get my husband's
breakfast and mine; and he would have his lunch down-
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town. Dinner, we felt, could be decided on from day
to day.
"I was able to secure a job much like the one I had
before I wal') married. My husband got a clerkship in a
large bank. Our combined incomes were about 6o%
of what we had been living on when the crash came.
But reduction of living expenses by having a town
apartment and only one servant nearly made up the
40% difference.
"It is true that I don't see the children in the daytime. Nor do I find time to gad about from I r A. M. to
6 P . M . the way I used to. But I see just as much of my
husband as ever; nearly as much of our friends ; and he
sees the children as he always did, when he comes home
in the evening.
"In some ways we find the change a great improvement. I find that I feel less lazy and lackadaisical than
I did when I was taking life much easier. My husband
and I have more to talk about than we used to. And we
are enjoying business friends in the evening that often
seem more interesting than the purely social play-fellows with whom we used to spend so much of our spare
hours.
"I am not so sure that our present scheme of life
would have been so successful if we had been younger,
or if our children had been mere babies. Also my husband's common-sense attitude toward the whole thing
has meant much to me. But our case at least proves
that, when two people are temperamentally suited to
such a life, there is no reason why both husband and
wife shouldn't-work for a living and still enjoy a homelife that fulfills the desires of both."
I think the husband's attitude in the above case was
the most important of all. Not long ago we had a suit
for divorce in which the wife proved an humiliating
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cruelty on the part of her husband. She had tried to
hold down a secretarial job in several offices. But each
time her husband suspected she was having an affair
with her employer. He shadowed her with no result
save to have each employer discover the espionage and
instantly discharge her.
There is one curious twist to this subject that has
been brought home to me in recent years, not only
by observation in the divorce court but by perusal of the
daily papers. That is the number of non-working wives
who have found a threat or actual grounds for divorce
in the attachment of their husbands for some girl of
what the wife stigmatizes as the "working" or "middleclass." The girl may be a secretary or a clerk or a
telephone girl; she may be a "bachelor girl," living
in her own apartment in a big city; or she may be living with her parents whom she is supporting. There
seems to be no distinct class to which the girls belong whom many wives blame for stealing their husbands' time and passion.
The important fact that comes out is that the ephemeral mistress of this sort earns her living and the wife
who fears her does not. The wife is in a precarious
position, her means of subsistence being threatened.
Her anxiety makes her frantic.
One wife burst out with: "How can he endure
that nasty common little hussy! It is an insult to mea respectable woman. He must be depraved!"
By accident I had occasion to know the "hussy" and
observe something of her character. She was a girl of
twenty-seven who had been self-supporting ever since
she graduated from the State University at the age of
twenty-one. While I am not sure, I have some reason to
believe that her sweetheart died while they were engaged. At any rate she was a very pretty and attrac-
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tive girl at twenty-seven and only some serious adjustment of her philosophy could have enabled her to resist the other proposals she must have had.
Specifically she was a rather tall slender young lady,
perfectly groomed, exquisitely clean, artistically made
up, and with every detail of her personal appearance
studiously conforming to an artistic unity. In contrast,
the man's wife was dumpy, somewhat slatternly in
her dress-though she could well afford every stitch
that the "hussy" could-poorly groomed, and generally
the picture of a shopworn article.
The young lady was neither demure, coquettish nor
arch in her attitude toward a man. She was candid in
her speech, forthright in her views and thoroughly
alive in a kind of amused surprise at the unmistakable
admiration that most men evidenced toward her. In
contrast the man's wife was somewhat stiff and priggish; she gave the impression of being ready to jump
down the throat of the first man who made any advances toward her; and she viewed with disdain the
man who savored even remotely of being a philanderer.
The young lady made no pretense of being a beacon
light in business matters. But ~he knew whether the
market was up or down, and the rumored reason why
it was behaving so. She had pungent views on the
business methods of corporations allied to that of her
own employers. And she could "pass the time of day"
with a masculine customer who was too engrossed in
bringing a proposition into focus to be conscious of her
sex. Yet never did she trespass on male territory far
enough to lose any of her femininity. In contrast the
wife thought all men money-mad, all business a bore
and the stock market a kind of public madness that
should be put an end to by law. She sought erudition
by a scattered reading of non-fiction books reputed to
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be best-sellers; then evinced pained surprise when she
found a man who had never heard of a book or an
author she had struggled with. Worst of all, in her
rather pitiful essays toward "keeping up with the
times," as she called it, she tended to assume the metallic
sexlessness of some old maid who has spent thirty years
in a public library.
The husband in this case was thirty-five. The wife
was thirty-one. The "hussy" was twenty-seven. So it
wasn't a case of senility seeking the stimulus of youth.
I gathered from the evidence, direct and indirect,
that the husband had had an "affair" with the "hussy."
The wife admitted that she had no legal proof. Her
husband had not neglected her by spending either time
or money on the girl. Meanwhile, the girl's whole response to the scandal the wife attempted to start was
an unruffled exterior and a complete indifference. Once,
when the subject was brought up, she indulged in an
enigmatic smile and observed: "That reminds me, I
must send a check to my mother today." Why it reminded her of her mother, I cannot say.
The wife enjoyed hotly discussing the unmorality
of the modern working girl to anyone who would
lend a sympathetic ear. Her net opinion on the subject
was the dual view: either wives should get jobs and
find out how these "hussies" are able to attract decent
men; or they should get divorces and live without
benefit of men, "who are mostly bad anyway!"
My opinion was dual also: such wives couldn't get
or hold down a decent job if they tried; and their husbands certainly deserve freedom from having to live
with such wives.
I was talking to the wife of a dentist the other day.
She had been a trained nurse and had become her
husband's office assistant when her two children had
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grown old enough to go to school. For five days a week
she worked side by side with her husband who had a
very good practice.
"I am building up a little estate of my own," she
proudly told me. "My husband pays me the same wage
he would pay another woman. But he doesn't let me use
any of this for the house or our home expenses of any
sort. He tells me I have earned it and can do exactly
as I like with it."
"You like the work?" I asked.
"I certainly do. It is very interesting; and, with the
steady progress in dental surgery, there is always the
feeling that each day may bring some new phase of
our practice that we have not seen before."
While I talked with her we stood by a long window
overlooking a busy street below. Across from us· was
a department store. Suddenly the lady to whom I talked
gave a little cry.
"Why, there's Mrs. Edwards! Just look at the
bundles she is carrying-she must have bought out
the whole store."
I looked, and a thought crossed my mind. I wondered
if work could change women down underneath their
skins. "Don't you miss shopping?" I asked.
The lady's smile disappeared. A wistful look crossed
her face. "I miss a lot of things," she admitted, still
looking down into the street where woman shoppers
were hurrying up and down. "Silly things, I guess. But
I miss them-probably because I'm a woman after all!"

CHAPTER XV
MARRIAGE, DIVORCE AND THE LAW
THE Federal Law of the United States does not
govern marriage. Marriage and divorce are wholly
within the jurisdiction of the 48 States. Therefore
there are 48 different ways of getting married and
divorced, geographically speaking.
The saying that one-half of the world doesn't know
how the other half lives applies as well to the baffling
variety of state laws governing this most vital of human relations. It is safe to say that most of American
citizens were startled when Russia liberalized her marriage laws. Conditions of "free-love" and social disorganization were predicted. And yet, right here in our
own country, the laws of Florida and New Mexico
permit the insane and feeble-minded to marry! In
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut
and Louisiana insane people who are not classed as
feeble-minded are allowed to marry.
The legal marriage age also varies with strange
limits. In twelve of our states young girls may legally
marry when they are only I2 years old: just children!
The age of I4 is legal for marriage in ten states; I 5
in seven states; I6 in eighteen states. In only one state
is a girl required to wait until she is eighteen before
she can submit to motherhood. The age for boys varies
from the age of I4 up to 20.
242
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In half of the United States any boy and girl of legal
age can go to bed together and call themselves man
and wife without any sort of notice, ceremony or other
official requirement. If a pair of young lovers are apprehended in bed, provided there are no obligations to
other lovers and they are at least 12 and 14 years old
--or more, depending on the state they are in-all they
have to do to keep out of trouble is to announce that
they are man and wife!
Divorce laws are in just as chaotic a condition. In
one state a wife can get a divorce if she can prove her
husband called her a "prostitute" to her face. In another he can call her any name and beat her up every
day in the year and she has no recourse to law. As a
result our various state divorce courts are filled with
perjury and collusion. No single judge or jury can do
anything about it. The law alone is to blame; and
public opinion is responsible for law.
Take the divorce law of New York for an example.
The only admitted ground for divorce is adultery. But
to prove adultery is not as easy as it is to prove fraud
or other crime. Not only is adultery committed in
privacy, but the intrinsic act is almost never capable
of proof. Therefore the court must admit circumstances and proved intent to take the place of actual
evidence. Presumption of guilt, one of society's most
dangerous weapons, determines the course the suit will
take.
I know a man who foolishly took a woman to a hotel
for a purely business purpose which he was afraid he
could not achieve elsewhere. I believe his intentions
were innocent because first, I believe him to be a man
of honor; second, if he wanted to make love to the
girl I knew of at least two other and safer places he
could have chosen for his liaison; and thirdly, the cir-
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cumstances of his married life were such that there was
no particular reason why he should not have done
what he did. As a matter of fact he was apprehended
with the girl by accident, the detective thinking he was
another man. But, so long as the case started he and
his wife decided that, since the girl didn't object, he
would go through with the divorce proceedings!
In court the detective testified : "I stood outside the
hotel and saw Mr. Blank enter it with a woman. I
know Mrs. Blank by sight and can describe her; also I
can describe the woman with Mr. Blank. The latter
was not his wife. I looked at the hotel register and
saw 'Mr. and Mrs. Jones' written there in Mr. Blank's
handwriting. After half an hour I went to the room
Mr. Blank had been assigned. I knocked on the door
and when he asked who was there I said it was a bellboy. He opened the door. He had taken off his coat
and the girl had taken off her hat."
Even if they had taken off more than their coat and
hat the pair need not positively be considered as committing adultery. Yet, in the courts, this is considered a
presumption of evidence and divorce is granted. Naturally collusion is easy. A third party and a detective
subsidized for the occasion are all that are required to
put a case through. By supreme court ruling all that
the judge and jury need is "uncontroverted fact." The
victim-or conspirator-can scarcely prove that he did
not go to the hotel with intent to commit adultery.
Many people before me have suggested a change in
divorce laws; some have insisted that divorce laws
should be uniform. The hope of many such would~be
reformers is that by changing the law the so-called
"divorce evil" would be remedied. The fallacy in their
premise is that no question of so personal a nature could
be arbitrated centrally. Such questions call for a local
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autonomy because different sections take on specific
sectional color, due to local human qualities which differ from those of other sections.
Uniformity, however, would facilitate legal procedure without affecting human relations. The laws of
human nature, which cannot be determined by state,
country, nor bar association, are the real forces to be
reckoned with, in considering divorce as a problem.
The laws of human nature, though unalterable, are
adaptable. It is education, and not legislation, that will
gradually modify and standardize marriage and divorce.
It is interesting to find how many active social
organizations are working along slowly converging lines
as regards marriage and divorce. Much that I have just
said, like many other of my opinions, is in direct opposition to the attitude of the Roman Catholic Church
on these questions. And yet I am in hearty agreement
with the Catholic Church as regards marriage education being placed in importance ahead of marriage
legislation. The Roman Catholic weekly magazine,
America, last year took up the cudgels against proposals of the Presbyterian General Assembly's Special
Commission on Marriage, Divorce and Remarriage,
saying in part :
We regret, too, that the committee appears to favor
uniformity in divorce legislation, altho' it is merely an
inference that Federal action in this respect would be
acceptable. After all, "the evils attendant upon the conflict" are not due, ultimately, to conflicting legislation
in the several States, but to conflicting and unruly passions in human hearts. That a law uniform in all the
States would lay these passions in a propositiOn too
absurd to be seriously entertained. Uniformity is no
panacea.
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"There is one and the same law throughout Illinois,
for instance, yet, according to the Chicago Tribune,
it is notorious that this law is violated every day in
some countries where the bench and the bar do not take
perjury and collusion in divorce cases 'too seriously.'"
If a given law is defective, or its administration corrupt, the remedy is not in a law borrowed from another
State, still less in one imposed by Washington.
Nothing can save that community but vigorous action
by the citizens of that community. No State can pass on
its burdens to another State, or to Washington, and hope
thereby to clean up a rotten moral condition at home.
It is not only our belief but our contention that the
State is obliged to use all means at its disposal to put
an end to hasty and ill-considered marriages. But we
long learned that if there is a short cut to peace and
community virtue, it assuredly does not run through
Congress or any State legislature. We shall not check
divorce, with its concomitant evils, until we begin to
teach our children religion.
Education-and by education we assume a process
which embraces religious and moral training-may be
a slow evolution, but it is the only process on which
we can rely.
Let people be taught to give marriage their gravest
consideration before they enter upon a contract that is
at its best when it is for life. Let them be taught the
importance of having honesty of intention in assuming
the marriage-of meaning to do their best. Let them
learn that, in Balzac's phrase, "love is not merely a sentiment; it is an art." It is an art, like all other arts, with a
definite technique that must be mastered. Its aim is to
stimulate and preserve interest, to avoid satiety, to
ward off the sense of utter commonplaceness that
creeps into most marriages.
With the first step well-!:;onsidered, and subsequent
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steps deliberately aimed toward the nurture of the love
relation, the individual discharges his responsibility. If
in spite of it developments are unhappy, if there is a
lack of mutual sympathy, then it is not his fault, but
the result of human complexities. Let the individual
feel that, with due regard 'for his material responsibilities, he has the right to extricate himself from a barren situation, and to put himself in the way of a new
experience that will bring deeper satisfaction.
This does not mean that the marriage relation is in
itself a bad thing. On the contrary, marriage may be
quite the finest thing in life. But it is love that unifies;
and so, by an inexorable logic, hate dissolves. That
is why divorce should be easy of attainment. Two persons form a union based upon love; when love is gone,
the foundation is destroyed, and the edifice reared upon
it is an empty ruin. If either party wants his freedom,
it is a sign that the union is a union in name only, a
travesty upon the thing it ought to be. And surely no
self-respecting man or woman will want to hold another, when that other is straining at the leash.
When a youth and a maiden launch their matrimonial barque-to employ a time-honored figure"-Certainly they have no deliberate intention of steering toward snags, or foundering upon rocks. On the
contrary, they are usually blissfully certain that in
their stream of life there are no snags nor rocks, and
that their union is going to be entirely different from
any other that the world has ever known. They know
there are such things as marital difficulties and domestic unhappiness; but they can't conceive of such
ugly clouds dimming the radiance of their own horizon,
revealed in the betrothal period. It just simply couldn't
be, that's all! Why, they are they! It's altogether different! And so they are ready to say: "We bind our-
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selves in law to continue to love each other for the
rest of our lives." There isn't a doubt of their sincerity.
What is lacking is their knowledge of life. It is as
impossible to guarantee that an emotion will be alive
at a given time as to guarantee that oneself will be.
Both are equally subject to forces and influences outside of one's own intention.
There isn't a doubt, either, that the fulfillment of
such an undertaking would mean the attainment of the
greatest happiness that life has to offer. Bobbie Burns'
poem, "] ohn Anderson, my J o, John" in which the old
wife tells of how they climbed the hill together, and
how hand in hand they will totter down and sleep together at the foot, has a universal appeal. There isn't
anybody who wouldn't like his own life to work out
that way. But not many lives do. That is, a great
many couples remain hand in hand, but comparatively
few remain with spirit-which is where the vitalizing, stimulating, enriching power of a true marriage
lies. The majority of people have to compromise on
the semblance of a true marriage. Some are not willing to do it; and they are wholly within their human
rights in being unwilling.
It is for the good of the community that people
should not evade their responsibilities. No man should
leave a helpless wife and children without the means
of livelihood. The welfare of the ·children is the concern of the State, and its only excuse for interfering in
the relation of the parents. But the welfare of the
¢hildren is not promoted by insisting upon a continued
alliance which breeds only hatred and unhappiness.
Laws to take care of their maintenance and proper custody have real concern with the welfare of the children,
not laws providing for the unbroken misery of their
parents. The contrary attitude-the attitude which says
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that parents must stay together- is built upon mawkish
sentimentality, not upon psychology.
The institution of marriage must be saved. The
world is not ready for its abolition; the world will
probably not be ready for several generations, if ever.
But the free dissolution of ties that have no emotional
justification is no menace to the marriage institution.
Indeed, the contrary is true; for the institution of
marriage should not only be saved, but should be ennobled and elevated. A noble marriage is a union of
congenial spirits. Divorce will not touch it. Other
unions are psuedo-marriages, and their disruption harmonizes with the best preservation of the marriage institution. Those who protest against divorce are fond
of quoting: "Whom God hath joined together, let no
man put asunder." It is possible to agree to that, and
still believe in free divorce. The dispute is upon the
premise. No man can put asunder those whom God has
joined- those who are joined, that is, by congeniality
of spirit and mutual need. But God has nothing to do
with many joinings.
Marriage at the outset is a civil contract, and not a
sacrament. Its sacredness lies in the harmony of the
two people; and that is something beyond ceremony,
certificate, or even predecision. Time alone can show
how much of a sacrament a marriage is, in any true
sense.
I think it is this point that makes for such a violent
difference of opinion as exists among highly intelligent
people about marriage and divorce laws. Half of them
speak from the angle that marriage is a sacrament and
the other half from the angle that it is a civil contract
until proved sacred by its spiritual and social success.
This was brought home to me recently when William
Randolph Hearst, ran a series of articles in his nation-
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wide chain of newspapers a symposium of interviews
on the subject of marriage and divorce secured from
well-known people whose lives and work was best calculated to give their opinions considerable latitude.
·With due credit to Mr. Hearst's enterprise and to his
papers I am going to quote from a few of these in
order to show how profoundly public opinion may
vary on this vital subject.
Let me first take the words of Abbe Ernest Dimnet,
a famous Frenchman and the author of a book widely
read in America, "The Art of Thinking." He said in
part:
Divorce is the first step toward free love.
The two words, marriage and divorce used to be contradictory. Today they no longer seem to be. People,
accustomed to divorce, speak of other people's repeated
ventures as re-marriage.
It is a misuse of words and, as happens not infrequently, it appears the vocabulary gets adulterated by
the customs.
When a man and woman marry, with the possibility
clear in their minds that sooner or later they may dissolve the association, they nullify the traditional idea
of marriage. It is also evident that when they do so,
they cast a heavy cloud on the nature and intensity
of their sentiment. People who are really, honestly and
simple in love never harbor any doubts about the duration of that love.
The question, of course, immediately arises, "What
is love?" .What is to be in love?
But this question is only asked by the very people
who have either been unfortunate in wedlock or who,
as I said before, are thinking of a loophole of escape.
One of the things I admire most in America is that,
in spite of so many divorces, the average boy and girl
are perfectly clear about the characteristics of con-
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jugal love. I have never seen one show the least surprise
at hearing the well known piece of advice given to men
by one of the French moralists:
"Never marry the woman who could not be your
friend if she were a man."
These average American boys and girls include all the
substantial characteristics of friendship in their definition of love. And whoever does so cannot think of
divorce when he marries.
Abbe Dimnet believes that we strike a blow at the
family unit when we recognize divorce. Or, putting it
another way, he appears to reason that any attempt
to regulate marriage and divorce in a legal way is a
step toward undermining civilized society. But isn't
that the same sort of argument as saying that amputation of a diseased arm is more dangerous in principle
than a surgeon's refusal to admit that there (:an be
any sort of blood-poisoning?
In contrast to Abbe Dimnet's view Mr. Hearst published that of Rabbi Jacob Katz of New York, who
takes my side in averring that marriage is made sacred
by its spiritual alliance. He says:
I am a Jew. I believe in divorce.
Were I not a Jew and were there no divorce laws in
existence I would still believe in divorce.
I believe the most sacred relationship that can exist
between man and woman is the state of marriage. And
the thing that makes it sacred is the marriage of the
soul.
Attack the soul and you attack marriage. How can
there be a marriage without the mating of the minds?
Destroy the mental comity of a man and a woman and
the marriage is dissolved. There is no marriage. Should
man then say to that man and that woman, "Go thou
and cohabit together?" That is sadism. That is prosti-
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tution. That is all that is deplorable and unspeakable.
Rather the laws that are made of man should say
there is no longer a marriage. Go your separate ways.
Live in cleanliness, live in holiness, live in uprightness.
If the water system of a village fail they build a new
system. If the legal system of a village fail, why not
build a new system ?
The present system of regulating the lives of men and
women has failed. We have a law that contemplates the
body and betrays the soul. Why not a new legal system
that considers the soul and not the body?
That is a courageous and lucid statement. It is nowise contrary to the teaching of religion. It does not
by the slightest implication give the impression that
the family is not the cornerstone of society. Compare
it with the strange want of logic in what Gilbert Chesterton replied when interviewed :
I am a Catholic, so I don't believe in divorce. If I
wasn't a Catholic, I think I would become a convert
to that faith on the one issue of divorce alone.
As it is being practised, divorce is striking at the
entire social structure of the world. Consider the contract of marriage, solely as a contract. If any business
contract was as easy to break as is this, our business
world would be in chaos.
Think of it-a woman gets a divorce because her
husband has a pimple on his nose; a man divorces his
wife be~ause her feet are cold.
"I don't like him any more," says a woman. And she
is granted a divorce. Can you imagine being able to
break a business contract because you objected to the
brand of tobacco your partner smokes?
It is fantastic, the variety of excuses that serve as
a basis for divorce.
There can be no doubt, it seems to me, that there must
be a unification of divorce laws-if we are going to have
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such laws. Yet I am extremely loath to suggest a way
to bring that about. I feel I would be treading dangerous ground were I to suggest an abrogation of state
rights on the subject and the super-imposition of a
national law."
Mr. Chesterton is prone to class the marriage contract with the business contract which has little or no
emotional background. He forgets that marital intimacy
is like a great lens, magnifying the flyspeck of daily circumstance into a great boulder of oppressive fact. And
the curious paradox of Mr. Chesterton's view is that
he approves legal separation without approving divorce.
He would incarcerate the soul of every party to a misalliance; penalize the youthful mistake by life imprisonment.
In passing I must add that many of our legislators
are Gilbert Chestertons in their opinions. With sonorous
rhetoric most of our elderly solons debate legislation affecting conjugal rights and properties like so many overfed housekeepers arranging furniture. Prejudice, hypocrisy, fear of political consequences and blind bigotry
hold the stage in most present-day legislative debates on
laws to govern marriage or divorce.
When Fannie Hurst gave her views she spoke with
the vitality of a young woman. With her accustomed
vigor of expression she said :
Divorce is a man-made law! And men, thus far, have
failed to realize that women have become people. When
the economic and social status of women was changed,
by law, the economic and social laws governing them
should have been changed.
When social existence for both men and women became so intensified, and the nervous organisms became
so highly developed that the art of living together has
now become the most delicate undertaking in the world,
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the makers of laws should have been quick to sense the
change.
In the human race, each generation becomes more
sensitive. The pleasures of half a century ago become
the abominations of today. Mate a mental product of
the 186o's with one of the 1930's and what must result.
A dissolution of the compact.
It is unthinkable that the dissolution of that contract
must be accompanied by lying, cheating, immorality and
the desecration of the laws which we should be able to
respect.
Evangeline Booth was even more vigorous in her opposing views, which were clearly colored by her chosen
vocation. She de_clared that "Divorce is deplorable !"
... And never more so than when it is resorted to by
persons who have reached an age of sober, mature
thought. To me, it seems incredible that such persons
should not be able to solve their problems without recourse to the divorce courts. For all married people
must have problems. What a monotonous life it would
be if they didn't.
I have seen hundreds, and my associates in the Salvation Army thousands, of men and women who came to
us, certain that they had reached a point where life
together was no longer bearable. How foolish they were.
Just the least bit of common sense; a little clearer vision; a trifle better perspective on life, and they would
realize that divorce was the last thing in the world
they wanted.
I wish all these people who think their lives have been
ruined could have been with me last Wednesday morning at Madison. Square Garden. Thousands of men,
women and children were there. A little food, a garment
or two, a toy-that was all that was needed to bring
smiles to their faces and restore to them the joy of living.
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Cruel as it is, poverty has its uses. Give these couples
who are determined on divorce a touch of poverty. Their
differences will disappear into the air.
Don't these people who are so ready to ask for a
divorce know they are striking at the very foundation
of their whole world? Don't they realize that every
blow that is struck against the family is a blow against
the civilization of which they are so proud?
My answer is that the drift away from the old institution of the "permanent family," is not a cause for
alarm, but is a reason for rejoicing. Any old institution that is governed by a narrow, hidebound, inelastic limitation is not healthy. There should be no permanence of a thing that is wrong. We know that love
unites; that hate dissolves. With the intimate experience that immediately follows marriage it often happens that discovery indicates a possible error of choice.
If such be the case, it is the duty of intelligent persons
to give the error careful study forthwith. It is the natural concern of both parties to the union that conditions physical, mental and spiritual be understood and
that false duty, super-induced by tradition, as well as
a regard for the assumed binding power of a ceremony, be not permitted to stand in the way of fair
analysis. Development of individual character is a fundamental right to each man and woman.
Utterly incompatible characteristics cannot make for
happiness, because love cannot exist in an atmosphere
that is charged with dissension. No law of God or man
can make a woman love a man or a man a woman;
nor can any law of God or man prevent one from loving the other. The mistake that is made is the assumption of the original existence of love. Discovery of the
mistake is sometimes long deferred; but when discovery is made and positively recognized, the reason
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ior the continued union is gone and a divorce has already been granted by a Higher Power than the courts
of man. Intelligence simply prompts the application of
the man-made law of concurrence in a decree already
entered.
To paraphrase Nietzsche, who tells us we must not
believe in the moral or intellectual beauty which does
not ~ooner or later impress itself upon physical things,
we are rapidly approachng an appreciation that we
must not believe in the dogmatic moral injunction that
does not sooner or later inspire us with the firmness
of its anchorage in sound substantial character of its
truth,-and so impress the duty to correct manifest
error. The difficulty lies not only in the conflict between
man and woman but between one man or one woman
and the vast mawkish provincialism that has flourished
in a smug, conservative attitude of mind, where evolution has only now crept with cowardly tread.
But one has to be vigorously reminded of the terrific lava-like wall of prejudice that holds relentlessly
against social change in order to realize what a war
the liberal-minded citizen has ahead of him to improve
the existing order of things. This was brought home
to me a few years ago when I wrote a brief series of
short articles giving some of my views of divorce. I
urged, among other things, that the state give some attention to the increase of divorce and to the unavoidable fact that much human anguish might be alleviated
if a more just attitude were taken toward dissolution
of unhappy marriages. In the same periodicals in
which my articles appeared the Reverend E. P. Tivnan,
hotly opposed my views. Of course his controversial
platform was based on the tenets of the Catholic
Church. But, even at that, his phrasing showed how
easily all unhappily married persons could be held un-
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mercifully to their original error. The Reverend Tivnan
arguing against divorce wrote:
How would you feel were your legislators at this
coming session to pass a bill conferring some favor on
your neighbor-the man who lives next door to you?
Suppose they passed a bill to confer on him a pension of
$ro,ooo a year. No, not for any services that he had
rendered to the State, but because he had influence with
those that sit in high seats at your State House. You
would think of the automobile he would have. you
would picture him spending sunny days in pleasant
places while you continued to work, perhaps very laboriously, for not much more than the necessities of
life. And every time you thought of it your blood would
boil. And why? Well, if you stopped to reason it all
out you would find that it was because it was unjust.
Laws are supposed to be made first of all for the goo<i
of the community and only indirectly for the good of
the individual.
In fact, it frequently happens that a just law bringing great good to the community at large works hardship on this or that individual. When this happens the
good citizen must grit his teeth and try to smile. But
some trials are so great or those on whom they fall are
so weak that they cannot grin and bear it. They would
break under the· strain. For such something must be
done. The Catholic Church-and with her wisdom of
the ages she is a wise legislator- has always had regard
for such, and has done all that God's law and love will
permit. She recognizes that man and woman may be
unhappily mated. She knows that because of his neglect
a man, originally well fitted to be entrusted with the
pure love of a good woman, may become unfit for the
protection of that precious jewel. And what does she do?
Set aside the law? The law was made for the good of
mankind. The good of mankind is above the individual.
No! The Church, knowing God's law that marriage is
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indissoluble, that once entered into it means what it
says, "until death do us part," allows the suffering couple
to separate. The law made for the common good says
no divorce, no re'marriage.

Since the above was written the Catholic Church has
tightened its laws still more. "Knowing God's laws,"
as Reverend Tivnan puts it, she has, through her Pope,
announced that "The Catholic Church to whom God
has intrusted the defense of the integrity and the
purity of morals, stands erect in the midst of the moral
ruins which surround her."
What I cannot understand clearly is how it can be
proved that God chose the Catholic Church alone to
defend our "integrity and purity of morals." Why did
He prefer that Church to the Baptist or Episcopal
Church, the Zionists or the Adventists? Don't think
I am attacking any church or creed; or, by innuendo,
supporting any particular sect of my own. But when I
read such pronouncements memory jogs my elbow
and remnds me of armed hosts in France, praying to
the same God to bless them with victory over one another; beseeching Him to aid them in slaughtering millions of strong young men, the flower of fifteen nations, fathers of innocent children, husbands of terrified wives. None can say it God, who created a universe in which our planet is but a speck of dust,
weighed these pre-battle entreaties and decided ip final
favor of the Allies. But, assuming that He did, is no
just reason for one side concluding that He permanently joined their ranks. No more can any one church or
creed or any other group of humans arrogate to themselves the sole agency of the Almighty.
The Pope goes on to say in his encyclical of January,
1931:
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Divorce is fatal to nature, opening up new avenues
of corruption in parliamentary and public life.
Some people have gone so far as to invent a new
form of temporary union called companionate marriage,
which is nothing less than free love.
The sanctity of marriage is trampled upon and derided by all modern scientific devices of men. Divorce,
adultery and all the basest vices are extolled, or at least
shown under such colors as to appear to be free from
all reproach and infamy.
Divorce unduly lowers woman, who is liable to be
abandoned after serving man's passion.
I have many dear friends who are Catholics. My
own children are baptized in the Catholic Church. And
yet I must risk offense by saying that statements so
didactic as those above lack conviction. Mass intellect
of the public has advanced too far for pure dogma
to sway the majority for long. Cool reflection needs
more than dogma to support the geometry of truth.
Invoking God's will when the whole world is at odds
about what God is really like closely resembles the arrogance of an explorer who stands before a savage
chieftain and loudly quotes a King ten thousand miles
away.
Declares the Pope : The sacrament of marriage carries with it "a perpetual and indissoluble bond which
¢annat be dissolved by civil law." Were this formula
applied throughout the world we should condemn thousands upon thousands of suffering people to a torture
that would make death a welcome relief.
Take just one example of many hundreds that I
might cite: that of a young man whom I will call
Macrae, who recently secured his divorce in Reno.
Macrae was the son of a rich father whose fortune
he inherited. In the winter of 1926 he visited his sweet-
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heart, the daughter of a clergyman and a charming
girl in every way. The girl's family had little money
but they were kindly respectable people with fine connections. And since young Macrae had both wealth
and character there was every reason to believe that
the match would be successful. Only a Divine Intelligence could have looked ahead and seen the tragedy in
store for the hopeful happy couple.
In May of the year of their courtship the marriage
took place. Immediately after the ceremony the bride
and g room took a train north from Florida intending
to spend an ideal honeymoon in some propitious spot
along the cool New England coast. But before the train
reached its destination the bride developed a fever. At
Washington the worried young husband took her off
the train and hurried her to the home of a member of
his family. A physician diagnosed the case as German
measles.
T owards the end of the month the bride recovered
and went on to New York with her husband. At last
it seemed as if their interrupted bliss was about to begin. But Fate, or Destiny, or God, had another and
dreadful course of events prepared. The first horrible
omen came almost immediately. Macrae closed the door
of their lovely new apartment and took his bride in his
arms. As he did so he felt her body stiffen. She pointed
across the room.
"What's that?" she tensely demanded.
Macrae glanced over his shoulder, then looked around
the room amazed. There was nothing in sight.
"There's somebody in this apartment besides us,"
insisted the bride.
Only a careful search satisfied her that she was mistaken. The curious incident was allowed to pass without
further comment. But it was not long before other
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equally strange behavior showed the apprehensive husband that all was not well with the lovely girl of his
choice. She wanted feverishly to be on the go all the
time. She would hardly sit still long enough to eat a
meal. She complained that everyone was trying to
change her nature. She began hearing spirit voices. She
stared at the ground for days waiting for reptiles to
crawl out of holes that existed only in her disordered
fancy.
Macrae finally had his wife examined by medical
men. To his joy they did not say that she was insane,
but only prescribed a change of environment. Both
traveled to the coast. But Mrs. Macrae's condition grew
worse rapidly and she was finally taken back east and
put in a sanitarium. After several years of treatment
expert alienists declared that she was suffering from
dementia precox, one of the most serious forms of insanity.
Desperate and heartbroken, Macrae could stand the
strain no longer. He was still young and attractive and
had, this whole life ahead of him. He had no idea of
deserting his wife or making her suffer in any way.
Every help and comfort that money could buy he had
given her. Now he faced the blank wall of adverse
Fate and saw that he must lose his own reason if he
succumbed to the anguish that haunted him day and
night.
He brought his wife to Reno under care of a physician and a nurse. Under Nevada laws he secured a
divorce. He gave his wife $1s,ooo a year alimony and
arranged for her mother to be her legal guardian,
knowing that none could handle the difficult future so
well as the unfortunate girl's own parent.
I go into details because I want the reader to get
some idea of the merciless injustice of such a situation.
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There was no dissipation, impulsive misjudgment, selfishness or other moral reason for which this man
should have been punished for the harrowing marriage he had made. He had calmly followed the guidance of a clean and Christian affection. He had left no
stone unturned to carry out his side of the bargain.
but when married intimacy brought him face to face
with a nerve-shattering ordeal he deserved human justice in the same way that any other individual innocently entangled in Fate's outrageous blunders deserves
it. For society to say that he should have lived a life
of hell to the day of his death because all marriage,
without exception, is a sacrament indissoluble by man
is a species of monstrous cruelty that passes my vocabulary to depict.
"Yes," retorts the ~mug reformer, "but Mrs.
Macrae was a clearcut case of mania; a case both rare
and individual. It has no place in one's regard of the
whole marriage problem. Marriage laws should be for
the mass, not the individual."
To which I must reply: the fact that it was a case of
mania made it much less weighty on my side of the
argument. Grant the other party of misalliance normal
intellect and you open wide the gates of a hell-on-earth.
For in the case of an insane person there is relatively
little reasoned cruelty. Both law and medicine are on
the side of the unfortunate spouse who is sane. He
can lock her up; provide her with a caretaker; ally
himself with public opinion that is hostile to the insane. None of these refuges are open to him if she
has a normal intellect. With adroit skill she can torment
him with her shrewishness in private and present a
charming exterior to the world. She can turn his children against him ; wreck his business ; undermine his
friendships; shatter his health. And to whom in his
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despair can he turn? To very few. For the law may say:
"You can be free only if she commits adultery." The
Church may say: "Those whom God have joined together, let no man put asunder.'' Society may say: "She
is a weak helpless innocent woman; abide with her to
the end."
Consideration of a change or toward uniformity of
our marriage and divorce laws cannot stop at simple
legislation governing union and dissolution thereof.
There are innumerable ancillary items that vie in importance with birth-control, alimony, alienation and
their like. For instance, one of the things that often
does much harm is the present curse of notoriety that
pursues most courts of domestic relations. I believe
that some day the intimate facts behind most divorces
will not be forced into public notice by process of law
the way they are today. Naturally both parties to
the suit should subscribe to this, though it is not always desirable. Nowadays sensational facts about family troubles are spread to the four winds. Instead of
helping individual cases this sort of thing tends to
weaken the whole public feeling towards successful
marriage.
Another phase of the same subject is that mob law
works among society when facts about private life
come out. A woman can, without actually lying, change
the attitude of a whole community towards a man.
Likewise a man, by innuendo, can hurt the standing
and reputation of the innocent mother of children. The
other day I saw a man whose health, future, business,
financial standing and friendships had been swept away
by the ill-feeling set in motion by months of publicity
about the divorce proceedings between himself and his
wife, who were merely mis-mated and who should have
been quickly and quietly divorced in the first place.
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In the autumn of 1930 while I was hearing a hotlycontested suit for the custody of a child newspaper reviews of the proceedings aroused public opinion to a
fever heat. Finally the following editorial appeared in
a local newspaper on my behalf :
A child custody case now being tried in Reno has
attracted much interest and not a little feeling because of
the vital human elements involved. Upon the judge
who is hearing the matter rests probably one of the
greatest responsibilities that can be placed upon the
shoulders of any jurist-the future welfare of a child
whose father and mother have decided that they must
go separate ways.
Yesterday it was learned that feelings of some parties
who have been following the case have carried them
to the point where they have threatened the presiding
judge with defeat at the polls this year if he does not
decide the case as these particular parties think proper.
The threats have come in unsigned communications,
about which nothing had been said until yesterday when
an anonymous telephone threat in the presence of attorneys and newspaper men was received.
The present case is unfortunate just as are all such
cases where a child, or children, are involved. There is
much to support the argument that details of this type
of case should be confined to those immediately concerned. The publicity attendant upon public hearings
does no one any good, least of all the child. And there
is the danger, as appears to have happened in the case
in instance, that ill advised and sentimental persons will
attempt to meddle in a matter where only the most dispassionate and judicial consideration of facts should
prevail.
The threats themselves did not worry me. Every
man in a judicial position gets them sooner or later.
But they made me feel how definitely the heat of the
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bitter contest was reflected in the mass emotions of
the public who had no just right to the painfully intimate facts that were being brought out in court.
The reverse of the shield came out in the summer of
1930 when a divorce case was tried in Bozeman, Montana. A divorce complaint was withdrawn by counsel
immediately after it was filed. So when the reporter of
a Montana paper applied for a copy of the complaint
in order to broadcast it through the columns of the
press his application was denied. An appeal to the district court was likewise denied. Whereupon counsel for
the newspaper filed a brief to the effect that if a court
order can legally prevent publicity in divorce proceedings, why couldn't it make a similar order in any proceeding or action of the court? From which it is argued
that the freedom of the press will be greatly curtailed.
This line of reasoning illustrates what I have tried
to make clear before : that almost as soon as domestic
relations fall into litigation the same measuring means
are applied to them as are used with material things.
Dollars and bricks and buckets of ore are, so to speak,
laid side by side with love and cruelty and jealousy.
What could be more stupid? Who has ever been able
to evaluate human emotions? How much is a sharp
word worth? In one moment of one couple's life it
may not be worth a single penny; in another it may
stand for a million dollars. I have known a tear to
mean less than a flyspeck in a ha.ppy marriage when
it may ultimately turn to sickness and death in a union
marred by incurable misery.
International marriage and divorce laws are just as
blind to human relations. Sometimes they work an incredible injustice to innocent parties. I know a case of
a young English woman of twenty-two who took a
trip around the world when she was seventeen. The
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romance of her travels came to a head when she reached
Australia and fell in love with a handsome young
American. After a brief courtship they were married.
Two children were born, a boy and a girl; the former
being born in America, the latter in Australia.
As the husband's business took him back and forth
a good deal, the little family did a lot of traveling; not
that they liked such an unsettled life, but it was a
necessity. Last year the husband was killed in America,
the victim of a highway robbery. After the tragedy the
unfortunate wife tried to get a passport to return to
Australia where most of her friends and family lived.
To her consternation her request was denied. The
American authorities claimed that she was a British
citizen because she was born in England. Australia
declares that she is an American because she married
an American. America admits that her son is American because he was born here, while Australia recognizes the daughter who was born there. It will take a
modern Solomon to work the problem out; but it
exemplifies the inadequacy of our international marriage laws which so often do more harm than good.
Another international case of a slightly different
color was that of a young English doctor who was direct descendent of the Scotch aristocracy. His grandfather died several years ago, leaving a large fortune
and a strange will. The will directed that the young
doctor marry a girl ten years his junior within one
year of his grandfather's death or his share of the
estate would be forfeited.
The doctor had meanwhile come to America and
had enjoyed a spirited career as a soldier of fortune.
When he learned of his grandfather's will and realized
that he must act promptly or lose about $2,ooo,ooo he
~et about finding the girl. Fortune smiled on him, and
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within a few months he was wed. But before he had
time to consummate the marriage the girl innocently
confessed that she had never been legally divorced from
a previous husband.
Fearing that legal delay for divorce might lose him
his fortune, and assuming that the girl's confession
made his marriage illegal, the doctor hurried to another state and found another girl whom he persuaded
to marry him before the year set by his grandfather
had expired. When the circumstances of the whole
curious mix-up came to light in Arizona the doctor
was tried for bigamy and sentenced to serve six to
nine years in the state prison. At the moment of this
writing his attorneys have taken an appeal to the
Arizona Supreme Court in hopes of extricating the unfortunate man from his baffling predicament.
While these cases are filling our law records there
are men and women working their heads off to tighten
up divorce laws with the idea of strengthening human
fibre "through a struggle to make a success out of what
threatens to become a failure," as one reformer puts
it. When I hear of this sort of talk I feel a yearning to
seize the reformer by the neck and jam him or her into
one of the unjust heart-breaking messes which are possible under the present laws!
Summing up, I am strongly of the opinion that our
marriage and divorce laws are in need of revision and
moderate unification all over the world. Some of them
date back to Roman days; more to harsh old kings
like Henry the Eighth of England. Most of them are
antiquated in their relation to modern civilization.
But the revision and improvement of such laws must
not come from the oligarchy of the church, or from any
sect or school of thought. They can come only through
a broad consideration of all ages and kinds of men and
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women. We must liberalize divorce without playing
into the hands of radicals; we must mould marriage
without playing into the hands of the reformers.
Most of all our legislators must deal with the intimacies and spiritual entities of marital relations in a
fashion far different than that with which they handle
the more ponderable factors of human existence. We
can legislate hygiene but we cannot legislate love. We
can bar childbirth or contraception, but we cannot order
the instinct for procreation, at least not without centuries upon centuries of cruelty. However, if this is to
be the method-the attempted crushing of human instinct-! prophesy that the race will be crushed in the
process.

CHAPTER XVI
WHAT PRICE AFFECTION?
SPEAKING romantically, love in a bower of roses,
sunlit and secluded, is God's gift to a hungry heart. But,
love in a law court is a bastard by-product that can be
soiled by any shyster who is allowed to raise his voice
above the maudlin mutterings of the crowd.
For the loose term "love" has come to connote the
affection, passion and comradeship presupposed to exist
within the married union. Happily its existence has not
ceased. Intelligent married people, who are compatible
and have good digestions, enjoy it for years.
Those less happily married admit that they do not
love as they once did; or that their love has faded--or
vanished. "His love for me is dead," runs the common
plaint. "Her affection is a thing of the past." And so
on. In such fashion we are accustomed to speak of love
as something that has existed in ponderable form during the period of its reign. Like life, we know not
what it is, and yet we prize it highly. We sign its
virtues and paint its qualities. We mourn its loss. The
unhappily married lay stress on its demise.
There was a time, however, when certain things
closely allied to love were less intangible. Early AngloSaxons, for instance, set great store by purity of pedigree. The man in whose veins ran blue blood took an
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aristocratic wife. Pure-blooded offspring could inherit
where a mongrel strain could not. Hence the adventurer who seduced a blue-blood's wife might be known
to have injured the economic future of the blue-blood
himself. Economic injury, whether by thievery or ~e
duction, was justly punishable then as now.
Centuries passed. Women threw off what they called
"man's bondage" and demanded equal rights between
the sexes. Every form of freedom that brothers and sons
and husbands had always used, the sisters, daughters and
wives began to test. It made but little difference that
the feminine pelvic structure was architecturally unfit
for pants : men had worn them-why not women? And
so with much else.
Pants weren't the only joy by far. Customs and traditions of men were tried. Just as some women had
thin thighs and could wear pants, so it was that some
women had thin stringy souls and could ape men's
philosophic garb. But brewing trouble boiled over very
soon. For example, when the medieval husband's suit
for damage to his pedigree was applied in principle to
the modern wife's desire for revenge against a rival all
society was jolted. So-called "damages for alienation of
affection" suits began to erupt throughout the land
like so many active volcanoes along a seismo-tectonic
line.
Today the right to sue for alienation of affections
has been extended to the wife in every state in the
union except Maine. It is held in many courts that if a
husband lose his wife, he can replace her services, domestic and sexual, by simply hiring "another servant."
The fact is that he generally has all the property of the
married parties and is therefore free to go into the open
market and redress his impaired connubial couch and
home. Says one finding: "The wife, however, loses the
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comfort of her husband's society and his affectionate
attention evtn though she does not lose her maintenance, which her husband is bound by law to supply."
Civil suits of this sort have grown profitable to enterprising women. It is not an uncommon thing to pick
up a paper and read a headline like this: "INJURED
WIFE WINS LOVE-BALM OF $100,000." Easy profits,
whether from bootlegging or pseudo-lawsuits tempt the
unscrupulous. So now throughout our land we have
black-mailers, stool pigeons, informers, grafting lawyers and perjurers as the fruit of this newest evil of
mismatement.
My judicial views on the subject are well-known in
Nevada. They are vigorously dissimilar from those
held by judges in other parts of the United States,
though there are already sporadic instances that show
the movement of judicial opinion is toward them. Only
last year I had occasion to air them somewhat fully in
the case of a wife who had been married forty years
and yet found cause to sue another woman for "alienating" the elderly husband's affections.
Mr. C--, the husband was a respectable business
man, of excellent standing in the community and a man
who had every reason to be a conservative and decent
citizen. Mrs. C-- altered with passing years, as we all
must do, and lost many of the pleasant attributes with
which she had originally charmed her husband. She
grew irritable, suspicious, belligerent and unsympathetic. Doubtless, in his attitude toward his wife, Mr.
C's personality suffered much the same deterioration.
Mr. C., however, had the good fortune to find help
and companionship in the clever secretary who had
served him for many years. Whether this friendship,
as it developed, was a meritorious one or not is beside
the point I wish to make. It was there ; and in due time
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it aroused Mrs. C's fiercest jealousy and iltdignation.
Mr. C. endured the discomforts of this ra,ther common
triangle as long as he could; then came to Reno and
sued his wife for divorce. The court in which the case
was tried felt that the husband had failed to sustain
his cause of action; and the wife did, in the court's
opinion, sustain hers. Whereupon the court granted
what she prayed for: a decree of .separate maintenance.
The case of Mrs. C. against the secretary for $so,ooo
for alienation of affections, which had been tried in my
court, was hotly fought. The son of the couple came
west to help his mother. As the family had plenty of
money there was a great deal of legal talent on both
sides.
When the case came to me for a decision I was not
only familiar with its many and complex details, but
I had refreshed my knowledge of similar suits and their
conclusions during recent years in other parts of the
country. My finding was brief, but concrete. It left no
doubt, so far as I was able to express my views, that
society is diverging from exact and logical justice in
permitting the abuse under what we call alienation
suits.
I pointed out that Mrs. C. was demanding $50,000
damages from the secretary for the "alleged alienation"
of her husband's affection. And I admitted that the
law laid down by many states supports the right of action, provided a plaintiff actually has the affection of
the other party to the marital relation at the time another is charged with alienating it; and when such other
person can be shown to be the sole or controling cause
of the alienation.
In other words, I felt that stress must be laid on the
obvious fact that damage can be done to something
which exists, but not to something which does not exist,
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or is not possessed. How, for instance, could a man
who did not own an automobile come into court and
demand retribution for damages to his car? Ridiculous,
yes; but only because we have taken an analogy which
is easily understandable on account of its material nature. Were affection equally material we should as
readily see the flaws in many such suits.
In recent years most courts who have heard alienation cases have called affection "property." They have
characterized it as something almost as tangible as
money or real estate. One New York court stated its
views thus : "These reciprocal rights (love, consortium,
society) may be regarded as the property of the respective parties in the broad sense of the word 'property,'
which includes things not tangible or visible and applies
to whatever is exclusively one's own.''
A Connecticut Court puts it this way: "The law regards the right of a wife to the conjugal society and
affection of her husband as a valuable property, for
injury to which she may maintain an action in her own
name." A court in Indiana says: "The services, conjugal affection and society of a husband is valuable
property." Decisions from most of the other states
of the Union could be cited to the same effect.
Against these decisions I put my own view in no uncertain language: Nevada, so far as counsel's excellent
brief in the C. case and this Court's search discloses,
is innocent of this highly intellectual conclusion.
But, naturally, I could not close my review in so
abrupt or incomplete a fashion. So I added that, assuming at some cost to reason that this should be the law in
Nevada (that affection is to be considered as a property), the outstanding facts of the suit by Mrs. C.
against the secretary threw still further light on my
contention.
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To begin with, there was no question about the eminent respectability, high standing and refinement of all
the per!>ons involved in this proceeding. They were fine
representatives of good, substantial, old colonial stock.
There was no suggestion of the drab or of the jazzy,
whirlwind atmosphere of frivolous youthful excitement. The wife who was suing the husband whose affections were alleged to have been alienated were both over
sixty years of age. The defendant, the secretary, was
probably in the forties. The element of "gold-digging,"
so often in evidence in such cases, was not present. This
fact alone made the case of such importance because it
took it out of the category of venal pretense.
Mr. and Mrs. C. had, as I have said, been married
for over forty years. But during the last twenty of
these years, according to the evidence adduced, love had
waned to some extent ; and the intimacy of the marital
relation had not prevailed as in earlier years. As long
ago as 1919, some years before Mr. C. met or knew the
secretary, a seriou!> family break had occurred in his
home life. Mr. C. had taken his headquarters in a hotel
for a short time. Later the break was patched up; but
how much affection Mr. C. may at this time have given
his wife was doubtful.
A few years later the secretary came into the story
and an affectionate intimate friendship appeared to have
quickly ripened between her and C. This, it seems to me,
would have been impossible had Mrs. C. at this time
really possessed the affection of her husband. It was
true that the correspondence between Mr. C. and his son
showed much evidence of an unhappy but conscientious
struggle going on in the mind of the elderly gentleman.
How much of it may have been due to a lingering regard for his wife, or to the struggle that sometimes
comes between an assumed duty and a real call of the
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heart, no one but Mr. C. might have answered; and
even he might have had difficulty in doing so.
The law gives no sati~factory analysis of affection,
or of the varying shades in the setting of its sun. The
law is wisely silent on both. And yet one brave court
in Rhode Island, in discussing the mitigation of damages in cases of this character said:
... that if it should be made to appear the husband's
affection for his wife had for any cause commenced to
wane before his intimacy with the defendant commenced, and that the defendant taking advantage of
that condition of things secured for herself what there
was left of his love for his wife, she could only legally
be called on to make the plaintiff whole for the share
thereof which she took from her.
This illustrious court did not indicate how one would
determine shares, whether one would weigh affection
with scales, measure it with a yardstick, or cut it with a
knife-so many plums to so much crust.
I could not lend myself to the adoption of the conclusion reached by solemn, precedent burdened gentlemen occupying Supreme Benches, who hold affection
to be property like a bale of hay worth a dollar-andsix-bits, which one is entitled to have returned to him
if he loses it or it~ money equivalent.
Affection is one thing a human being owns who has
it to give} and no Court or power on earth can enter a
judgment or issue a writ that can control its disposition.
Courts and juries may sometimes destroy the purpose
and intent of a man who by will or deed tries to dispose
of his material possessions, but happily they are not
endowed by law or God with the power to direct a
man's affections or estimate its value in dollars. No
dollars, piled however tenderly or however high, can
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heal a wounded pride. The remedy for a lost affection
is in the spirit and not the law Court.
Tijis line of reasoning has been held to apply only
incompletely to some cases opposite to the C. case; that
is, to those in which the man is suing for alienation of
his wife's affection, or for loss of her presence and
services in his home. Here courts lugubriously, I think
-take some stock of the fact that, in the economic
structure by which modern society is ordered, a man
may properly invest time and money and even business
expediency in his marriage. He may change his work,
move to a new environment, alter the list of his acquaintance and revise his commercial habits in order to
court and win the woman of his choice; that having
won her, he therefore may possess in her an element
salutary to his business future.
Measuring damages in an alienation suit by the husband under such circumstances is not easy; nor does it
end when the non-existence of affection has been
proved. I recall such a case in which, I think, the husband had lost his wife through the alleged carelessness
of a railroad. The Court included the following in his
instructions to the jury: "There is some discussion of
the question of the kind and amount of proof which
is necessary in a case like this, to enable a husband to
recover for the loss of the services, companionship and
society of his wife. What they are worth in money, was
not shown, and, upon a little reflection, it is apparent
that it could not be. The companionship and society of
a wife are not articles of commerce. They cannot be
weighed or measured; they are not bought and sold,
and no expert is competent to testify to their value. The
consideration upon which they are bestowed is not pecuniary. Yet the husband is entitled to compensation in
money for their loss, and the amount of that compensa-
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tion is to be determined by the jury, not from evidence
of value, but from their own observation, experience
and knowledge, conscientiously applied to the facts and
circumstances of the case. So also in relation to the
services of the wife. The wife does not occupy the position of a servant, and her services to her husband are
not those of a servant. She makes his home cheerful and
inviting, and ministers to his happiness in a multitude
of ways outside of the drudgery of household labor. All
the work of the house may be done by hired employees
and her services still give character to the home. They
are not rendered in accordance with set rules; they are
not repeated in regular order from day to day; they
have their source in the thoughtfulness of the wife and
her regard for her husband, and no witnesses qualify to
define them, or reduce them to a list, or say what they
are worth, so that their value must also be estimated
by the jury."
The above paragraph is interesting in that it illustrates a Court at work upon a difficult abstraction. In a
case of death or injury resulting from carelessness on
the part of a public carrier it may well apply. But when
such logic is used to further the interests of some pusillanimous adventurer in a contemptible effort to build
his fortune!) upon a wretched woman's escape from his
clutches, no Court with any sense of decency would
lean its way. I would add a word of my own feelings on
the subject were I not afraid of having this book barred
from the United States mails.
I feel almost as strongly about the law existing in a
number of states which gives a woman "separate maintenance." Under the usual form of this law a wife can
secure full support from her husband without giving
him anything in return. She can live comfortably under another roof, safe against the annoyance of his
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society, and yet enjoy the full legal rights of being his
wife. The husband, on his part, provides everything
and gets nothing. He cannot demand the wife's presence
in his home. Her services are no longer joined with his
in the unequal partnership. In short he stands on the
other side of a strong barrier which the law has erected
between him and all the benefits that are assumed to accrue in the relation of husband and wife. Worst of all,
he is not free to rem(JJYry for the very good reason that
he is still legally bound to his wife.
The circumstances under which a wife can achieve
this privileged situation in Nevada are those under
which she could secure a divorce. That is, a court will
grant separate maintenance only when there are full
legal grounds for divorce. The wife i~ free to ask for
the divorce if she chooses. But occasionally she does not
choose: a-nd it is not required that she give her reasons
for merely demanding a separate maintenance decree.
Obviously this refuge of separate maintenance puts
a cruel weapon in a woman's hand. If successful in securing it she can effectually put a quietus on the hopes
of a rival. Indeed, this is the usual motive behind her
wish for it. For in nineteen cases out of twenty she no
longer has affection or regard for her husband. She
has ceased to enjoy her married life with him. She
reads neglect into the coolness with which he naturally
meets her antagoni~m. She looks about for "the other
woman" who may or may not have existed when the decline of love began. If the husband is a normal human
being, wanting affection and comradeship of the opposite sex, there is more than likely to be a rival in the
offing. Whether this rival be platonic or sapphic, is of
no moment to the fretful wife. The mere existence of
a feminine friend provides opportunity to wreak vengeance on the husband. Nothing could be more effective
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than chaining him to the post of separate maintenance.
Some years ago I came into contact with the case of
a highly cultured woman married to a man of wealth
who desired 15eparate maintenance. I had occasion to
sound her out on why she preferred this form of marital
dissolution to that of absolute divorce.
"It is because I love him so much," she replied. "He
is the most wonderful man in the world. And yet he
is weak-at least in the presence of a certain other woman who qas set her cap for him. She has made him
believe he loves her. He doesn't! He's just hypnotized.
He needs my protection. We are too miserable to live
together any longer. But if we could separate and still
be married I think he would later on come back to me."
It sounded fairly convincing, and yet not altogether
so. For when I gently questioned her about the other
woman she admitted that she disliked her and gave me
every reason to believe that she was indignantly jealous
of the rival's influence over her husband.
"But he is just a child!" she persisted. "He needs a
maternal protection that only I can give."
I won't say that she was mistaken. But, in fairness
to the man, I must add that he was still in the prime
of life, in good health, successful in business and a
successful administrator of a large estate. Whether maternal vigilance could alter the capr!ce of his susceptibilities or not was a matter not easily judged.
This case took a sardonic turn soon after this conversation. To fortify her complaint the lady brought out
a great deal of evidence to support the fact that her
husband had consorted with the other woman in preference to his wife. She made it clear, as the law required, that she had a just claim for divorce. But, to
her consternation, she over-sold the court. When the
judgment was entered she was not granted the separate
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maintenance that she had asked for, but an absolute
divorce! Her chance to spite the other woman had been
snatched out of her grasp. The link by which she had
planned to chain her husband had been broken.
"All right," she angrily told her attorney, "you can
just appeal the case. The Supreme Court will see the
justice of my side. Go right ahead-and go the limit!"
A few days later her anger cooled; conversations
were opened, resulting finally in a property settlement
involving something above a million dollars, probably
just; and the matter of an appeal was dropped.
This then was what had happened: She had refused
divorce, even with substantial alimony, because it left
her husband free to marry the other woman-left him,
as she put it, at the mercy of harsh fate and unprotected by the undying affection in which she held him.
But when the stake was big enough his fate became
of lesser importance; the maternal love which was to
be his salvation faded to second place; and his freedom
was secured.
I should add to the record that whenever such cases
came into my court and I was convinced that a wife was
claiming separate maintenance only to spite her husband
and to seek revenge upon another woman, I managed
to find sufficient evidence on which to grant the husband
an absolute divorce despite his wife's complaint. Of
course such cases were always open to appeal to a
higher court; one is now in the hands of the Supreme
Court of Nevada. But appeal has its disadvantages as
well as its advantages; and no law wa:; ever intended
for vengeance.
Were the case I have just described not one in which
the principals were people of culture and distinction
I should say that it bordered on the average run of
alienation cases of which our newspapers are so full
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today. Not that culture and distinction are antidotes
to crassness, but in them usually reposes a certain balance of emotional control.
The greatest single flaw in modern marriage that is
revealed by the husband or wife who resents loss of the
other's affection is the sense of ownership which the
marriage relation seems to give to men and women.
For many centuries, perhaps as long as man has inhabited the earth, he has owned things. He had a bow and
none could use it without his consent. He built a canoe
and established thereby his proprietorship in it. He
settled on land, bred cattle, built habitations, fashioned
tools and implements of every sort. Money was devised
and man earned it ~o that it became his own to enjoy
and use for his comfort and safety.
Naturally ownership of a woman partook largely of
man's early jealousy in possession of other chattels.
Even yet, in some parts of the globe, man counts his
woman with his other wealth. And the same idea might
prevail today among us all were it not finally recognized
that woman is as much a human being as a man. She
thinks, feels, endures, hopes, fears, plans and works in
general just as man does. Largely by her own enterprise
she has freed herself from proprietary subservience.
And yet the cloud of ownership still hangs over marriage. Husbands still feel that they own their wives.
Many wives, by some sort of psychological compensation, instinctively feel that they own their husbands.
Beyond any common sense adjustment to the unavoidable intimacy of marriage each tries to regulate the life
of the other. Many a husband arrogantly dictates what
his wife shall wear, how she shall play, where she shall
spend her time. Many a wife endeavors to rule every
waking hour her husband spends outside his office. She
is critical of his clothing, manners, opinions, health and
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personal habits. Strange to say I have found more of
this sort of attitude on the part of the women who have
appeared before me in court than by the men. Men seem
to be more chivalrous in the marriage relation than
women. It is the woman who persistently says, "My
man-my husband-"
This attitude must not be confused with the conjugal rights approved by the courts. It has almost wholly
to do with that routine companionship which is so inseparable from marriage. And it is more vital. For
nothing is more vexing to human nature than a curbing
of personal liberty. It is all very well to insist that one
person submerge their individuality in another; that
the husband submit to the wife or the wife surrender
to the husband. It just doesn't work.
Marriage can succeed only with a certain amount of
compromise on both sides, and a great deal of unselfishness. But neither compromise nor unselfishness
need lead to appropriation. The husband who demands
always to know with whom his wife has lunched, or the
wife who flies into a fury when her husband does not
tell her immediately who has telephoned him, is bound
to destroy marital contentment. And the older people
grow the more their privacy should be respected. Physical privacy is of scant importance as compared with the
privacy of the soul. And soul privacy is not possible
when another person is forever hammering on the
door.
It is this sort of "ownership" that leads to so many
of the commonplace forms of alienation suits. One can
scarcely pick up a daily paper without reading of a case
in which some wife is suing some younger girl for
stealing the affection of her husband. Usually it is a case
in which the man is instinctively trying to escape the
gaoler to whom he is married. He is seeking relief,
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rather than a mistress. And if he is intimate with th~
"other woman" his intimacy is secondary to the sense
of prestige that she has restored to him.
Let me take an example at random. A foreman in an
industrial plant was working his business way steadily
upward. He was married and had two children, both
under twelve years of age. His wife had kept their
small home going, but the strain had told on her temper
and disposition. She had become domineering and critical. When her husband came home tired from his work
she took him to task for not wanting to lead the social
life that was now possible with their slowly bettering
circumstances.
For several years the husband stood the bossing he
got at home. It was a lot different from the atmosphere of the shop in which he worked, and where he
was master of nearly a hundred men. But he did not
notice the difference much until he made friends with
another woman about his wife's age who liked his quiet
wit and rather gentle personality. She made him feel
proud of the progress he was making in the world, and
gave him credit for having a brain as well as a flair for
handling men. Their friendship soon ripened and filled
a void in his life which his wife had never recognized.
Suddenly the wife lost her head completely over the
situation. She accused her husband of infidelity. While
she brought forward no proof of his unfaithfulness,
she did ask for a divorce on the ground that he didn't
love her any more and neglected her whenever he could.
To round out her complaint she sued the other woman
for $200,000 alienation of affections, a sum all out of
proportion to the economic circumstances and quite impossible to reconcile with the "lost" affection of the
man.
An even more typical case is that of an advertising
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man in New York who innocently entangled himself
with a pretty young actress with the result that his wife
sued for $10o,ooo. One part of his business was to secure well-known people to endorse products such as
toilet articles. He shrewdly guessed that if he could get
the prettiest girl in town to say that ~he owed her
beauty largely to the product of one of his clients he
would secure a very substantial account. He was right.
He not only got just the kind of girl he wanted, but
he soon had her picture spread all over town in conjunction with attractive advertising copy which pointed out
the benefits of "Silver Soap," or something of the sort.
Scarcely had his wife discovered that her husband
had put through a business deal with a younger and
prettier woman than herself than she demanded that he
never see the actress again. Naturally he refused to let
his wife interfere with his business. Either his conscience was clear, or he felt that the circumstances were
such as to preclude interference by his wife. Whereupon
the wife hastened to her lawyer and claimed that the
girl had alienated her husband's affections to the extent
of $100,000!
Every one of these cases are different; and there are
thousands of them in America every year. Many courts,
seeking a compromise way out of their perplexity, grant
some fraction of the damages that are asked. A few
courts, such as my own, take a firmer stand and hold
that affection cannot be evaluated in the easy way we
measure material damages. Few courts, and still fewer
individuals, draw constructive conclusions from such
situations, conclusions that should be written into the
marital education that every young couple should have
if they are to be happy.
Alienation, like charity, begins at home. Moreover,
the ownership that some people try to practice in mar-
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riage is based on an instinct and a set of circumstances
that haven't justly existed for centuries. Justice Holmes
put it clearly in speaking of the illogical metamorphosis
of some laws. He said:
A common phenomenon, and one very familiar to the
student of history, is this. The customs, beliefs or needs
of a primitive time establish a rule or a formula. In the
course of centuries the custom, belief, or necessity disappears, but the rule remains. The reason which gave
rise to the rule has been forgotten, and ingenious minds
set themselves to inquire how it is to be accounted for.
Some ground of policy is thought of, which seems to
explain it and to reconcile it with the present state of
things and then the rule adapts itself to the new reasons which have been found for it, and enters a new
career. The old form receives a new content and in
time even the form modifies itself to fit the meaning
which it has received.

CHAPTER XVII
FROM A HILL-TOP

A CURIOUS mixture of emotions comes over me as
I reach the point at which I must lay down my pen.
I am like a speaker who has consumed his allotted
three minutes with a feeling of frustration because he
has scarcely warmed up to his subject. Again, I am
like a hermit on a hill-top who has been able to give
the passerby but a morsel of his philosophy. The
arbitrary limitations of publishing, censorship, convention and judicial ethics combine to thwart my
desire to tell much more than I have.
Naturally I have only scratched the surface. The
ramifications of marriage and divorce reach down
into the very roots of life. When the ephemeral ructions of capital and labor, peace and war, law and
industry, have simmered down to an ultimate tranquillity of human existence on our globe, there will
still be two sexes. Haldane visions ecto-genesisartificial procreation outside the womb. But even his
strong intellect cannot imagine disposition of sex differences.
From the eminence of age and experience on which
I sit I see a shadowy parade of men and women who
have stood before me in the past. On their transparent faces are tears and smiles, joy and sorrow, hope
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and fear. By the fashion of their ghostly clothing I
know that they have lived in an age of automobiles,
theatres, airplanes, war, politics, prohibition, speculation, radio, newspapers and ten thousand other items
of our strange civilization. But not one of these things
are a sure link with the future. The phantasmagoria
of the twentieth century may all have vanished by the
fiftieth century: all but the rela,tions between men and
women. And it is that relation which marks the
shadowy faces before me more than any one thing.
It is that relation, with the love or hatred it entails,
which marks the faces of all the world today.
Beyond the throng of those with whom I have
personally dealt I seem to see another and far greater
multitude. They are mostly young married couples
and those about to be married, and many many children. They are not so distant from my mind's eye
that I cannot discern the perplexity or doubt which
overlays their faces like thin wax. They seem to be
wondering what is wrong with themselves; what is the
matter with the dreams they have had; what is the
trouble with life. I could not tell them everything
even if I could speak with them; but I could tell much.
However, I alone would not engage them; for, from
every hand, voices are beating on their listening ears,
debating the very things of which I should like to
speak.
One of the strongest voices is that of the Church.
The Church holds the attention of the married and
marriageable because they knew it as children. They
know, too, that the Church baptizes them, marries
them, buries them. The Church wields a mysterious
power, whether or not they recognize it.
The Church says: "My children, marriage is a
sacred thing made, by God."
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The listeners echo: "Then why didn't God show
some consistency in his creation : give marriage to all
men, as he gave all men heart and lungs?"
The Church says: "God's will is unfathomable."
The listeners retort: "So be it, but our cases are
different. We are in agony."
The Church: "Pain is an essential part of life."
The listeners : "We will endure so long as we have
the strength. When we can no longer endure we will
escape as best we may."
This escape is called "divorce"--or by more vulgar
names. It brings no evil consequences in its train.
Others in trouble, who have been watching and waiting, see that there is no clue to God's alleged disapproval and seek the same escape. The Church loses
caste; but, before it has lost too much, modifies its
view of divorce.
Another voice that cries aloud to the throng of
married and marriageable is public opinion. Says
public opinion: "Reno is a sink of iniquity. Adultery is
a cardinal sin. 'Those whom God hath joined let no
man put asunder.' Protect youth with ignorance. Cast
out the man or woman who does not think with the
herd."
But events carry forward with the ponderous
irresistibility of a steam roller. The Arkansas legislature moves to amend its divorce laws so that they
will resemble those of Nevada. New Mexico considers
the same change. Other state legislatures listen to
similar bills. Important publicists urge easier divorce
through the medium of books and articles. Men and
women discuss the subject with candor from public
forums. Youth refuses to be led by the nose. Statistics show a quickening increase of divorce. Slowly
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public opinion shifts to acceptance of divorce. Like
bobbed hair, divorce no longer causes comment. It is
the private right of the parties concerned.
Still another voice is that of Morality. Morality
teaches that sex is unclean. It admits that the mechanics
of impregnation and gestation are of profoundest
import to the race; yet stigmatizes them as part and
parcel of human depravity. It seeks to make prigs and
prudes of us all-until a few brave men and women
make themselves heard. Bold parents teach their offspring that the magic of sex can be beautiful and
worthy of high esteem. Courageous thinkers with
commonsense achieve a limited recognition for birth
control. Educators here and there teach body hygiene
in schools. Clean minded youth horrifies its elders by
facing the intimate facts of life, discussing them
openly, and develops a robust ambition to bring forth
strong children for the next generation. Morality, a
creature of many masks, changes its face with panicky
celerity. It approves with gusto in 1931 much that it
shrank from in 1901.
But my vision from a hill-top is not alone a generalized fantasy. My attention wanders from the throng
to a little cottage that lies on the outskirts of a city.
With the power the Gods give us whose sun is setting
I can lift the cottage roof and peer gently down into
the lives of those beneath it.
A tired woman of thirty is washing something in
a back room. But she is not a washerwoman because
in the front room I see marks of culture and some
property: furniture in taste, good books on shelves,
radio, clean hearth and pretty wall-paper. This property
must be static and not fluid because the woman .is
alone except for the three children who play about
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her feet and the infant in its cradle behind her. There
would be a helper of some sort if the mother had access to money.
There is something in the woman's features and in
the appointments of the little house that tells me she
was brought up in some luxury. She has traveled and
slept late and known a wide circle of interesting
friends. She has heard good operas, worn becoming
clothes, flirted with eager young men and played well
at games. But all that was before she had to wash
clothes in a back room, before her cheeks grew flat
and gray, before she grew irritable from insufficient
food, before four children began to sap her strength.
Presently a slight youngish man with graying hair
comes up the front walk and enters the cottage. His
step is tired and there is a stoop to his shoulders. For
a few minutes after his arrival an electric current of
happiness runs through the little family. The children
shout, the baby gurgles, the wife wipes her hands and
brushes a wisp of damp hair from her face which she
turns up to be kissed. Then, quickly as it came, the
moment passes. Drab fatigue settles down on the two
grown-ups, a sleepy crossness on the offspring. There
is an evening meal of sorts, bustle of putting children
to bed ; then quiet.
Before the hearth, which is dark, sit the wife and
husband. He reaches to the nearby bookcase and takes
down the first book that comes to hand. Ironically it
chances to be "The Things He Wrote to Her" by
Richard Wightman.
Matrimony lacking sustained mental and affectional
unity is a miserable estate [he reads]. The function of
man is the inspiration of woman; the function of woman
is the inspiration of man. Wage-earning and housekeeping, children and charities are but incidents. The
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statesmanship of the heart involves an irrevocable statute of reciprocity-mutual inspiration. There is no level
so dead as that which is reached in the descent of a
man and woman who, wittingly or unwittingly-it
makes no difference-have lost the power of communion, and are daily stung by the memory of a brittle and
impotent vow.
He pauses. His wi£e sighs gently.
He reads on:
Whoso loves is blest; whoso promises to love is a
speculator in the soul's futures of which he knows
nothing. My love is fair today, but will she be fair tomorrow? It will depend on her tomorrow quality-and
mine. And then-oh, paradox of pain and heart-break!
-though she be as fair as Christ she may not be fair to
me.
Silence. The body of the wife stiffens imperceptibly.
But she does not speak.
"What are you thinking, darling?" he asks her after
a bit.
When she finally answers her voice is slow and
toneless and so charged with bitterness that the man
instinctively recoils from her.
"Yes, love is fair," she says. "Love is fair."
"You mean rhetorically?" he asks, trying to gibe
her tears away.
She shakes her head. "No, I mean it : love is fairso very fair. Passion is sweet and children are dear.
A home is a bit of heaven on earth. Marriage to the
right man is the most wonderful thing that can come
into a woman's life. But-" With a gesture of infinite
suffering she spreads her hands towards the walls
of the low-ceilinged room. "This," she hisses through
clenched teeth, ((is hell!"
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"I've done my best," says the man in a hurt tone.
"I know you have: that only makes it worse!"
Suddenly she speaks up, as though crying her misery
to heaven. "Don't you see how horrible it is? Don't
you see how unfair it is? We are decent people--or
were. We love one another--or did. You have worked
your head off. I have been a galley slave. And for
what? I am an old woman at thirty. You can't last
at the pace you are going. We are in debt. The children need new clothes. We all need a change. I'd
go away tonight if I had the money. Go away from
the children and the house-even from you ! Half the
time I hate the children; the other half I hate myself.
Oh, I know what you'll say-that I'm tired. I am tired.
I'm so tired of this whole unequal fight that I could
die!"
She is tired; and her tired husband comforts her as
best he can. They go up to a small box-like bedroom.
Both take off cheap clothes and crawl into a threequarter bed under cotton sheets. Exhaustion mercifully ends the day.
Yes, money would solve the worst of their problem.
But when I hie myself to the next cottage where there
is enough money I find another problem equally acute :
there aren't any children. The husband wants them;
the wife doesn't. In the next cottage there is something else. In ten cottages I find only one that contains
a truly happy family.
So back on my hill-top I ponder on marriage. I
should like to think that there is a way out for those
who live so unhappily in the nine cottages. Because
I have granted divorces to thousands it might seem
that I should look to easy divorce as the solution. I
favor easy divorce, but I do not think that is the
solution.
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For those who love and are spiritually fitted to one
another a changed standard of living might help. One
family cannot be greatly different from those about
them without being humiliated. But a community of
families in similar circumstances might alter their
standard to suit a common level of income. But can
we come to this in an age of flaunted luxuries, every
road ablaze with shining motor _cars and the air
charged with music?
For those who have too many children, or who
have some children when none would be far better,
birth control might have been the antidote to the poison
of marital misery. I believe stoutly in legalized birth
control, but my believing does not blind me from the
profound importance of eugenics, health, population,
morality and the protection of youth.
For those who suffer from having married an incompatible person, or who handle marriage awkwardly,
or who discover bewildering changes in themselves
and their mates after the bridal year, some form of
education might help. Surely there is much helpful
knowledge about married life that would help boys
and girls to choose aright. But my experience with
thousands of broken marriages reminds me how seldom any one curriculum would have applied to as
many as a dozen of the unfortunates.
In short, from my eyrie on the hill-top I catch a
glimpse of what may, perforce, be the truth of the
whole much-debated relation between men and women.
Marriage in itself is a device created by man for his
convenience. Like all other man-made devices it is
important and worthy of preservation only so long
as it serves its purpose. Divorce, the complement of
marriage, must therefore be equally unimportant in
the large scheme of things.
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Intimate and happy companionship between man
and woman, whether for the purpose of producing
children or merely for pleasure, is of the utmost
importance. If such companionship brings great happiness, then love exists. And the joy of love is the
greatest reward life has to give to the human being.
Work, health, money, unselfishness and all the other
virtues kneel at the altar of love.
More than ever before in my life I believe in love
between man and woman. Marriage alone won't
achieve or guard it. Children aren't necessary to it.
Passion is only a fraction of it. Like the magic spark
of life, love is both a mystery and a vital force. Our
clumsy artifices of marriage and divorce pertain as
little to its strength and beauty as do the weeds that
grow beneath the towering oak pertain to the mighty
trunk above them.

